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Abstract
LIDAR, an acronym for LIght Detection And Ranging, is a system used for studying
the scattering of laser light incident on a parcel of air. This thesis investigates the
atmosphere above the Durban region using two atmospheric LIDARs, referred to, in
this study, as the "old LIDAR" and the "new LIDAR".
The old LIDAR was used in a campaign of observation from July to October 1997 in
a study of aerosol concentrations over Durban. This thesis will focus on, among other
things, the local aerosol profiles for low altitude (0 to 10 km) and high altitude (10 to
35 km). In particular, the focus will shift on any long persistence in this region (it was
found that the aerosol layer observed by M. Kuppen (1996) on June 1994 at 25 km
may have moved to the higher altitude of 28 km in October 1997. This may be
explained by stratospheric upwelling, carrying the layer to higher altitude. These
aerosols are known to influence the local climate). This investigation will give some
useful insight into the local atmospheric dynamics.
The new LIDAR system (Rayleigh-Mie LIDAR) has been used to measure
atmospheric temperatures from 20 to 60 km as well as aerosol extinction coefficients
from 15 to 40 km. Height profiles of temperature have been measured by assuming
that the LIDAR returns are solely due to Rayleigh scattering by molecular species and
that the atmosphere obeys the perfect gas law and is in hydrostatic equilibrium
(Hauchecorne and Chanin 1980).
Since its installation in April 1999, the new LIDAR has been used to monitor
stratospheric temperatures and aerosol concentrations from 10 to 40 km. In this study,
we discuss in chapter 7 the results of a validation campaign conducted during the
period of April 1999 to December 2000. Average monthly LIDAR temperatures are
computed from April 1999 to December 1999 and compared with radiosonde
temperatures obtained from the South African Weather Service (SAWS) at Durban.
The monthly LIDAR temperature profiles over two years (1999 and 2000) were also
computed and compared with the climatological model Cospar International
Reference Atmosphere (CIRA)-1986 and with the average monthly European Centre
for Medium Range Weather Forecast (ECMWF) temperatures . The results show that
there is good agreement between LIDAR and SAWS radiosonde temperatures in the
20 and 30 km altitude range. Between 20 and 40 km, the monthly LIDAR
temperatures agree closely with the CIRA-86 and ECMWF profiles. However, during
winter, in the altitude range 40 to 60 km, LIDAR temperatures are warmer than
CIRA-1986 and ECMWF temperatures, and they show large variability. These
variations could be due to relatively fast transient phenomena like gravity waves or
planetary waves propagating vertically in the stratosphere. As part of the validation
process, the aerosol extinction coefficients retrieved from the LIDAR data have also
been compared with the extinction coefficients measured by Stratospheric Aerosol
and Gas Experiment (SAGE) II close to the LIDAR location and on coincident days.
Appendix E of this thesis also investigates the concept of refraction by atmospheric
gases as applied to gas lenses. A simple spinning pipe gas lens (SPGL) has been used
as the objective lens of a camera to take pictures of the moon and sun spots. The
SPGL is a varifocal length lens which depends on the temperature of the pipe and the
angular velocity at which it spins. For our purpose a focal length of 8 m has been
used. The moon pictures are compared with a lunar map so as to identify the maria.
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Probing the atmosphere with light beams is by no means a new technique.
AB early as 1869, Tyndall used an electric lamp to study the polarisation of
light scattered from smoke in his laboratory. In 1930 Synge proposed that a
vertically directed searchlight beam could be utilised to measure density and
temperature profiles ofthe upper atmosphere. Hulburt (1937) studied atmo-
spheric turbidity and molecular scattering to a height of 28 km. This was
accomplished by photographing a searchlight beam over an observing station
18,4 km away. In 1939 Johnson et al. used a modulated light beam and a
photoelectric detector to make quantitative measurements of the scattered
intensity up to 30 km.
Eltermann (1951) used a rotating shutter to modulate a searchlight beam,
which he used as the transmitter and a parabolic reflector with a photomul-
tiplier at the focus as the receiver. The transmitter and receiver were spa-
tially separated in an arrangement called a bistatic LIDAR (which will be
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discussed later) and with this set up Eltermann was able to obtain density
and temperature profiles up to 60 km which agreed well with profiles from
other meteorological techniques. Since the scatter altitude was determined
by triangulat ion, a single profile took an entire evening.
Friedland (1956) recognised that there was little scientific value in obtain-
ing profiles over such long time periods since atmospheric changes could take
place between the first and last observations. Also weather changes may
force the cessation of observations before a complete profile was obtained.
There was therefore a need for a system that could sample faster. Friedland
used a pulsed light source as the transmitter, and the receiver was separated
by a distance of 0,17 km. With this system he was able to obtain density
profiles up to 40 km in height in a time extremely short (500 JLs) compared
to Eltermann's sampling time of one night.
The invention of the laser by Maiman (1960) meant that a high intensity
monochromatic collimated beam of light was now available as the transmit-
ter for the LIDAR systems. The laser was an obvious replacement for the
searchlights used previously. The invention of the Q-switch by McClung and
Hellwarth (1962) made the generation of very short high energy single laser
pulses possible. This development meant that range resolved measurements
could now be carried out. This revolutionised optical probing of the atmo-
sphere.
Fiocco and Smullin (1963) were the first to use the laser for atmospheric
studies. They utilised a Q-switched pulsed ruby laser at 694,3 nm with a
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pulselength of 50 ns to obtain backscattered echoes up to an altitude of 25
km. With these echoes Fiocco and Smullin were able to detect the presence
of atmospheric aerosols.
In the very early days of LIDAR development, the return signal was
measured as an intensity and displayed on an oscilloscope as a plot of voltage
versus time. The current out of the photomultiplier was passed through a
resistor and the voltage change was measured as the light was scattered back
into the detector. The oscilloscope was triggered the moment the laser was
fired, hence the time axis represented the distance from which the light was
scattered.
LIDAR systems have now become more sophisticated: different and shorter
wavelength lasers are used and better detection techniques, e.g. pulse count-
ing, are employed. Not only do we have ground based LIDAR but there
are also airborne LIDARs (Spinburne 1982) as well as space-borne LIDAR
systems. Mobile LIDARs are also present in this field of study (Fredriksson
et al. 1981).
LIDARsystems are used in the study of various atmospheric constituents
and properties which include aerosols, sodium, calcium, lithium, ozone, wind,
temperature, and humidity. The studies of atmospheric aerosols, density and
temperature are essentially meteorologicaL
In situ measurements were initially carried out by instruments mounted
on giant kites. Today lightweight instruments are borne on free balloons
and telemeter their measurements back to earth. These systems are called
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Figure 1.1: A typical radiosonde launch in the early hours of the morning at
the Aerological Station Payerne (a regional office of the Swiss Meteorological
Institute) .
radiosondes. Fig. (1.1) shows a typical launching of a radiosonde in the early
hours of the morning at t he Aerological Station , Payerne in Switzerlan d
(which is a regional office of the Swiss Meteorological Insti tute). T he method
consists of launching a balloon filled with helium in the atmosphere. T he bal-
loon carries a radiosonde which is capable of measuring almost vertic ally (the
balloon dri fts with wind ) the pressure, temperat ure and relative humidity for
a PTU (Pressure, Temperature and hUmidity) sonde. Some sondes can also
measure ozone concentrat ion. During t he ascent of the ba lloon, the measure-
ments are telemetered to a receiving station on the ground every 10 secs until
the balloon burst s. Fig.(1.2) shows a commonly used sonde in most meteo-
rological offices around t he world for upper air measurements (here shown in
the UK) .
The ground station receives, records and processes t he measurements of
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F igure 1.2: A commonly used sonde RS80 in the world (here shown in the UK).
The antenna which sends the signal to the ground can be seen on top.
pressure , temperat ure and relat ive humidity taken by t he radiosonde. From
these measurements, t he dew point temperature, t he wind speed and direc-
t ion are calculated. T hese measurements are important to meteorology for
two reasons:
(i) weather condit ions can be reported at certain pressure levels, and
(ii) t he dat a collected can be used in the analysis of chart s and numerical
weat her prediction models.
Dust- sondes (balloon borne) are also used to measure aerosol concentra-
t ions. Radiosondes and du st- sondes are capable of producing profiles with
ver t ical resolut ions of up to 100 m. Altit udes of 28 km are attainable at
which point the balloons usually burst . T his is a good direct measurement
technique. However , there are two disadvantages:
(1) W inds tend to carry the balloons away from the point of release, up
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to 30 km away (Northam 1974). Hence the profile is not strictly vertical.
(2) An entire profile (0-30 km) can take up to 2 hours during which
atmospheric changes could take place.
For sounding in the upper stratosphere and mesosphere (25-70 km range) ,
beyond the reach of balloons, rocke t systems have been used. During the
1960's, ro ckets were developed with specific meteorological applications, ca-
pable of carrying the scient ific payload up to 75 km or higher. Equipment
consisting of a specially adapted and more sophisticated radiosonde systems
are released with a parachute at high altitude. However, the parachute is af-
fected by wind and drifts horizontally as well as vertically. Hence the profile
is quasivertical at best.
LIDAR profiles are however very localised and vertical. The time taken
to obtain a single profile can be short compared to radiosondes. It is limited
only by the pulse length and repetition rate of the laser. A single laser pulse
can produce an entire profile up to an altitude of (typically) 100 km. For
better results, many laser shots are done which are integrated to give a single
temperature profile for the night. The profile is usually integrated over 4 to
5 hours acquisition.
Even with the limitations that balloon-borne detectors have, Northam et
al. (1974) have shown good correlation between aerosol concentrations mea-
sured using a balloon borne dust-sonde and a ground-based LIDAR system.
Satellites have also been used extensively to remotely measure vertical
temperature profiles and atmospheric densities. In short, satellites have ex-
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tended our measurement of atmospheric temperature in three main ways
(Barnett 1980):
(i) Daily radiosonde an alyses are available up to 30 km for both hemi-
spheres. In the past, weekly analyses up to 70 km could be obtained, al-
though the latter depended upon a network of rocket stations which is very
sparse. Satellites now offer complete daily analyses throughout the middle
atmosphere.
(ii) Satellites offer complete coverage of the middle atmosphere of t he
Southern and Northern Hemispheres, where up to now radiosonde observa-
tions cover relatively few places over land.
(iii) Satellites provide homogeneous data from the same instrument and
allow the study of planetary waves of amplitude as small as 0.3 K can be
detected. Most studies with satellite data have dealt with winter disturbed
stratosphere and mesosphere (Harwood 1975; Leovy and Webster 1976; Hi-
rota 1978), which are dominated by planetary waves and stratospheric warm-
ings.
1.2 Deployment of LIDARs in Space
The applicat ions of ground-based and airborne LIDAR systems have vali-
dated the measurement capabilities and reliability of the technique. The
incorporation of such systems in spacecraft for providing global data on a
number of atmospheri c parameters is expected to make significant cont ribu-
tions to meteorology and climatology, and has consequently been the subject
of considerable research by both ESA and NASA since 1974. However, de-
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velopments in laser technology and the access to greater weight, volume and
power facilities on large space platforms deployed since the mid-1990s have
inspired renewed attention to the concept of space-borne LIDARs and spe-
cific missions have already been planned in the USA (Winker et al. 1996)
and USSR (Balin et al. 1990).
The particular advantage of a LIDAR system in space is its good vertical
resolution which is demonstrated in ground-based and airborne LIDARs. The
minimum footprint is determined by the diffraction limit of the transmitting
telescope, which can be as small as a few mrad. These capabilities will be
particularly suited to studies of the height of the planetary boundary layer,
cloud-top heights, vertical profiles of aerosols, and sub-visible clouds. The
LIDAR In space Technology Experiment (LITE) conducted by the NASA on
board the US shuttle flight in 1993 was used to measure the above-mentioned
parameters and also atmospheric temperatures with a reasonable height reso-
lution. LITE incorporates a Neodymium-YAG laser, with frequency-doubling
and tripling crystals, and a 1 m diameter receiving mirror. The doubling
and tripling crystals are used to provide 0.46 J at 532 nm and 0.20 J at
355 nm. The primary goals of LITE are to demonstrate the maturity of
space-based LIDAR technology, to provide some unique measurements, and
to provide a platform for future development of technology for space-based
systems (Winker et al. ·1996). A corresponding development took place in the
USSR where a system incorporating a frequency-doubled Neodymium-YAG
laser and a 27 cm diameter receiving mirror was mounted on the manned
orbital station MIR for measurements of the upper boundary of clouds and
their optical properties (Balin et al. 1990). The European Space Agency
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(ESA) is planning to launch ENVIronment SATellite (ENVISAT) in March
2002 which has the instrument Global Ozone Monitoring by Occultation of
the Stars (GOMOS) on board (ESA 2001). The primary aim of GOMOS
is to measure stratospheric ozone globally using the stellar occultation tech-
nique. The Service-d'Aeronornie of the CNRS, Verrieres-le-Buisson, France
will assume the conception and validation of the GOMOS measurements.
Ground-based LIDAR data will be used to validate the satellite measure-
ments.
Differential absorption LIDAR systems were developed from these simple
backscatter systems, and the measurements of particular value to meteoro-
logical and climate studies are profiles of water-vapour and temperature, and
also of pressure down to the Earth's surface.
The traditional method of global wind measurements from space is based
on the observation of cloud movements using geostationary imaging radiome-
ters. The provision of improved cloud heights determined by LIDAR will
assist in obtaining wind vectors at different atmospheric levels, provided the
LIDAR measurements and the information from the satellite sensor images
can be correlated. However, serious consideration is also being given to
the measurement of the three dimensional wind field throughout the tropo-
sphere and lower stratosphere using a Doppler LIDAR system (NASA 1987).
Fig. (1.3) shows a range-time display of vertical profiles of the vertical wind
acquired by the High Resolution Doppler LIDAR (HRDL) in Boulder, USA,
during system tests. Positive velocities indicate rising air parcels. The col-
umn of high negative velocity between 19:10 and 19:12 is a shaft of light
rain. The simultaneous 30 m range resolution and 0.05 m/s velocity resolu-
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Figure 1.3: A range-time display of vertical profiles of the vertical wind acquired
by the High Resolution Doppler L1DAR (HRDL) in Boulder (Wulfmeyer et a l.
1998) . The image was taken on May 14 1996, between 19:08 and 19:20 UTC.
tion are unprecedented for a high repetit ion rate coherent Doppler LIDAR.
T he system is based on a diode pu mped Ti:Nu YAG laser with an emission
wavelengt h of 2.02 ust: and average power of 2 W .
A maj or considerat ion of ea ch of t he two types of application (backscatter
and Doppler wind) is t he choice of the laser. T he life t ime and reliability
will be part icularly relevan t becau se of t he need to ensure a minimum oper-
at ional t ime of 2-3 years for meteorological-type ap plications. Fort unately,
progress in new laser mater ial and advances in diode laser pumping arrange-
ments promise improvements in performance and reliability of solid-state
lasers, and improved lifeti mes and stability have been achieved wit h CO2
lasers. T he Neodymium-YAG laser could also find applications in the types
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of measurement: differential absorption and Doppler measurements: In the
former, the YAG laser is used as a source for backscatter. In the Doppler
measurements, the YAG laser is used to pump a Ti-Sapphire laser to produce
the 710-950 nm wavelength range for differential absorption measurements
of molecular oxygen and water-vapour. Considerable attention has also been
paid to the Alexandrite laser operating between 720-780 nm (Pelon 1985)
and it seems likely that it will find application in space-borne measurements.
1.3 Franco-South African Cooperation and the
Durban LIDAR
Since 1992 the Laboratoire de Physique de I'atrnosphere, University of La
Reunion (LPA-UR) , Reunion, and the Service d'Aeronomie-Centre Nationale
du Recherche Scientifique (SA-CNRS), Verrieres, France have been collabo-
rating with t he University of Natal, Durban (UND) and other institutions
such as t he South African Weather Service (SAWS) in different projects and
campaigns as summarised below:
• Collaboration in the campaign South African Fire/Atmosphere Re-
search Ini tiative(SAFARl) 1992 (LPA-UR/UND),
• Comparison of radiosonde measurements of Pressure Temperature hU-
midity (PTU)-03 between Irene (25 OS) and Reunion (21 OS) , 1995
(LPA-UR/UND) ,
• Communication of the results obtained from comparison Irene/Reunion
radiosonde ozone measurements at the XVIII Quadrennial Ozone Sym-
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posium, 1996 (LPA-UR/UND),
• Re-installation of the SAOZ system at UND as an honours project by
Laurent Robert under the supervision of T. Portafaix, 1997(LPA-UR),
• Establishment of the TRansport of Chemical species Across the Sub-
tropical tropopause (TRACAS) campaign, project funded by the Eu-
ropean Program for Research and Technological Development, 1998
(SA-CNRS/LPA-UR/UND),
• Installation of a Rayleigh-Mie LIDAR at UND, 1999 (LPA-UR/UND)
The installation in April 1999 of a Rayleigh-Mie LIDAR at UND is the
first of its kind in South Africa as indeed there is no other such LIDAR
system found in the country. This bilateral research programme is aimed at
un erstanding the contribution of dynamic processes to the phenomena that
drive meridional exchanges through the southern subtropical barrier. It has
also contributed to the transfer of technology and exchange of scientists with
regard to LIDAR instrumentation and data analysis.
Reunion Isla5rl (210S,550S) is in a tropical zone, north of the southern
subtropical barrier (SSB). Durban (30 vs, 310E) is on the other side of the
SSB. Simultaneous LIDAR measurements at these two sites will help to un-
derstand the transfer of energy and mass across the SSB. Other measurements
such as SAOZ, radiosonde and satellite data obtained from the experiments of
the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS) and the Earth Radiation
Budget Satellite (ERBS) together with data related to dynamical parameters
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(zonal wind and potential vorticity from ECMWF data) will help to further
our understanding in the mechanisms involved in the transfer.
The LIDAR measurements obtained will also help to understand the cli-
matology and variability of aerosols above South Africa. Aerosol studies are
important as they give an indication of the loading of the atmosphere in
relation to anthropogenic sources, biomass burning (burning of forest, sugar-
cane, etc) , smoke and other gases emitted by factories. These studies can
also help to identify dynamic tracers in the upper troposphere and the lower
stratosphere. LIDAR measurements can also help calculate parameters of
radiative transfer.
A joint collaboration between UR-LPA-CNRS and the School of Geogra-
phy and Environmental Sciences, University of Natal has existed since 1992.
Research in the evolution of tropospheric ozone has been undertaken by both
institutions during the SAFARI 1992 campaign. A second collaboration re-
cently occurred with two intensive campaigns in 1998 and 1999 during the
period of biomass burning in the Southern subcontinent.
During July and August 2000, the LIDAR was part of the SAFARI-2000
campaign which aims, among others, at understanding the dispersal and
transport of aerosols.
To conclude this short review, one could note that thanks to the Franco-
South African atmospheric collaboration, South African meteorology has the
opportunity of keeping pace with the major remote sensing techniques (LI-
DAR, SAOZ, etc) used in the Northern Hemisphere. In the future, the
University of Natal could position itself to become a centre of excellence for





This chapter describes the different scattering processes involved when a
monochromatic light source is incident into the atmosphere. The main scat-
tering processes are Rayleigh scattering, Mie scattering, particulate scatter-
ing, Raman scattering, resonance and fluorescent scattering.
2.2 Rayleigh Scattering
The scattering caused by air molecules the size of which are smaller than
the wavelength of the incident radiation is termed Rayleigh scattering. The
theory of molecular scattering was first developed by Lord Rayleigh and is
discussed in the context of general scattering theory by Van de Hulst (1957).
The results of the theory, as applied to backscatter, may be summarised as
follows.
Let a wave of intensity 10 be incident on a gas containing G molecules per
unit volume and having polarisability a. It may be shown (Kent et al. 1967)
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that the intensity of the light scattered back in the direction of the incident
beam, at a distance z from the scattering volume, is given by
where A is the wavelength used and V the scattering volume. G is the
number of molecules per unit volume. a is the polarisability and is equal to
2 . (J-L - 1) . ~, where J-L is the refractive index, Co is the permittivity of free
space.
For light in the visible region of the spectrum, ~ has the numerical value
Co
2.17 X 10-29 m:", provided no dissociation occurs.
Two important conclusions that can be drawn from equation (2.1):
(i) the intensity and the power of the scattered wave are proportional to
(ii) the backscattered intensity varies as 1
2
, for a purely molecular atmo-
z
sphere.
Rayleigh scattering is frequently described in terms of various scattering
cross-sections. The most commonly used terms are:
(a) The Rayleigh scattering cross-section
(2.2)
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This formula may be obtained by integrating the general formula for
Rayleigh scattering (Van De Hulst (1957)), over a complete sphere. The
Rayleigh scattering cross-section is very small. For our systems, the wave-
lengths used are 589 nm and 532 nm, .:: = 2.17 X 1O-29m3 (provided no
Co
dissociation occurs) then p; will approximate the value 10- 31 m 2sr - 1 .
The total fraction of light scattered per unit path length from a beam
traversing a region with G molecules per unit volume is Pr.G (Pr will change
very little with altitude as it depends mostly on A and provided there is no
dissociation of the air molecules).
The concentration of molecules in the atmosphere varies from 2 X 1025
molecules per cubic metre at the ground level and 1019 molecules per cubic
meter at 100 km altitude (Kent et al. 1967). The following calculation
estimates the value of Pr.G at a height of 100 km where we assume the
atmosphere is purely molecular.
Typical value of G near the ground is 2.7 X 1025 molecules per cubic metre.
Hence Pr.G has magnitude rv 1O-6m - 1sr - 1• We can estimate the fraction of
light backscattered from a height of 100 km to a height of 6 km by using a
"half height" approximation:
100 km = 16.67
6 km
We assume that the backscattered signal due to air molecules (Rayleigh
scattering) follows an inverse-squared law of the distance of the scatterers
from the point of emission of the radiation.
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(1)16.67This corresponds to a backscattered signal of intensity "2 ~ 1O-5m - 1sr- 1 •
Similarly, the fraction of light backscattered from a height of 100 km to a
100
height of 6.5 km is (~) 6.5 = 2 x 10-5 m-1sr- 1.
The fraction of light backscattered from a height of 100 km to a height
100
of 5.5 km will be (~) 5.5 = 3.3 x 1O- 6m - 1sr- \ which is approaching the
value of Pr.G. This "half height" approximation method is an alternative
method of estimating the value of Pr .G. These three values of the parameter
Pr.G show that the fraction of light backscattered from a height of 100 km
decreases by a factor of 10 for a 1 km difference in height from 6.5 to 5.5 km.
(b) The Rayleigh scattering function for backscatter PR (Kent et al. 1967)
can be written in terms of Rayleigh scattering cross-section p; as follows:
7f2 . a 2





Using the above value for Pr' PR will have magnitude rv 1O-32m2sr-1.
The fraction of light backscattered, per unit path length, per unit solid angle,
from an incident beam is, as shown by the formula given earlier as PR.G.
W ith the same value of G as above, PR.G will have magnitude rv 1O-7m - 1sr- 1.
(c) The LIDAR cross-section
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Hence PL will have the same magnitude as p., viz. 1O- 31m 2 sr - l .
The fraction of light that would be scattered per unit lengt h, if the amount
of scatter in all directions were t he same as that for backscatter is
When discussing back-scatter theory, either PR or P is normally used and
we may rewrite the formula for I as
I = PR . V . G . 10
Z2
where
V : is the scattering volume,
G : is the number of molecules per unit volume,
10 : is the intensity of incident radiat ion,
(2.5)
Z : is the distance of the scattering volume to the source of the radiation.
PR will take different values depending on the wavelength of the incident
radiation. Typical value of PR at a wavelength of 532 nm is 5.74 X 10-32
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m 2sr- 1 . At a distance of 10 km, with G '" 1025 molecules per cubic metre,
'" -5 3 h i _ PR' V . G '" 10-32 • 10-5 . 1025 = 10-16
V 10 m t en 1
0
- Z2 104 •
This is a reasonable estimate of the fraction of the intensity of light scat-
tered back by a pure molecular atmosphere in the direction of the incident
beam.
Consider a pulse of length t sec, containing P photons which is directed
upwards through the lower atmosphere. Let the attenuation in passing once
through the lower atmosphere be T , then the intensity I at a height z is
1= P·T h /. / ..2 n p otons unit area umt timet- z . H (2.6)
where n is the angular beamwidth or solid angle subtended by the laser beam
at the ground (see fig. (2.1)). If we consider light scattered from a thin slice
of height Sz, as shown in fig.(2.1), then the scattering volume V is given by
V = Z2. n· Oz
and the scattered intensity at the ground is
(2.7)
PR· P . T 2 · G . 8z
I g = t . Z2 photons / unit area / unit time (2.8)
where T2 is the total attenuation for the round trip.
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Figure 2.1: The scattering geometry.
c·t
Light will be received simultaneously from a height range 2' where c is
the velocity of light and t is the length of the transmitted pulse. The total
intensity on the ground is therefore
PR' p. T 2 • G· C
I gt ot = 2 2 photons / unit area / unit time (2.9)· z
provided c~ t is small compared with the variation of G. A rough estimate
of the total intensity of light backscattered on the ground is of the order 1011
photons / unit area / unit time as shown by the following calculation. The
values of PR' P, T , and G have been obtained from Kent et al. 1967.
At a height of 10 km, PR rv 10-32 m2sr- 1, P rv 1019 photons, T = 0.7, G
rv 1025 , C = 3 X 108 m/s and z = 10 km,
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10-32 . 1019 • (070)2. 1025 ·3 X 108 . , .
I t t = . rv 1011 photons / umt area / umt time
go 2. (104)2
If we integrate the amount of light falling on an area A for a time T, then
the number of collected photons is
A· PR' p. T 2 • G· c· T
2. Z2
(2.10)
A· PR' p. T 2 • G· oz
-
Z2
where Sz is the height range over which the integration is carried out. Pc
depends linearly upon Bz and so may be increased simply by increasing oz.
However , since in the lower atmosphere, the density changes by a factor of
~ for a height change of about 7 km, a value rather less than this has to
e
be used in practice if the results are to be useful. If we put in a factor Q
representing the overall efficiency of the observing system and assume no
atmospheric dissociation, then the number of photons actually recorded is
(2.11)
This expression consists of two parts: the first term relates to the atmo-
sphere, of which N is the parameter to be determined, and the second term
describes the receiving system and associated losses (including those in the
lower atmosphere).
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The factor (G~:R) decreases rapidly with increasing height; using the
standard atmosphere data for 15°N obtained from Kent et al. (1967), a
short list of expected values is shown in Table (2.1). It shows the variation
of (G~:R) with height.





90 1.78x10 - ~2
Table 2.1: Variation of the fraction of light that would be scattered per unit
volume with height.
2.3 Mie Scattering
Expressed in simple terms: the scattering caused by a particle the size of
which is comparable to or larger than the wavelength, can be envisaged as an
interference of partial waves which pass around, and in the case of dielectric
media, through the particle. The size of the particles is usually less than
0.1 f-Lm in media such as dust, aerosols and water droplets. The scattering
cross-section in this case is larger than Rayleigh scattering cross-section and
is of the order 10-14 m2 in the visible region.
For the simplest case of a metallic sphere of infinite conductivity, fig.(2.2)
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Figure 2.2: Normalised scattering cross-section as a function of the normalised
circumference of a sphere (Siegert et al. 1963) .
for a metallic sphere, where Psis the scattering cross-section of the sphere
and a is the radius of the sphere.
2·1r·a
From fig.(2.2) we can distinguish three regions: for .\ < 0.5, the
curve obeys the Rayleigh approximation i.e. .rs: ex: (~) 4
7f . a2 .\'
At about 2 . tt . a ~ .\ the maximum scatter cross-section occurs due to
Mie (or "resonant") scattering.
For larger ratios of circumference to wavelength up to about 10, con-
structive and destructive interferences of the partial waves due again to Mie
scattering add up veetorially, so that Ps shows an oscillatory behaviour slowly
damped out as higher modes become involved at higher ~ values. Finally,
.\
2·7f·a
for .\ > 10 we reach the asymptotic property of Mie scattering, the
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simple geometrical optics solution Ps = 'if. a2•
To a very good approximation, Mie scattering varies as A-1.5.
2.4 Particulate scatter
The lower atmosphere contains large numbers of suspended solid and liquid
particles (aerosols) that vary in size from about one hundredth of a micron
to a micron (Junge 1963). The main characteristics of their variation with
height are fairly well known up to a height of about 30 km (Junge and Manson
1961; Junge et al. 1961; Rosen 1961).
An outline of this variation, as shown by balloon borne particle counters,
is shown in fig.(2.3). It can be seen that there is a maximum near the ground
level followed by a further maximum near the tropopause. Observations of
optical scattering from the layer have been made (Fiocco and Grams 1964;
Kent et al. 1967) showing an enhancement over the Rayleigh scattered sig-
nal by a factor of approximately two. The height of the tropopause varies
considerably with latitude and it might be expected that the aerosol layer
would show similar variation, as yet however there is little evidence on this.
Deirmendjian (1965) has estimated the intensity of the scattered signal
using the known aerosol concentrations. These are necessarily subject to con-
siderable uncertainty but agree approximately with the experimental values.
At heights above 30 km the importance of particulate scattering is un-
certain. Fiocco and Smullin (1963) and Fiocco and Colombo (1964) have
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Figure 2.3: Approximate variation of aerosol number density with height.
these layers can influence greatly laser propulsion of rockets into outer space
as much of the beam will be attenuated.
2.5 Raman scattering
Raman scattering occurs due to vibrational or rotational transitions within
molecules. The Raman spectrum consists of several peaks, shifte d with re-
spect to the excitat ion wavelength by an amount which is characteristi c of
the studied molecule. One of the advantages of this process is that it enables
us to detect simultaneously several constituents using the same laser beam.
It also enables one to measure accurately the concentrations of constituents
in t he atmosphere with respect to an abundant species in the atmosphere,
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Figure 2.4: Energy level diagram for Raman scattering.
for example nitrogen.
If a molecule is vibrating at its proper vibration frequency V y , then the
abi lity of the molecule to become polarised, the polarizability a, is oscillating
with t he vibration frequency about its mean value ao.
Assuming a weak modulation (al«aO), the resulting polarisability
a = ao + a l sin u; . t (2.12)
will cause the polarization induced p, by the incident wave field at frequency
v to be mo dulated by the vibration as
p = ao ' Eo' sin v· t + ~al . Eo [cos(v - vy)t - cos(v + vy) . t] (2.13)
where Eo is the magnitude of the electric field of the incident wave and v is
the frequency of the incident wave field. T he first term in equation (2.13)
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is the Rayleigh (elastic) term. The second and third terms represent the
Stokes and Anti-Stokes lines of the Raman scattering respectively; they are
the inelastic side bands of the Rayleigh scattering (fig.(2.4)). In fig.(2.4), u;
is the frequency of the scattered radiation.
Due to the quantum-mechanical selection rules for vibrations b:.v = ±1 and
for rotations b:..J = 0, ±2, in vibrational-rotational Raman scattering the
spectrum is given by
(
+4~ (.J + ~) for .J --+ .J + 2 )
v = vv 0 for .J --+ .J
- 4~ (.J - ~) for .J --+ .J - 2
(2.14)
where B = h
2
• I is the rotational constant, i.e. a factor characterizing
87r
each molecule because of its moment of inertia I for polyatomic non-linear
molecules B assumes different values in the different directions of orthogonal
coordinates. h is the Planck's constant.
The scattering cross-section for Raman scattering is two to three orders
of magnitude smaller than that of Rayleigh scattering and is of the order
10- 34 m2 •
Raman scattering is important in that the scattered light is frequency shifted
by an amount that is characteristic of the scattering molecule. The Raman
spectrum can thus be used to identify the scatterer, measure its number
density, and measure its energy state by means of the population of the
different energy levels.
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2.6 Resonance and Fluorescent Scattering
Resonance scattering occurs when the emission wavelength of the atom or
molecule is the same as the excitation wavelength. The interaction time is of
the order 10-8 s to 10-9 s and this corresponds to the lifetime of the excited
level. The scattering cross-sections in this case vary from 10- 16 m2 for atoms
and 10- 21 m2 for molecules. Resonance scattering occurs without substantial
energy or wavelength change, but the scattering cross-section is order of
magnitude larger than the Rayleigh cross-section for incident wavelengths
matching an absorbing (and reemitting) transition in the molecule or atom.
Resonant elastic scattering has been used to detect atomic sodium layer
which is located around 80 km, as reported by Hake et al. 1972. They found
that an atomic sodium layer could be used as a ground-accessible tracer to
monitor the position and strength of transition from water cluster ions to
diatomic ions.
Fluorescent scattering consists of a spontaneous emission of photons at
a wavelength shifted towards the red of the visible spectrum with respect
to the excitation wavelength. The scattering cross-sections are of the order
10- 22 m2 and the lifetimes of the excited levels vary from 1 /1s to 1 s.
Fluorescent scattering and resonance scattering are similar in that a match
between the transmitting laser wavelength and an absorbing transition is
required, but the fluorescent scattering is at a longer wavelength than the
incident and is characteristic of the scattering material. Fluorescent scatter-
ing from dye particles in the aerosol is possible in the planetary boundary
layer and can be used to differentiate LIDAR return from tracer particles and
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LIDAR return from ambient aerosol particles and molecules. The planetary
boundary layer is the layer of the atmosphere where most of the aerosols are
concentrated and is located about 6 km above the ground.
2.7 Multiple Scattering
In multiple scattering, received photons have been scattered more than once.
The theory of multiple scattering is complex and could be the subject of
post-doctoral studies. However, interested readers should consult Carswell
(1983) for a more detailed explanation.
For LIDAR design purposes it is sufficient to note that multiple scattering
delays parts of the return signal, so that range resolution of a LIDAR in
a multiple-scattering situation is generally degraded. The problem can be
overcome by making the receiver field of view as small as possible. In fact,
Weinman (1976) showed that a study of LIDAR signal strength as a function
of receiver field of view is one way of determining the contribution of multi-
. ple scattering to a LIDAR return. Another way to estimate the amount of
multiple scattering is to reduce the backscatter coefficient by increasing the
incident wavelength (ex A-4).
Light can also undergo multiple scattering and produce a signal in the receiver
from low altitudes at a time when the principal signal is entering from higher
altitudes. As a first approximation, we have not considered the effect of
multiple scattering on the LIDAR returns.
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Figure 2.5: General configuration of a monostatic L1DAR.
The light of a laser pulse sent vertically into the atmosphere is backscat-
tered by the air molecules and by the aerosols. For a monostatic LIDAR
configuration (fig.(2.5)), where the pulsed laser output is transmitted in a
narrow beam with a eo-aligned receiver telescope arranged to collect the ra-
diation scattered in the backward direction, the backscattered signal can be
described very conveniently in terms of the so-called LIDAR equation (Car-
swell 1983):




S(z) : the instantaneous energy received at time t from the atmospheric
scatterers at altitude z,
So : the transmitted energy,




the collecting area of the receiver telescope,
the solid angle subtended by the receiver at the altitude
{3 the volume backscattering coefficient of the atmosphere,
(J the volume extinction coefficient of the atmosphere,
T : the duration of the laser pulse, and
ZL : the altitude of the LIDAR st at ion above sea level.
This equation assumes that only a single scattering event takes place to
redirect photons from the source back to the receiver.
{3 is defined as the fractional amount of incident energy scattered per stera-
dian in the backward direction per unit atmospheric path length. {3 has the
(J is defined as the extinction cross-section per unit volume. It is expressed
m 2
as 3 =m-1 and is numerically equal to the standard linear ext inct ion coef-
ill
ficient.
In the LIDAR equat ion, the information on the atmospheric properties are
contained in the coefficients (J and {3.
{3 is a superposition of scattering contributions from all atmospheric con-




where the summation is taken over all species i of number density N, and
. . d L:(7f)i
backscattermg cross-section diP .
The cross sections for the various scattering processes range from values
as high as 1O- 12cm2sr-1 for larger aerosol particles, down to values below
1O-32cm2sr - l for Raman scattering. These scattering cross-sections are also
wavelength dependent.
The number densities N, depend on the species concentration in the atmo-
sphere. For aerosols and dusts in the lower atmosphere the N; values vary
widely in the range from about 108 to 1011 m-3. Thus the range of [3 values
encountered can extend from 10-3 m-1sr-1 for larger particle Mie scattering
in clouds to less than 10-12 m-1sC1 for Rayleigh scattering in molecular
species (Collis et al. 1976).
The extinction coefficient (J includes all of the attenuation processes in the
atmosphere. The laser beam energy is lost through both scattering and
absorption.
Thus (J can be written as a summation of the following terms (McClatchey
et al. 1971):
(2.17)
where (Ja : volume extinction coefficient arising from aerosols
(Jm: volume extinction coefficient arising from air molecules
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2.9 The Scattering Ratio
In much of the LIDAR research involving elast ic backscattering from aerosols
it is necessary to find a way of separating the Mie scattering component from




: Mie volume backscattering coefficient arising from aerosols ,
: Rayleigh volume baekscattering coefficient arising from air
molecules,
: wavelength of the incident radiation,
z : altitude.
Northam et al. 1974 suggested that better accuracy is achieved if pressure
and temperature profiles are measured by balloon-borne in situ sensors. For a
detailed treatment of the scattering ratio the reader should refer to Measures
(1984).
Scattering ratios are very important tools for analysing LIDAR returns. How-
ever , they have one disadvantage. They are based on the assumption that the
atmosphere is purely molecular (no aerosols) at some altitude. The value of
R(>' ,z) at this altitude is then taken to be 1. However, determination of this
"pinned altitude" may pose some problems especially when the atmosphere
is loaded with aerosols.
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We therefore need some other technique so that the density of the aerosol
layer may be determined absolutely. The Klett inversion method has been
chosen in this study. A brief description of the method is given in the next
chapter. For a detailed treatment of the derivation the reader is referred to
Klett (1981).
2.10 Signal-to-noise Ratio
The primary sources of noise in a LIDAR system are shot noise on the
photon arrival rate, detector noise (dark current) , and sky background noise.
The shot noise is due to the large LIDAR return due to backscattering from
t he lower atmosphere.
The number of photons detected are random and can be approximated
by a Poisson statistics. If P is the number of photons detected then the error
induced on the LIDAR signal is .)-p (Hauchecorne and Chanin 1980).
The detector noise can be made smaller than signal noise by using a
photomultiplier with photon-counting electronics (as in the author's study).
The LIDAR equation given by equation (2.15), can be simplified and
written as the detected signal energy from a transmitted light pulse of energy
So as a function of range z , The return LIDAR signal energy can therefore
be written as:




(3 : t he volume backscattering coefficient of the atmosphere,
G(z) : number of scat terers per uni t volume at range z,
l : resolution length,
A: effective area of receiver telescope,
Y : filter transmission,
Q : overall opt ical efficiency,
,(z): attenuation coefficient.
Both equations (2.15) and (2.19) are identical in nature. The resolution
length is equal to c~t compare with equat ion (2.15).
The sky background energy in the receiver (Schwiesow and Lading 1981)
is given by
y
Bb = 2 . K . l . A . Q. b . n . -
c
where
K : sky radiance,
: resolution length,
A : effect ive telescope area,
Q : optical efficiency,
b : receiver spectral bandwidth,
n : solid angle field of view,
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(2.20)
Y : filter transmission and,
c : speed of light.
This includes the fact that the time interval the receiver is turned




For a night t ime sky, K varies widely around 2.5x 10- 1 W /(m2sr
nm) at a wavelength of 0.5 ussx (Schwiesow and Lading (1981)).
The most effect ive way to reduce Bb is to reduce nand b because
these parameters do not appear in equat ion (2.19), which assumes
that the transmitter and receiver fields are properly matched.







Signal(r) ] + [~] + [~] }
h.b h.b h.b
(2.22)
where Sd is the detector noise energy in time ~t , h is the Planck's
constant and b is the receiver spectral bandwidth.
2.11 Use of filters to detect higher altitude
aerosols
The old LIDAR uses a wavelength of 589 nm which is obtained by tuning
the rhodamine-6G laser with a prism grating. This wavelength is chosen as
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it differs from the absorption wavelength due to ozone and water-vapour in
the atmosphere. The filters, centred at 589 nm with a bandwidth of 10 nm,
show that the backscattered signals are not attenuated severely while the
night sky noise is reduced considerably.
The new LIDAR uses a wavelength of 532 nm which is obtained by
frequency-doubling the fundamental wavelength of the Nd:YAG laser. The
wavelength 532 nm is chosen for the same reason as mentioned above. The
filters used for the new LIDAR, are centred at 532 nm with a bandwidth
of 1 nm. It should be noted that a smaller bandpass removes most of the
background noise from the LIDAR return.
A gain in signal can be expected with the use of an ideal filter which has
a band pass wide enough to transmit the peak emission bank of the emitter
source with nearly 100 % transmittance and yet narrow enough to eliminate
most of the night sky emission.
2.12 Spatial and temporal coherence of a LI-
DAR system
Both spatial and temporal coherence are important in LIDAR applications.
This is to ensure that the receiver and emitter of the LIDAR system are
well aligned to receive backscattered signals from different heights of the
atmopshere. Some LIDARs are basically spatially incoherent in the sense
that the illuminated target volume is much larger than that corresponding
to the diffraction limit of the largest telescope in the system, that is, larger
than a single spatial mode.
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Other LIDARs, particularly those with very high spectral resolution, op-
erate in a single spatial mode.
High resolution LIDARs are temporally coherent in the sense that the
spectral width of the return is a very small fraction of the optical frequency.
The spectral resolution in a Doppler LIDAR, for example, is of the order of
(2.23)
where f\, is the optical frequency of the return signal.
No LIDAR can be temporally coherent in the sense that the optical phase
of the return signal is in a fixed relationship to the phase of the transmitter.
This is because each scatterer of the distributed source in the extended scat-
tering volume will scatter independently, and the phase of the scattered wave
will be determined by the exact range on a wavelength scale. Scattering from
all the centers adds coherently, resulting in a fluctuating amplitude and phase
at the receiver. This vector addition is considered more comprehensively by
Hardesty et al. 1981 and gives a result known as the Rayleigh phasor.
2.13 Spatial Resolution of a Pulsed LIDAR
Fig.(2.6) shows a schematic view of the 1
2
behaviour of the signal from the
z
equation (2.19) applied to a homogeneous atmosphere, i.e a purely molecular
atmosphere (no aerosols present).









Figure 2.6: L1DAR return versus time.
where u is the round-trip travel time and c is the speed of light, so that these
variables may be used interchangeably.
Consider a scatterer at range z and a pulse length p as in fig.(2.7) , p is
given by
p=c"
where, being the duration of the pulse.
(2.25)
Assuming that a certain region of the atmosphere contributes to the signal
at time u, then from equation (2.24), the range corresponding to a round-trip




Continuously distributed scatterers at a range Za (z; > Zl) will scatter
from the leading edge of the pulse, which departs at a time _!..., and will
2











Figure 2.7: L1DAR pulse and scatterer.
(2.27)
Contributions to Ul can also come from range Zb , where particles scatter




Solving for the range resolution L}.z between z., and Zb,
(2.28)
~z - Za - Zb (2.29)







Therefore, the best possible range resolution for a pulsed lidar can be
remembered as 150 metres per microsecond, i.e. b.z = 150 metres for a T
= 1 fJ-S laser and 0.15 metre for T = 10 ns.
If the detector time resolution is longer than T, then the range resolution
is degraded. In this case, a reasonable value p > c-c can be chosen for a range
gate by using appropriate time integration at the receiver.
Note that equation (2.29) also applies approximately to any pulse shape
provided T is FWHM of the pulse. The FWHM (Full Width Half Maximum)
is twice the lie or 86 % criterion for a Gaussian beam diameter where the
angular spread of the beam is defined by the width corresponding to the lie




Description of the Durban
LIDAR systems
3.1 The old Durban LIDAR
The "Old LIDAR system" used in this study was assembled during the period
1991-1992 (M. Kuppen 1992)1 . The main equipment parameters are list ed in
table (3.1) . Fig.(3.1) shows the receiver and transmitter configuration. PMT
is the acronym for the photomultiplier tube.
Model Phase R
Repetition Rate 0.5 Hz
Energy per pulse at 589 nm 800 mJ
Pulse duration(at FWHM) 0.6 p,s
Tuning range 420-760 nm
Divergence of beam ~ 4mrad
Bandwidth 4nm(FWHM)
Table 3.1: Dye laser specifications.
IThis LIDAR was originally built at Rhodes University by Dr Richard Grant and
installed at the University of Natal by Prof Peter Cunningham and Mr Derek Davies and




















Figure 3.1: Experimental set-up of the old Durban L1DAR system. The acronym
PMT stands for PhotoMultiplier Tube.
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Two digital computers are used. The first controls the data acquisition
and storage, and the second controls the stepper motor for alignment of the
90° laser directing prism.
The laser is fired manually in single shot mode every 2 seconds. Each
laser shot is detected by a photodiode which is placed at the back of the
laser cavity. The photodiode then sends a voltage pulse to the pulse counting
system (PCS). This triggers the counters in the PCS and it is at this stage
that data collection starts.
The laser beam travels along a plastic tube and strikes the directing prism
where it is deflected vertically up in the sky. This is shown in fig.(3.2) which
is a three dimensional reconstructed image of the old LIDAR. AB the laser
beam interacts with air molecules and aerosols it is backscattered. Since the
telescope points vertically upwards, only laser radiation scattered vertically
down is collected by the mirror and focused onto the aperture.
Two stacked interference filters centred on 589 nm (dye laser is tuned
with a prism grating to 589 nm) and 10 nm bandwidth are placed in front
of the aperture to discriminate against background radiation. The light is
finally collimated and falls on the photocathode of the photomultiplier tube
(PMT). The collimating optics have a 79° field of view and use only 1.05 m of
the mirror surface (Ideally one would like to have a larger collimating system
with a greater field of view which would utilise the entire mirror surface).
The light incident on the photocathode consists of large numbers of pho-
tons. A large fraction of these photons causes electrons to be emitted from
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Figure 3.2: Three dimensional reconstruction of the old Durban L1DAR. The
rhodamine-6G laser (rectangular green box) can be seen in the back. The thick
white line is the emitted laser beam after 900 deflection by a prism.
the photocathode of the photomult iplier . These photoelectrons emitted are
accelerated by the anode voltage where each elect ron incident on the dynode
releases secondary electrons. Each electron incident on the anode gives rise
to a single pulse. These pulses are amplified and fed into t he P CS via a long
50 n cable where t hey are counted. The pes is located in the transmit ter
chamber while the pulse amplifier is situat ed close to the PMT . The P CS is
shielded from t he laser power supply by a Faraday cage.
The moment the laser is fired t he P CS st arts the count ing process and
integrates the discrete counts for every microsecond. As calculated in sect ion
2.14, each microsecond corresponds to an altitude range of 150 m. T he
P CS is designed to store counts for every microsecond for 667 microseconds
corresponding to a total alt it ude of 100 km and hence a profile is built up
for each laser shot . On average 150 laser shots are taken and the counts are




The transmit ter consists of a flashlamp-pumped dye laser manufactured by
"Phase R". The laser dye is Rhodamine 6G in a concentration of 0.5 X 10- 4
moles/litre of methanol. When the dye is optically pumped by the flashlamp,
lasing action occurs and a series of pulses of wavelength 589 nm with a total
energy of 0.8 J are obtained. Care must be taken not to allow any air bubbles
to get in the circulation of the dye as lasing action may be hampered. The
windows at the end are cleaned to allow easy transmission of the laser beam
along the dye laser. The laser pulselength is 0.6 MS (FWHM) at 589 nm.
... . .
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Figure 3.3: Decay time of the laser.
Fig.(3.3) shows a plot of the decay time of the laser. The flashlamp was
fired at 11 kV and the signal was measured using a Rogowski coil connected
to an oscilloscope. The wild fluctuation in the signal in the beginning is due
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to noise in the flashlamp. The decay time was found to be 800 ns.
The homogeneous broadening of dyes means that large energies can be
obtained in very narrow line widths and the technology for obtaining con-
trollable narrow-band tunable outputs is well advanced. Flashlamp pumped
dyes are attractive because of their high energy output and relative simplicity
of construction. They are excellent sources for some applications requiring
tunability, high energy, and narrow spectral width (Allain 1979). Harmonic
generation using the dye laser outputs is also used to generate additional
short wavelength LIDAR sources with tunability.
3.1.2 The receiver
The receiver consists of a 1.56 m backsilvered parabolic searchlight mirror
with a focal length of 654 mm. Collimating optics are positioned at the focus
of the mirror. These consist of a microscope objective with a field of view
of 79° followed by a variable aperture (1 mm-lO mm). The aperture is set to
5 mm paying particular attention to the attenuation of the returned signal.
Two stacked 589 nm interference filters each with a bandwidth of 10 nm and
50 % transmission are placed in front of the collimating optics. These filters
absorb a large proportion of the background light. The photomultiplier tube
(EM! 9558B) is mounted immediately after the collimating optics.
3.1.3 The dynamic range of the receiver
The operation of the receiver as well as the transmitter is based entirely on
pulse techniques. High voltage is applied to the photomultiplier only when
it is to receive reflected signal from the upper atmosphere. This method of
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operation has several advantages:
(i) The removal of photomultiplier fatigue due to the passing of stray
intense light.
(ii) The possibility of turning the receiver on only after the laser has been
fired. This reduces internal noise to be detected by the photomultiplier.
3.1.4 Photomultiplier
The 9558B photomultiplier was chosen because it has a large spectral range
covering the wavelength bandwidth of the laser. Photomultipliers are mainly
used in photon counting, speetrophometry and film scanning.
The photomultiplier tube (PMT) used in the old Durban LIDAR experi-
ment has no cooling system and is mounted immediately after the collimating
optics.
Theory of photomultipliers
When light is incident on a photomultiplier, photoeletrons are emitted from
the cathode. These are then accelerated by a voltage of a few hundred volts
and are focused onto the metal surface (e.g. Cu-Be) of the first "dynode"
where each impinging electron releases on the average q secondary electrons.
These electrons are further accelerated to a second dynode where each sec-
ondary electron again produces about q tertiary electrons, and so on. The
amplification factor q depends on the accelerating voltage U, on the inci-
dence angle a, and on the dynode materiaL Typical figures for U= 200V are
q= 3 - 5. A photomultiplier with 10 dynodes therefore has a total current
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amplification of C = ql0 ~ 105 - 107 .
In general a photomultiplier of y dynodes will produce a charge avalanche




where W is the capacitance of the anode (including connections).
Sources of noise in photomultipliers
There are three main sources of noise in photomultipliers:
(i) Photomultiplier dark current
(ii) Noise of the incoming radiation
(iii) Shot noise and Johnson noise of the load resistor.
(a) Photomultiplier dark current
(3.1)
When a photomultiplier is operated in complete darkness, electrons are
still emitted from the cathode. This dark current is mainly due to thermal
agitation of electrons and is strongly dependent on the ambient temperature.
It is also partly caused by cosmic rays or by radioactive decay of spurious
radioactive isotopes in the multiplier material. In order to decrease the dark
current, the temperature of the cathode must be reduced. However, excessive
cooling can cause undesirable effects such as reduction of signal photocurrent
or voltage drops across the cathode because the resistance of the cathode film
increases with decreasing temperature.
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The PMT (9558B) used in the old LIDAR is not cooled as a water-cooled
or liquid nitrogen-cooled PMT was not available.
(b) Amplification noise in the photomultiplier The noise due to pho-
tocurrent is amplified in the photomultiplier by the gain factor C. The Lm.S.
noise voltage Y across the anode load resistor X is therefore
1
< Y >= X . (2 . C· e· i a • 6'19) 2 (3.2)
where i a is the anode current , e is the electronic charge of the electron and
~'19 is the change in frequency of the r.m.s, voltage.
The gain factor C itself is not constant but shows fluctuations due to
random variation of the secondary emission coefficient q which is a small
integer. This contributes to the total noise and multiplies the r.m.s. noise
voltage by a factor 9 > 1 which depends on the mean value of q. Typical
values of the gain factor Care 105_106 .
(c) Shot noise and Johnson noise When radiation is incident on the
cathodes of the photomultiplier tube, photoelectrons are emitted from the
cathodes. The photoelectron current associated with the emitted photoelec-
trons has a noise called the shot noise of the photoelectron current. For a
detection system of bandwidth ~b, the photocurrent has a r.m.s. value of
1
<i>shot =(2·e.i.~b)2
where i is the actual photoelectron current.
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(3.3)
When the photoelectron current flows through a load resistor X at a
temperature M, it generates a noise in the resistor called the Johnson noise .
Using the Nyquist formula, the magnitude of the Johnson Lm.S. noise current
of the load resistor X at a ~emperature M is given by
1
(
4 . k . M . J6.b) '2
< i > Johnson= X (3.4)
where k is the Boltzmann constant, J6.b is the frequency bandwidth of the
detection system.
The total r.m.s. noise voltage is therefore
. 2 . 2 ) t< fTotal >= X « Z >Shot + < 1, >Johnson = [ ( 4'k'M)]~e . X . J6.b· 2X· i + e
(3.5)
From equations (3.2) and (3.5) , the sum of shot noise and Johnson noise
4·k·Macross the anode load resistor R at room temperature where >=::j 0.1
e
V is
( 2 . )1< f > J ohnson+Shot= e · X . J6.b· 2· C . 9 . X . 1,a + 0.1 2 (3.6)
For C . 92 . X . i a » 0.05 V, the Johnson noise can be neglected. With
a gain factor C = 106 and a load resistor of X = 105 n this implies that
the anode current i a should be larger than 5 x 10-13 A. The photomultiplier
dark current dark current is already much larger than this limit, the Johnson
noise does not contribute to the total noise of photomultipliers but it cannot
be neglected.
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3.2 The new Durban LIDAR
Figure 3.4: The new Durban L1DAR set-up.
The new LIDAR, inst alled in April 1999, is a much more sophisticated
system than t he old. F ig.(3.4) shows t he configuration of the new LIDAR
system. Like the old LIDAR, it consists of a transmitter (a pulsed laser),
a receiver (biax ial te lescopes), a photodetector (a photomult iplier tube) and
an electronic acquisit ion system controlled by a computer.
3.3 Location of the LIDAR systems
The two LIDAR systems (the old and the new) are situated on t he roof of
the Desmond Clarence building at the University of Nat al. The building is
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five storeys high. This location was chosen to avoid st ray lights from the
surrounding city lights and t he Durban harbour from interfering with the
return LIDAR signal. All t he equipments of the old LIDAR, viz. receiver
and t ransmit ter , are housed in a container which has a one metre diameter
circular lid opening on the receiver side. The t ransmit ter chamber is well
air-condit ioned. The new LIDAR system is found in a Wendy house which
is attached to the container of the old LIDAR. Fig.(3.5) shows a schematic
view of the set-up of the new LIDAR system inside t he Wendy house.
Figure 3.5: Schematic view of the interior of the wendy house showing the set-up
of the new L1DAR. The vertical green box on the left is the electronic acquisit ion
system; the laser beam can be seen projected vertically into the atmosphere after
passing through the Galilean telescope.
3.3.1 The transmitter
The transmitter consists of a pulsed Nd:YAG (Neodymium:Yttrium Alu-
minium Garnet ) laser. The fund amental wavelength Ao = 1064nm is frequency-
doubled using a potassium dihydrogen phosphate (KDP ) crystal to produce
the emission wavelength Ae = 532 nm. The main characterist ics of the laser
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are summarised in table (3.2).
Model GCR-150 (Spectra Physics)
Repetition rate 10 Hz
Energy per pulse (Q-switch mode) 650 mJ for AO = 1064 nm
300 mJ for Ae = 532 nm
Pulse width R::: 6-7 ns for Ae = 532 nm
R::: 8-9 ns for AO = 1064 nm
Beam divergence (FWHM) before beam expansion R::: 0.7 mrad
Beam divergence after beam expansion R::: 0.07 mrad
Diameter of beam before expansion R::: 8 mm
Diameter of beam after expansion R::: 80 mm
Table 3.2: Characteristics of the laser for the new LIDAR.
The emission wavelength Ae has been selected so that it does not corre-
spond to any transition characteristic of any constituent of the atmosphere
(absorption or resonance). Two pairs of dichroic mirrors are used at emis-
sion to separate the second harmonic from the fundamental wavelength. The
dichroic mirrors have coatings which have refractive indices lower for AO but
higher for Ae. The mirrors allow 96 % reflection of Ae• AO is absorbed by a
beam trap after the frequency doubling by the KDP crystal.
3.3.2 The emitter
The new LIDAR system at Durban operates with two acquisition channels,
referred to channel A and channel B. Channel A allows vertical temperature
and relative density profiles to be measured in the stratosphere and lower
mesosphere (from 10 km to 60 km). Channel B allows measurement in the
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troposphere and lower stratosphere (from 10 km to 45 km) of aerosol profiles.
A correction has been done on the temperature and relative density profiles
on the altitude overlap of the two channels.
The laser pulses are transmitted vertically into the atmosphere after pass-
ing through a system of mirrors and a Galilean telescope.
Let ebe the divergence of the laser beam (diameter d) before entering
the Galilean telescope and ( be the divergence of the beam (diameter D) at
the exit of the telescope.
eand e'are related to D and d by Lagrange invariance:
(3.7)
, ( ) D 0.70
Using the values for eand e from table 3.2, d = 0.07 = 10.
This factor 10 beam-expansion reduces the divergence of the emitted
beam by the same amount and also increases the laser-atmosphere surface
interaction. Typically, for the new LIDAR ( = 0.070 mrad.
3.3.3 The receivers
Channel A
In the field of view of the mirrors of channel A, the backscattered photons
from different heights of the atmosphere are received by two parabolic mir-
rors (diameter 4>mirror = 445 mm). The mirrors are held inside two long
tubes, as shown in fig.(3.6), which shield them from luminous interference.
Channel A allows backscattered photons to be received from 12 km to 60
km. After collection by the telescope the photons are transmitted by optical
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Figure 3.6: Schematic view of the receivers of channel A and B.
fibres (diameter rPfibre = 1 mm ) placed at the focal point of each mirror, to
t he detection box which contains a collimator, an interference filter and a
photomultiplier t ube (P MT ). T he interference filter cent red on Ae = 532 nm
and bandwidth 6.A = 1 nm is placed between t he arrival point of the fibre
and the PMT.
Channel B
As shown in fig.(3.6) , channel B consists of a smaller mirror (rPmirror = 200
mm) used to receive backscattered photons from the lower layers of the at-
mosphere. Mounted bistatically, t he mirror can receive signals from 10 km
to 45 km. As with channel A, t he mirror of cha nne l B is held inside a
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tube which shields it from luminous interference. Table (3.3) summarises the
characteristics of the receiver systems.
Receivers Channel Specifications
Telescope (x 2) A Parabolic mirrors: <Pmirror = 445 mm
Focal length, fA = 2000 mm
Telescope (x 1) B Parabolic mirror: <Pmirror = 200 mm
Focal length, fB = 1000 mm
Optical fibres (x 2) A <Pfibre = 1 mm
Optical fibre (x 1) B <Pfibre = 1 mm
Interference filter (x 1) A Centred on Ae = 532 nm
Bandwidth Llb = 1 nm
Interference filter (x 1) B Centred on Ae = 532 nm
Bandwidth Llb = 1 nm
Table 3.3: Characterist ics of the receiver system.
3.3.4 The Detector and Data acquisition system
Type Hamamatsu R 1477
Maximum Voltage 900 V
Gain 107
Quantum efficiency at 532 nm 17 %
Cathode sensitivity 72.9/-LAjW
Rising time 2.2 ns
Transit time 22 ns
Anode dark current typical 2 nA
max 5 nA
Table 3.4: Specifications of the photomultiplier of the new LIDAR.
The main characterist ics of the R 1477 PMT are summarised in table
(3.4). The PMT (Hamamatsu R 1477) of the new LIDAR system is a pho-
todetector of high sensitivity. The R 1477 is equipped with a multialkaline
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photocathode (Na, K, Sb, Cs) of high sensitivity and has 9 dynodes. The
spectral response covers the range from 185 nm to 900 nm with a maximum
at 450 nm wavelength. The R 1477 has a high gain and a low dark current.
The new LIDAR system uses a PMT which is contained in a Peltier effect
cooling system (model C659-S) which reduces the dark current by lowering
the cathode temperature and maintaining it between -15 QC and -20 QC. The
Peltier cooling system has a built-in water cooling system.
The signals detected by the PMTs are amplified by pre-amplifiers which
are mounted directly above the PMTs. The signal is reconstructed for each
channel in terms of the number of photon counts per ue. Each electronic
bin of the acquisition system corresponds to an integration time of 1 /-is.
Hence the vertical resolution of the LIDAR is 150 m. The acquisition system
stores the data in counts every microsecond for a duration of 1024 /-is (1024
electronic bins). Each bin corresponds to a vertical resolution of 150 m.
The maximum theoretical height attainable by the LIDAR is 153.6 km. The
vertical resolution can be degraded by grouping the bins.
An electronic shutter is applied on the PMT of channel A which prevents
saturation due to strong returns from the lower layers of the atmosphere.
The electronic shutter operates as follows: a reverse voltage is applied to the
second dynode or simultaneously to all the dynodes of the PMT for a time
~t which prevents acceleration of the photoelectrons. A certain amount of
time is necessary before the PMT stabilises to its normal working state (100
/-is which correspond to a vertical height of 15 km). Recent improvements
in shutter function have reduced this transition period from 100 /-is (15 km)
to 10 /-is (1.5 km) by simultaneously applying a weaker reverse voltage on
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several dynodes of the PMT. By using an electronic shutter, the LIDAR
signal is improved. The saturation of the photomultiplier for LIDAR returns
from the lower atmosphere is reduced.
The electronic shutter for channel A was set to ~t = 60 us, which corre-
sponds to a vertical resolution of 9.0 km. Backscattered photons of the lower
atmosphere (0 ::; z ::; 9 km) are not received by the PMT. Figs. (3.7)-(3.8)
show this effect where the curves represent two acquisitions, one done with-
out electronic shutter (June 2 1999) and the other with electronic shutter set
at ~t = 60 f.1S (June 8 1999).
3.4 Sources of error in the LIDAR measure-
ments
In any measurement, the study of errors is a critical step which cannot be
avoided. The exploitation of the LIDAR data for the study of the thermal
structure of the middle atmosphere is becoming increasingly important and
it is necessary to identify all possible errors that affect the LIDAR measure-
ments. The errors can be classified into three categories:
(i) Instrumentation errors,
(ii) Errors associated with the optics,
(iii) Errors induced on the temperature profiles due to aerosols.
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Figure 3.8: Plot of L1DAR raw data for June 8 1999 where electronic shutter
has been used at D.t = 60 ps:
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3.4.1 Instrument errors
Dynamic range of the signal
One of the difficulties encountered with the measurement of the atmospheric
density on a large vertical scale is the large dynamic range of the signal. The
density of the atmosphere, from 30 to 90 km, decreases exponentially by an
1
order greater than 4; in addition to this, the solid angle <X ( )2 varies by
Z - Zo
an order of 10 for the same height range. It is therefore necessary to look for
a detection system that is capable to take precise measurements on a scale
~ 5 orders of magnitude. Up to now there is no detector available on the
market which can take measurements with a precision of order ~ 5. In order
to resolve this problem, two acquisition channels are used. Channel A allows
the sounding of the upper atmosphere (from 20 km to 60 km) and channel
B the lower atmosphere (from 12 km to 40 km). By having large telescopes
(channel A) and a small telescope (channel B), the large dynamic range of
the LIDAR return signal can be resolved into two altitude ranges.
Saturation of the detector
With the availability of more powerful lasers of high repetition rate and larger
receiver telescopes, the number of backscattered photons received above 50
km is still low, and represents on average a few photons per thousands of shots
(Keckhut et al., 1993). The detection of backscattered signals at higher alti-
tudes (~ 50 km) is possible with a photomultiplier working in photon-count
mode only. However for the low altitude, the number of backscattered pho-
tons increases considerably so that the photomultiplier tube (PMT) cannot
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count all the photons received on the photocathode. The PMT reaches a
state of saturation after receiving more photons than it can count. Also the
band pass (100 MHz) of the acquisition system sets a limit to the counting
rate of the photons. Furthermore, if the PMT is not protected, the large
scattering from the low altitudes causes an induced current on its photocath-
ode, which adds a spurious signal to the backscattered signal over the entire
altitude range.
To overcome the saturation effect of the PMT, three methods are often
employed:
(i) using a geometrical shutter by adjusting the alignment of the receiver
and emitter, and increasing the distance between the receiver and emitter
axes.
(ii) protecting the photocathode of the PMT by a mechanical rotating
shutter whose speed can be adjusted to select the appropriate range of height
for a set of laser firings.
(iii) inhibiting the functioning of the PMT for a certain time, ~t, by
applying an electronic shutter.
The first method is no longer in use because it indroduces parallax error
on the backscattered signal. Electronic shutters are used more often than
the mechanical rotary shutters. This is because of their great flexibility in
adjusting the shutter opening time ~t according to the altitude range for
which sounding is required. Electronic shutters are applied to channel A as
described above. No electronic shutter is applied to the signal of channel B.
This is because in the inversion programme to obtain aerosol profile from
channel B, the profile starts from 9 km which is well above saturation effects
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of the PMT. Saturation effect can also be reduced by using a laser of higher
repetition rate for example, 50 Hz or 60 Hz.
In most cases not all the light actually hits the optical fibres of channel
A and B, which are placed in the focal planes of the receiver optics for
optimum collecting efficiency from infinity. Light power is normally lost by
2 mechanisms:
(i) the overlap of the transmitted beam with the receiver field of view is
often incomplete as in non coaxial systems.
(ii) light backscattered from small and medium distances is not focused
in the focal plane, but forms there a diffuse intensity pattern only part of
which is sensed by the optical fibre.
Both effects give rise to a deviation of the detector power from the \ de-
z
pendence as given by the LIDAR equation. In order to reduce the saturation
effects of the PMT, the new LIDAR employs an electronic shutter on the
PMT which opens and closes according to the time .Dot set on the electronic
shutters.
Linearity of the PMT
In practice, the photons arrive randomly on the photocathode and if the
events are indistinguishable, several events may be counted as one event.
The use of electronic shutters allows one to choose an optimum altitude Zo
where the backscattered photons are not received by the PMT for the time
.Dot set on the PMT. However, due to strong returns from low altitudes, the
saturation effect of the PMT is not completely eliminated.
The arrival of backscattered photons on the photocathode are random
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(3.8)
and can be assumed to follow a Poisson distribution. The non-linear response
of the PMT in the low altitudes can be represented by an exponential law
(Pelon 1985) with an accuracy of approximately 5 %.
Let Pc be the number of backscattered photons counted by the PMT and
P, the number of photons received by the photocathode. Then Pc and P,
are functionally related by:
Pc = r; exp(-:r )
max
where P max is the maximum number of photons that the PMT can count.
For a first approximation, Pmax = ~, where t is the integration time of the
7
PMT at the acquisition system (1 /-is), and T is the amount of time required
before the PMT returns to its stable operating conditions.
Finally, the photons received are not all counted by the electronic counting
system in the acquisition. This can be explained by the fact that the photons
arrive simultaneously so that two or more photons are counted as one.
Errors associated with the optics
The density of the atmosphere is deduced directly from the number of backscat-
tered photons. It is therefore necessary to collect most of the photons scat-
tered in the receiver telescopes. This requires that the field of view of the
receiver telescopes overlaps that of the laser. In other words, the scattering
volume must lie within the field of view of the telescopes. The latter criterion
is affected by four factors:
(i) Divergence of the laser,
(ii) Parallax effect,
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(iii) Defocussing effect and
(iv) Quality of t he optics and t urbulence of the atmosphere.
Fig.(3.9) shows a schematic diagram of the factors affecting the scattering
volume entering the field of view of the receiver telescope.
Im age of the scattering vo lume
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Figure 3.9: Schematic diagram showing the geometry due to parallax and focal
aperture obstruction effect that arise in the focal plane of the receiver (Keckhut
et al. 1993) .
Divergence of the laser
If t he laser emission could be considered to be of a purely TEMoo mode,
the light intensity I , at a fixed altitude z would display a Gaussian profile
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(Gaubau 1963, Kogelnik and Li 1966):
Jo [ -Z2 ]
I(r, z) = 1r' w2(z) exp w2(z) (3.9)
where Jo is the laser output power and w(z) is the halfwidth of the laser
beam.
The halfwidth increases with z as :
[ ( )2]
2 2 A' z
w (z)=wo 1+ 1r,w5 (3.10)
where Wo is half the width of the laser at emission i.e, the z = 0 plane. In
the case of Rayleigh-Mie LIDAR, for large distances from the width of the
2
beam, z » 1r' wo, the beam diverges linearly with z, and the corresponding
A
diffraction-limited far-field Gaussian-beam divergence half angle is
() = w(z) = _A_
z 1r' Wo
(3.11)
which is in fact the minimum that can be achieved.
By minimising the divergence of the laser, the size of the scattering volume
is reduced. This is achieved by using a Galilean telescope as emitter, where
the focal lengths of the diverging and converging lenses inside the telescope
have been chosen to give a reduction in divergence of the beam by a factor
of 10.
The divergence ~ of the laser beam before entering the Galilean telescope
is taken as the sum of the divergence of the laser specified in the manual
of the laser (0.50 mrad at FWHM) and the uncertainties in the beam (0.20
mrad) due to its axial direction.
Thus ~ = 0.70 mrad.
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Parallax effect
The new LIDAR system has a non-coaxial configuration in which the re-
ceivers and the transmitter are separated. This configuration leads to a
parallax error of the image of the scattering volume at the focus of the re-





where f is the focal length of the receiver telescope, D. is the axial separation
of the emitter and receiver telescopes, and z is the altitude studied.
For the high altitude channel (channel A), fA = 2.00 m, D.A = 0.50 m.





For channel B, fB = 1.00 m, D.B = 1.00 m. Therefore, the parallax error





At any given altitude z, this shows that the parallax error is the same for
both channels.
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It should be noted that at the focus of each receiver , an optical fibre is
placed. The diameter cP of the optical fibre determines t he field of view of
the telescope at infinity. Both channels have the same optical fibres, with cP
= 1 mm.
Defocussing effect
T he soundings from different layers of the atmosphere are not all found at
infinity. Their images are therefore not formed at t he same distance in the
focal plane of t he receiver. Hence t hese images are much larger in the plane
of the optical fibre and are therefore defocussed. The image of the scat tering
volume is observed with a small telescope installed at t he top of the receiver
mirror (fig.(3.10)). The small telescope is adjusted so t hat it receives light
from a dist ant object, for example the moon. The small telescope is then
directed towards the centre of the receiver and its position adjusted until the
backscattered laser light from the scattering volume can be seen through it.
Figure 3.10: The small telescope shown next to the tube is used to view the
backscattered laser light from the scattering volume.
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The defocussing A of the image of the scattering volume at a given altitude




where f is the focal length of the mirror and </J is the diameter of the receiver.
For the Durban LIDAR, the mirror of channel A has a diameter </J =
0.445 m and focal length f = 2.00 m. The defocussing of the image of the




8.90 X 10-5 m
0.089 mm
The defocussing effect is assumed to be negligible compared to the other
factors affecting the scattering volume.
Quality of the optics and turbulence of the atmosphere
The scattering volume is also affected by the quality of the optics (lenses
are free from aberrations, the aluminium coating on the receiver mirrors are
free from distortions, etc) used in the LIDAR experiment. This parameter is
estimated to be 0.03 mrad. Atmospheric turbulence can also affect the size
of the scattering volume and is estimated to be 0.02 mrad.
In the case of Rayleigh-Mie LIDAR, to a good approximation the total
size of the scattering volume V is a linear combination of all the four factors
discussed above and is given by
(3.14)
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where e= divergence of the laser,
<p = parallax,
A = defocussing,
{) = quality of the optics and atmospheric turbulence.
The effects of aperture and obstruction of the receiver telescope has been
derived mathematically in Appendix D.
3.4.2 Errors induced on the temperature profiles due
to aerosols
Generally speaking, the term coming from the Mie scattering due to aerosols
f3a(z) is added to the Rayleigh term f3m(z) in the LIDAR equation. The
number of photons received is multiplied by a factor R(z), known as the
scattering ratio, and defined as:
(3.15)
In the presence of aerosols, the determination of the density of the atmo-
sphere by the measurement of backscattered photons is overestimated and is
a function of R:
AM(z) = AG(z) = R( )_
M(z) G(z) z 1 (3.16)
where G(z) is the concentration of air molecules and M(z) is the LIDAR
temperture profile derived from the density profile.
During periods of major volcanic eruptions, Mie scattering due to parti-
cles in suspension can contribute to the backscattered signal up to altitudes
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of 38 km (Lefrere et al. 1981; Thomas et al. 1987). This represents a major
limiting factor for the downward extension of the temperature measurements.
In order to resolve this problem, we make use of the vibrational (Keckhut
et al. 1990) or rotational (Hauchecorne et al. 1992) Raman scattering of
the nitrogen molecule. Unfortunately, the new LIDAR is not equipped with
a Raman channel to enable us to take temperature measurements in the
troposphere.
Another problem which often arises in the determination of R (equation
(3.15)) is the determination ofthe altitude at which the atmosphere is 'clean'
(no aerosols). Russell et al. (1979) determine R with an accuracy of less
than 0.3 %. One solution will be to compare simultaneous Rayleigh and
Raman backscatter. Unfortunately, even if this solution is not based on
any hypothesis on the nature and characteristics of the aerosols, it does not
provide the necessary accuracy. In the case of Durban, the lower limit at
which we consider the atmosphere to be absolutely free of aerosols is 38 km.
To summarise, we can posit that the errors on the temperature profiles
are localised at two distinct height ranges:
(1) At the top of the temperature profile, the extraction of the background
noise, the initialisation of the pressure profile and the photon noise may affect
the temperature measurements,
(2) Errors associated with the lower part of the temperature profile are
due to presence of aerosols, the nonlinear correction of the PMT, and the





Rough alignment of the old and the new LIDARs is usually done during the
day. The fine alignment of the receivers of the new LIDAR is best done
at night on the basis of the LIDAR return signal. The alignment of the
transmitter of the old LIDAR is done with the LIDAR return signal. Both
LIDARs are operated only at night under clear skies.
4.2 Alignment of the old LIDAR
Before any measurements can be taken, the receiver and transmitter (laser)
must be aligned properly otherwise the measurements may be erroneous.
This is usually done twice a day in the absence of wind as the latter tends to
move the prism mounting. If there is reason to believe that the alignment is
off axis due to strong winds then care is taken to realign the system again.
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4.2.1 Alignment of the old LIDAR receiver
The receiver was already aligned (Kuppen 1992) and was used in that state
without further manoeuvring. Two important conditions must be met during
the alignment procedure of the receiver:
(i) The mirror must point vertically upwards.
(ii) Vertical rays of light reflected off the mirror must pass into the aper-
ture of the PMT. Therefore collection optics must be situated precisely at
the focus of the mirror.
4.2.2 Alignment of the mirror and photomultiplier
Both the mirror and photomultiplier were already aligned (Kuppen 1992) and
were used in this state. Nevertheless the alignment of the mirror is previously
checked to make sure that it was not tilted off the vertical position. Fig. (4.1)
shows the large searchlight mirror with collimating optics and two stacked
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Figure 4.1: Alignment of the mirror.
The mirror is then adjusted by means of adjustment bolts at the base of
the mount. Assuming that there is no imperfection in the mirror and that
the rims are horizontal with respect to the base of the mirror, we can safely
conclude that the mirror is now pointing vertically upward.
The author assumes that the alignment of the photomultiplier has not
changed and is at the focus of the mirror.
4.3 Alignment of the laser
Fig.(4.2) shows the method used to align the laser. A dish of oil is placed
on top of the system directing prism. Viscous oil is used to avoid vibration.
A plane mirror inclined at 45° is clamped over the dish. A He-Ne laser is
directed to the mirror. The light gets reflected on the mirror and falls onto
the oil surface where it again gets reflected back onto itself. The mirror and
the He-Ne are adjusted so that the reflected laser beam (He-Ne) falls exactly
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Figure 4.2: Alignment of the laser.





The oil dish is then removed and the He-Ne laser beam is allowed to
strike the prism after reflection off the mirror. The beam undergoes multiple
reflections before falling back onto itself, that is, on the aperture of the He-Ne
laser.
In order to bring the reflected He-Ne laser beam as close as possible to
the aperture, the shafts of the steerable table on which the directing prism
rests are tweaked manually.
The He-Ne laser is then allowed to pass back into the transmitting system,
that is, through the dye laser. The dye laser is then adjusted so that the He-
Ne laser passes centrally through the tube and falls on the centre of the
mirror. The front and back mirrors are then tweaked to ensure that the back
reflections due to the laser beam pass back to the aperture of the He-Ne laser.
When the alignment is completed, interference "fringes" are seen on the
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aperture of the He-Ne. Before dismantling the alignment system, the 100%
reflector mirror is removed and the He-Ne laser is allowed to strike the pho-
todiode. The latter is adjusted such that the laser beam falls on the centre
of the diode. This is important so that the photodiode will pick up only
laser light and not flashlamp light. The diode is used to trigger the Pulse
Counting System (peS).
4.3.1 Suggested method to align the prism using the
stepper motor
During operation of the laser, the beam is fired onto a 900 prism which
in turn directs the beam vertically up into the sky. It is therefore imperative
that the prism should be aligned with a high degree of precision. This is
done by a system of two stepper motors incorporated in the design of the
prism table (Kuppen 1992). The stepper motors are computer driven. For
convenience only one stepper motor is used.
The following calculation shows the resolution attained when the stepper
motor is turned through a single step.
Consider data being sampled at an altitude of 30 km.
The stepper motors work in conjunction with shafts having a thread sim-
ilar to optical micrometers.
1 revolution on the shaft corresponds to a vertical shaft displacement of
0.6 X 1O-3m.
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The stepper motors used give 200 steps per revolution.
The motor was driven at 1 step interval.
200 steps correspond to a vertical distance of 0.6 X 10-3m.
Therefore, 1 step corresponds to a vertical distance of 2~0 X 0.6 X 10-3 =
Thus the maximum vertical resolution that can be obtained when the
stepper motor is moved one step is 3 x l 0-6m.
Another interesting calculation that can be done is to determine the dis-
tance the laser beam would move horizontally at 30 km altitude if the motor




Figure 4.3: Diagram showing deviation of the laser beam when stepper motor
is turned by 1 step.
From the geometry of fig.(4.3), it is clear that when the prism table is












Figure 4.4: Diagram showing horizontal movement of the laser beam when the
stepper motor is moved one step.
The angular displacement 0 of the base plate of the prism is given by
(fig.(4.3))
3 X 10- 6 .
tanO = ===:::;. 0 = 3 X 1O-5rad, where O.lOm IS the length of the
0.10
plate.
Therefore, the angular shift of the laser beam= 20 = 2 x 3 X 10-5
6 X 1O- 5rad.
Hence at an altitude of 30 km, when the stepper motor is moved 1 step,
the laser beam will move horizontally in the sky by (fig.(4.4))
x = (tan 20) x 30 X 103
= tan (6 X 10- 5 ) x 30 X 103
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= 1.8 m.
It is felt that with a better alignment procedure, including concrete
mounting platforms for the transmitter and receiver, still higher altitudes
can be attained without any additional modification to the equipment.
4.4 Alignment of the new LIDAR
The alignment of the new LIDAR requires a different procedure. Both the
receivers and the emitter are aligned in such a way that higher atmospheric
layers are reached and at the same time sky background noise is eliminated
by reducing the field of view of the receiving telescope. However, this im-
provement makes it more difficult to match the divergence of the laser with
the receiver field of view. The following simplified equation demonstrates




where c/J is the diameter of the collecting surface, z is the height and eis
the divergence of the laser. The inverse dependency of the alignment of the
receiver telescope (equation (4.1)) as a function of altitude makes the lower
altitude signal more sensitive to this effect.
4.4.1 Alignment of the receivers
The receivers of channels A and B are aligned using the autocollimation
technique. We will describe the method of alignment used for channel A. The
mirrors of channel A and B must have their axes parallel with the emitter
axis. They are aligned to receive backscattered photons from infinity.
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Figure 4.5: Alignment of the mirror of channel A.
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A He-Ne laser is incident on one end of the optical fibre as shown in
fig.(4.5). The laser beam after coming out of the optical fibre falls on the
parabolic mirror and is reflected vertically upwards. The parabolic mirror
rests on three adjustable bolts. By moving one of the bolts the laser beam
is directed to a horizontal plane mirror placed at the top of the tube. An
image of the aperture of the He-Ne laser is formed on the plane mirror. By
carefully adjusting the bolts underneath the parabolic mirror, the reflection
of the laser beam from the plane mirror is made to enter the optical fibre
and passes back to the He-Ne laser (fig.(4.5)). This method is the same as
having the parabolic mirror receiving light from a source at infinity. Fine
adjustment of the receiver mirror is made at night time using the LIDAR
return signal which is displayed on the oscilloscope.
Channel B which receives backscattered photons from the lower altitude
is less affected by sky background noise. It also has a larger field of view
and does not require a rigorous alignment. On the other hand, channel A
which receives backscattered photons from high altitude has a smaller field of
view and its alignment with the laser is more difficult. These operations for
aligning channel A and B are often difficult, as the atmospheric transmission,
the laser energy and the detection efficiency vary from one laser shot to the
other. Also, it becomes extremely difficult to detect small variations of the
backscattered LIDAR signal with the eye.
4.4.2 Optirnisation of the signal
To ensure proper alignment of the receiver mirrors in order to receive signals
from high altitude (40-60 km), the most commonly used method is to opti-
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F igure 4.6: Top view of the receiver telescopes for channels A and B.
mise the backsca t tering signal using an oscilloscope . Fig. (4.6) shows a top
view of the receiver telescopes of channels A and B.
At the top of the t ube of channel A, there are two rotating knobs which
can be used to optimise t he signal on t he oscilloscope . By moving one of
the knobs at a t ime, t he backscat tered signal is shifted to higher alt itude.
F ig.(4.7) shows a magnified view of the rotat ing knobs. The knob on the left
han d side moves the opt ical fibre diagonally towards the right whereas the
r ight hand side knob moves t he fibre diagonally towards t he left .
F ig.(4.8) shows a low altit ude recep tion signal on the osc illoscope when
the LIDAR signal is not properly op t imised . T he signal displayed on the
oscilloscope is in real t ime. By carefully rot ating t he knobs shown in fig. (4.7),
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Figure 4.7: Magnified view of the two rotating knobs use to optimise the L1DAR
signal.
the LIDAR signal for channel A is greatly improved (fig.(4.9)) .
As shown in fig.(4 .9), a strong LIDAR return has been detect ed at about
12 km. T his could be due to a cirrus cloud and serves as a good reference for
the optimisation of the LIDAR signal. T he alignment prodecure is usually
done under clear sky.
Fig. (4.10) shows the signal for channel B when t he LIDAR ret urn is not
optimised. In t his case the optimisation is done by slowly moving the receiver
mirror of channel B using two rotating knobs. T he optical fibre found at the
top of the tube is kept fixed.
F ig.(4.11) shows a properly optimised LIDAR return from channel B.
Comparing fig.(4.10) wit h fig.(4.11), the lat ter has the signal shifted towards
the right , i.e., to higher alt itude . Note t hat the small peaks on the far left of
the signal are due to t he saturation of t he photomultiplier for t he first 900
m height.
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Figure 4.8: Backscattered signal as displayed on the oscilloscope for channel A.
The y-axis is the analogue output from the photomultiplier and the x-axis is the
time in microsecond per shot of the laser.
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Figure 4.9: The same backscattered signal after optimising the L1DAR return .
The small peak on the right could be due to return from a cirrus cloud. The
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Figure 4.10: The backscattered signal from channel B.
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Figure 4.11: The same backscattered signal from channel B after optimisation.
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4.5 Operation of the old LIDAR
If the sky is clear and sufficiently dark, the receiver lid is opened. The
light tight door of the receiver chamber is closed. The dye circulation and the
water pump are swit ched on. Cold water circulates around the dye to cool it.
The dye requires some time to stabilise in temperature. The power supply of
the laser and the PMT are switched on. Once power to the PMT is swit ched
on, the receiver chamber cannot be entered anymore unless a problem arises
with the receiver in which case the whole system is shut down.
The background count is measured and recorded. Before any measure-
ments are taken, a blank check is done as follows. The aperture through
the partition is blocked with non reflective pap er and 20 shots are fired onto
it . The results obtained are stored for later comparison with LIDAR pro-
files. This will serve as a guide to determine whether the system is detecting
aerosols or just reflections of laser light inside the receiver chamber.
The system is then ready for measurements to be taken. The data ob-
tained is stored on disk and later processed to obtain the profiles. The old
LIDAR is usually run for 45 mins to 1 hour since the power supply is quite
old and easily breaks down during long runs.
4.6 Operation of the new LIDAR
The new LIDAR is operated only at night under clear skies with no strong
wind. Two hours prior to operating the LIDAR, the Durban International
Airport is contacted to inform the air-traffic officer of the starting and finish-
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ing times of the LIDAR operation over the Durban skies. This is important
to ensure no aircraft is allowed to flyover the zone above and surrounding
the LIDAR when the latter is operating.
The water-cooling system of the PMT is switched on at least 2 hours
before operating of the LIDAR. The receiver mirrors for channel A and B
are uncovered. The openings at the bottom of the tubes of channel A (which
allow access to t he mirrors for cleaning purpose) are closed with lids .
The pre-amplifiers for channels A and B vertically above the PMTs are
switched on. The acquisit ion system including the computer and the power
supplies for the PMs are switched on. If we require to use the electronic
shutter, especially for channel A, it is important to set the control box for
the Nd:YAG laser on 'extern al' which prompts the laser to wait from an in-
coming signal from the computer. When the acquisition programme is run
from the computer, the latter triggers the laser and the acquisition of LI-
DAR data starts. The LIDAR return signals are recorded in terms of photon
counts. The photon counts are integrated after every 2000 shots and are
saved automatically in files. Each file therefore corresponds to an integration
time of 3 mins 20 secs. Usually, before the acquisition pogramme is run, an
alignment programme is run for 50 laser shots which displays the signals in
a shorter integration time (5 secs). If the signals received during that time
are not of good quality, an optimisation of LIDAR signal is done on each
channel, as described above.
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4.7 Summary
Fine alignment of the transmitter (900 prism) of the old LIDAR is done with
the stepper motor which is located below the prism table. By carefully mov-
ing the prism table to 1 step clockwise or counter-clockwise higher altitude
can be attained with the old LIDAR.
The optimisation of the LIDAR return signal of the new LIDAR is usually
done once a week when the LIDAR is running at night with the sky visibly
free of haze. The acquisition of data is done for at least 4 to 5 hours. Once
set into operation, the LIDAR system becomes autonomous. The data are
saved automatically by the computer which controls the acquisition. The raw
LIDAR data are processed to yield temperature, Mie ratio, relative density,
and aerosol extinction profiles.
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Chapter 5
Results and discussion of the
old LIDAR observations
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, profiles of the raw data from the old LIDAR are shown for the
low and high altitudes. The old LIDAR data was compiled during a campaign
carried out from April to November 1997. Given the temporal quality of the
old LIDAR and the saturation effects encountered by the photomultiplier,
these results have been questioned by the French authorities in the field. I
suggest that I am incorporating the results of the old LIDAR in the thesis in
case they are valid and in view of the doubt of these authorities, I suggest that
these results should be corroborated with the new LIDAR results. However
this may be problematic as the wavelength of the old LIDAR (589 nm) which
corresponds to the sodium resonance line is different from the wavelength
used for the new LIDAR (532 nm). It should be noted that Dr Kuppen
(1996) observed a high altitude aerosol layer around 60 km using the old
LIDAR in June 1994.
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5.2 The old LIDAR results
Due to unfavourable weather conditions in Durban (lack of clear skies) and
technical problems associated with the LIDAR (being quite old), it was not
possible to run the LIDAR on a day-to-day basis. I will report results ob-
tained for the months of July, August, September and October. This coin-
cides with the time of sugar cane burning along the Natal coast. The LIDAR
profile was taken on the following nights:
(i) July 3rd 1997,
(ii) July 23rd 1997,
(iii) August 21st 1997,
(iv) September 26th 1997,
(v) October 20th 1997,
(vi) October 21st 1997.
The sky was visibly clear with no low or high altitude clouds. Low level
haze which is usually present during the day was also absent.
It should be noted that the LIDAR system can be used to measure low
altitude (0 to 10 km) aerosols as well as high altitude (10 to 90 km) aerosols.
This yields profiles spanning the entire altitude range for the nights during
which the system was operated.
The data collection campaign was done in the following way:
(i) The system was operated on clear nights only. It is important that
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the moon and clouds should not be present during data acquisit ion. The
moon light will sat urate the phot omultiplier so that LIDAR returns from
low altitudes will not be detected. The high water vapour concentration in
clouds result in beam att enuat ion from higher altit udes and hence the signals
will not be detected .
(ii) Between 150 and 230 laser shots were integrated to obtain each LIDAR
profile. During some nights, depending on the operating parameters, up to
225 shots were used. This allows us t o measure higher altit ude aerosols. The
laser was fired at a repetiton rat e of 0.5 Hz. It was found that 150 shots
were sufficient to smooth out random fluctuations in the returned signaL
Also, since the integration t ime corresponding to 150 laser shots is short , no
appreciable atmospheric changes occurred in the laser shots.
(iii) Profiles of 150 shots were taken at intervals of 15 mins. This would
give some indication of the short t ime behaviour of the aerosol layers.
(iv) To detect low alt itude aerosols, the photomultiplier voltage was in-
creased in steps of 50 V until counts were obt ained on the screen. This
technique prevents saturation of t he photomultiplier due to strong returns
from low alt itude aerosols.
For high altitude aerosols, the photomultiplier was operated at its normal
operating voltage of 9 kV. For det ecting low and high altitudes aerosols, t he
laser was fired at 12 kV.
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5.3 Low Altitude Aerosols
5.3.1 Raw Data
The earliest LIDAR profiles were taken on July 3rd 1997 when interesting be-
haviour ofthe low altitude aerosol was seen. Fig.(5.1) shows a time evolution
with profiles taken from 18:15 to 19:00 at intervals of 15 mins.
The x-axis represents altitude in km and the y-axis photon counts from
the photomultiplier. These profiles are raw as they are recorded by the data
capturing system.
Three layers of aerosols are clearly evident from the plot. The first layer
is at 1.2 km. The second and third layer are more prominent and are found
at 2.4 km and 4 km respectively. In all five profiles the photomultiplier is
saturated for the first 400 m.
In order to see whether these results persist for the rest of the month,
a set of profiles were taken three weeks later on July 23rd 1997 (fig.(5.2)).
Each profile was taken in int ervals of 15 mins as before. The three layers (1.2
km, 2.4 km and 4 km) which appeared on July 3rd 1997 seem to reinforce
and appear at greater heights on July 23rd 1997. The estimated thickness of
the each layer is 800 m.
From t he profiles of figs.(5.1) - (5.2), t he following conclusions can be
drawn:
(i) The 1.2 km layer seems to be enhanced from July 3rd to July 23rd.
(ii) The 2.4 km and 4 km layers remain fixed in altitude.
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F igure 5.2: Low altitude L1DAR profiles taken on July 23 1997 from 18:45 to
19:30 .
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Another set of profiles were taken more t han four weeks later on August
21st 1997 (fig. (5.3)) in order to see whether the aeroso l layers detected on
July 3rd and July 23rd persist.
We can therefore conclude that the three aerosol layers seem to persist
for most of July. The layers disappear towards the end of the mont h. This
is clearly seen in the profiles of August 21st 1997 (figs.(5.3)) where all t he
three peaks have disappeared .
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Figure 5.3: Low alt itude L1DAR profiles taken on August 211997 from 18:30 to
19:30.
Low altitude LIDAR raw data profiles are plotted for the dates September
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26th to October 21st 1997 (figs.(5.4) - (5.6)) in order to see whether the trend
in August persists.
From the Septemb er 26th results (fig.(5.4)), it appears t here has been
some development s at 2.8 km and 3.6 km. The layers seem to be so close
that they appear as two broad peaks in the LIDAR profiles. Comparing
with the July 3rd results , it seems t hat t he 2.4 km layer has moved to higher
altitude (2.8 km) and the 4 km layer t o lower altitude (3.6 km). The two
layers at 2.8 km and 3.6 km seem to be st able for t he whole of September
and October (figs.(5.5) - (5.6)). The persistence of these layers suggest that
they are unaffected by circulation changes in t he atmosphere .
T hree possible explanat ions which could account for this errat ic behaviour
of the aerosols are:
(i) As shown in fig.(5.7) , over most of Southern Africa, layers of absolutely
st able air occur preferentially at around 700 hPa (rv 3 km), 500 hPa (rv 5
km) and 300 hPa (rv 9 km) (Cosijn and Tyson 1996). A fourth layer also
occurs over coastal areas around 850 hPa (rv 1.5 km). All four layers have
t he effect of inhibiting vertical transfer of aerosols and t race gases and of
trapping t hem in the intervening layers (Cosijn and Tyson 1996). T he solid
line refers to t he height of t he escarpment above sea level.
(ii) Biomass burning occurs frequently in South Africa, either in the form
of prescribed burns or wild fires (P illay et al. 1995). The extent of these
burns on the east coast of South Africa reaches its maximum in the wint er
season (P illay et al. 1995). T hus t he loading of the atmosphere will be higher
in winter.
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Figure 5.4: Low altitude L1DAR profiles taken on September 26 1997 from 18:30
to 19:00.
Figure 5.5: Low altitude L1DAR profiles taken on October 20 1997 from 18:30
to 19:15.
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Figure 5.6: Low altitude L1DAR profiles taken on October 21 1997 from 18:30
to 19:00.
(iii) The loading of the atmosphere when sugar cane burning began in
June is different in July and October.
The September 26th and October 20th results show a higher concentra-
tion of aerosols at 2.8 km and 3.6 km. This observation can be accounted for
by t he fact that the burning of sugar cane has reached its end in September
and also the largest number of active fires detected in South Africa occurred
between July and September (Justice et al. 1996) . Therefore the aerosol
loading of the atmosphere would be higher in September than in June. In-
deed this is what can be seen from the LIDAR profiles (fig.(5.4)). The stable
discontinuities (point (i) above) which are present during most of the year
(Cosijn and Tyson 1996) serve to trap the aerosols produced during the burn-
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Figure 5.7: Mean annual spatial variation of absolutely stable layers at 850,700,
500 and 300 hPa over South Africa. PI denotes Piete rsburg, PR Pretoria, BE
Bethlehem, BL Bloemfontein, UP Upington, SP Spingbok, eT Cape Town, PE
Port Elizabeth and DB Durban (Cosijn and Tyson (1996)) .
October, although mixing is taking place, cont inuous loading of the atrno-
sphere has resulted in a higher concentration of aerosols. F ig.(5.5) shows a
strong return between 8 km and 10 km on October 20th 1997 at 18:30. This
may be due to the stable discont inuity at 300 hPa ("" 9 km) (see fig.(5.7)).
5.4 High Altitude Aerosols
5.4.1 Raw Data
T he first LIDAR profile was taken on the night of July 3rd 1997 at 18:30. The
sky was visibly clear with no low or high alt it ude clouds. Profiles were taken
every 15 mins int erval. Fig. (5.8) shows a t ime evolut ion of five profiles
taken from 18:30 to 19:30. The y-axis represent s photon counts from t he
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photomultiplier and t he x-axi s represent s t he alt itude in km.
There are t hree interesting points to note in t hese plots.
First , cons ider the aerosol layer at 14 km . There is evidence to support
t hat t his increased aerosols concent ration originates from sugar cane burning.
T he upward t ropospheric circulation has transported this layer to higher
altit ude. The est imated t hickness of t his layer is 1 km.
T he second feature of interest is t he par tial saturation and recovery of
t he phot omultiplier between 20 km and 30 km. The mechanical shutter was
not in operation at t he t ime which could have solved the saturation problem.
Thirdly, t he erratic behaviour of t he LIDAR signal after 30 km. This is
due to internal noise from the equipment.
In order to see whether t his aeroso l layer persist s for the whole of July,
profiles were taken t hree weeks later , more specifically on July 23rd 1997 and
the results are shown in fig. (5.9). The t ime was taken in intervals of 15 mins
as before. The 14 km aerosol layer which appeared on July 3rd 1997 seems
to reinforce and appears at greater height. T he est imated t hickness of t he
layer is 1 km.
T he peaks appearing after 20 km are background noise mixed with shot
noise when the laser is fired . We can t herefore safely conclude that t he
14 km aerosol layer persist s for the whole of July and seems t o increase
in concentrat ion towards the end of July. T his is obvious because of t he
continuous loading of t he atmosphere wit h sugar cane burning which started
in t he beginning of June. At t he same t ime mixing is also taking place but
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Figure 5.8: High altitude L1DAR profiles taken on July 3 1997 from 18:30 to
19:30.
probably at a slower rate.
In order to underst and t he behaviour of the aerosol layer , five ot her pro-
files were t aken in August. Unfortunately, unfavourable weather conditions
in the beginning of August has prompted us to take profiles on the third
week of August. Fig.(5.10) shows the results obtained on August 21st .
From the profiles of August 21st 1997 we can conclude that t he aerosol
layer at 14 km has disappeared. At t his point we can say that mixing of the
atmosphere has cont ributed to this disappearence.
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F igure 5.9: High altitude L1DAR profiles taken on July 23 1997 from 18:30 to
19:15.
In order to ob tain a clear understanding of the aerosol behaviour, we
plot ted profiles for the months of September and October. Figs.(5.1l) -
(5.13) show the result s obtained on t he nights of September 26t h, October
20th and 21st .
From the profiles of September 26th , it is clear that t he peaks t hat appear
at 12 km depict some aerosol concentration at this altitude. The appearence
of the 12 km aerosols layer can be explained by the fact that some tropo-
spheric upwelling has transported the low alt itude aerosols (from sugar cane
burning) to higher altitude.
Perhaps a more interest ing feature that can be seen from the October
20th and October 21st profiles (figs.(5.12) - (5.13)) is the dramati c increase
in the lidar return at 28 km. Kuppen (1996) previously detected an aerosol
layer at 25 km. This might be the same layer with the exception tha t over
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F igu re 5.10: High altitude L1DAR profiles taken on August 21 1997 from 18:30
to 19:30.
the space of 1 year some stratospheric upwelling has taken place which has
carried the layer to 28 km.
T he "28 km layer" (as we sha ll henceforth call it ) was detected only
for the mont h of Octob er 1997 (fig.(5.13)) . This maybe du e to the fact
that weather condit ions might have been ideal in October, t hat is low water
vapour concent rat ions have resulted in strong return from higher alt it udes.
T his 28 km layer was rather intriguing.
Persona l correspondence via e-mail with the LIDAR group in Reunion (H.
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Figure 5.13: High altitude L1DAR profiles taken on October 211997 from 18:30
to 19:00.
Bencherif, 1997, pers. comrn. l ) and in New Zealand (G. Bodeker , 1998, pers.
comrn.") indicated t hat they did not detect aerosols at such high alt it ude. In
order to compare the Durban old LIDAR system with that used in Reunion
Island, we describe briefly in the next sect ion t he LIDAR syste m used in
Reunion Island.
The LIDAR system in Reunion consists of a Nd-YAG laser as transmitter ,
operating at a wavelength of 532 nm (frequency doubled) with a repeti tion
rate of 10 Hz, and the energy per pulse is 300 mJ.
There are two channels for data acquisit ion:
(i) Cha nnel A. T his is used for measurement of vertical temperature pro-
files and relative density in t he alt it ude range 30 to 80 km.
(ii) Channel B. T his is an extension of channel A towards lower alt it ude
1Dr Hassan Bencherif, Department of Physics, University of Reunion, 15 av H.
Cassin , BP 7151,97715, St-Denis cedex , Reunion, Fra nce.
2Dr Greg Bodeker , Nat ional Institute of "Vater and Atmospheric Research, P.O. Box
50061, Omakau, Central Otago, New Zealand.
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and allows measurement of temperature and density to be done in t he range
10 to 45 km. It also corrects for overlap with the alt it ude range of channel
A.
The receiver is a Cassegrain te lescope type with a system of photomul-
tipliers (PMTs) as detector. Each PMT has an interference filter centred
on 532 nm with a bandwidth .6.>' = 1 nm and is equipped with electronic
shutters. The latter prevent saturation of t he PMTs during LIDAR returns
from low alt itude. The PMTs are also cooled by thermo-element s ( "Peltier
effect") which are themselves cooled by water. This reduces considerably the
dark current in the PMTs.
The laser system and the acquisition channels used in Reunion Island
have been installed recently at Durban and form part of the new LIDAR
system.
The wavelength (589 nm) of t he old LIDAR syst em of Durban is marginally
different from that of Reunion Island (532 nm) but both are equally capable
of detecting the 28 km layer . We now make a deeper an alysis of our result s
by computing the extinct ion coefficients due to aerosols.
As will be pointed out later (Chapter 6) t he Klett inversion method is a
more accurate method to retrieve aerosol extinct ions from the LIDAR dat a.
Due to t he strong laser returns from low altit ude (0 - 10 km), sat uration of t he
photomultiplier swamped most of the relevant features. We therefore opted
to apply Klett inversion method to analyse features above 10 km. Figs.(5.14)-
(5.15) show plots of t he extinction coefficient versus altitude in t he 10 km
t o 35 km range for July 23rd 1997 and August 21st 1997 lidar profiles re-
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spectively. Figs.(5.16) and (5.17) show plots of t he extinction coefficients in
the altitude range 10-15 km and 20-32 km for the same date October 20th
1997. Plots of extinction coefficients were also made for October 21st 1997
in the altitude range 10 to 15 km and 20 to 30 km and t hese are shown in
figs (5.18) and (5.19) respectively. The programme Klet t _ Inv.for was used
to calculate the extinct ion coefficient s using the Klett inversion method. A
listing of the source code is given in App endix A.
The programme requires 3 inputs:
(i) the raw data file,
(ii) the lower altitude limit for t he integration (Zo),
(iii) the upper altitude limit for the integration (zm).
The values Zo and Zm are chosen according to the range the integration
is carried out.
Returning to figs.(5.12) - (5.13) there are two features of interest:
(i) the aerosol layer between 14 km and 15 km,
(ii) the aerosol layer between 28 km and 30 km.
We plotted the extinction coefficients for t he alt it ude range 10 km to 15
km using the raw data from fig.(5.12) for October 20th and fig.(5.13) for
October 21st . These are shown in fig. (5.16) an d fig.(5.18) for the two con-
secutive days (October 20th and 21st) . In fig. (5.12), the large LIDAR return
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F igure 5.18: Extinction coefficient versus altitude in the 10 km to 15 km range-
October 21 1997 .
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~ 0.15 km-I. Therefore on the basis of this observation (October 20th 1997)
we can deduce that there is an aerosol layer between 14 km and 15 km. This
layer can also be seen from the raw data of fig.(5.13) when compared with
fig.(5.10) (no aerosol signal). There are two possible reasons for this:
(i) The contribution of sugar cane burning towards the loading of the
atmosphere has reached its peak in October rather as was initially expected
to July and August.
(ii) In addition to sugar-cane burning, biomass burning either in the form
of prescribed burns or wild fires reaches its peak towards the end of the winter
season (Rutherford and Westfall 1986). Thus the atmosphere will be richer
in aerosols in October than it will be in July and August.
For the higher altitude between 27 km and 30 km, fig.(5.19) shows a
remarkable increase in the extinction coefficient of ~ 0.15 km" between 28
km and 30 km. From this value , it is evident that there is an aerosol layer
between 28 km and 30 km of thickness ~ 2 km.
This layer is rather intriguing as aerosols have rarely been detected at such
high altitude. In the past, Hirono et al. (1974) observed aerosol layers above
25 km during 1972 and 1973 which are reported to be rather variable. Iwasaka
and Isono (1977) reported a dust layer above 24 km with a peak intensity at
27 km which has been observed in April 1976 with a two-frequency LIDAR.
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5.5 Comparison of Durban old lidar results
with SAGE 11
SAGE H (Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment H) is an instrument
which was launched into a 57° inclination orbit aboard the Earth Radiation
Budget Satellite (ERBS). During each sunr ise and sunset encountered by
t he orbiting spacecraft , the instrument uses the solar occultation technique
to measure attenuated solar radiation through t he Earth's limb in seven
channels centred at wavelengths ranging from 385 nm to 1020 nm. These
measurements are then inverted to yield 1 km vertical resolution profiles of
aerosol extinction(at 385 nm , 453 nm , 525 nm , and 1020 nm), ozone, nitrogen
dioxide and water vapour. The focus of the measurements is on the lower
and middle stratosphere .
The SAGE H instrument consists of a seven-channel Sun photometer, a
Cassegrainian-configured telescope, a grating spect rometer and a 12-bit data
acquisit ion system. The instrument 's instant aneous field of view produces a
vertical resolution at the tangent point on the Earth's horizon of about 0.50
km.
In order to verify our results, we compared our extinct ion coefficient with
that obtained by SAGE H. The data have been obtained by courtesy of NASA
Langley Research Centre. The data have been ext racte d within a 1200 km
radius of t he geographical location 20.0 Sand 28.0 E which is not far from
t he location of Durban. The closest wavelength to our lidar system was 525
nm. The seven SAGE H profiles were extracted on:
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(i) July 13th 1997 at coordinates 32.7 Sand 29.7 E,
(ii) July 31st 1997 at coordinates 28.0 Sand 29.2 E,
(iii) August 29th 1997 at coordinates 27.8 Sand 34.1 E,
(iv) September 26th 1997 at coordinates 29.4 Sand 34.4 E,
(v) September 27th 1997 at coordinates 24.3 Sand 32.9 E,
(vi) October 13th 1997 at coordinates 23.8 Sand 30.2 E,
(vii) October 14th 1997 at coordinates 28.7 Sand 27.6 E.
The data were selected on the basis that the latitude lies 2° and the
longitude lies 3° within the location of Durban. Unfortunately there was 10
days difference in the time at which SAGE II data were obtained except for
the September data where the date exactly matched the lidar data.
In order to make a direct comparison with figs. (5.14) - fig. (5.19) we
plotted SAGE II profiles for the altitude range 10 km to 35 km. These are
shown in figs. (5.20) - (5.26).
In all these plots we can conclude the following:
(i) At 28 km altitude the SAGE II extinction coefficient on October 14th
is 1.00E-04 km- I whereas our calculated extinction coefficients on October
20th is 0.20 km":".
(ii) At 14 km altitude the SAGE II extinction coefficient on October
14th is above 5.00E-04 whereas our calculated coefficient on October 21st is
between 0.10 km- I and 0.15 km-I.
(iii) The increase in extinction coefficient at 20 km.
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Figure 5.20: SAGE 11 profile taken on July 13 1997 at 32.7 Sand 29.7 E.
Figure 5.21: SAGE 11 profile taken on July 31 1997 at 21.6 Sand 28.3 E.
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Figure 5.22: SAGE 11 profile taken on August 29 1997 at 27.8 S and 34.1 E.
Figure 5.23: SAGE 11 profile ta ken on September 26 1997 at 29.4 Sand 34.4 E.
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Figure 5.24: SAGE 11 profile taken on September 27 1997 at 24.3 Sand 32.9 E.
Figure 5.25: SAGE 11 profile taken on October 13 1997 at 23.8 Sand 30.2 E.
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Figure 5.26: SAGE 11 profile taken on October 14 1997 at 28.7 Sand 27.6 E.
These discrepancies between our calculated extinction coefficients profiles
and the SAGE II extinction coefficient profiles are due to the different dates
and locations t he SAGE II data were extracted . Also LIDAR technique
involves scanning one region of t he atmosphere with a vertical resolution
of 150 m, for a short time interval (several hours) whereas SAGE II has
a vertical resolution of 1 km and measures t he at tenuated solar radiation
horizontally during both sunr ise and sunset while in orbit around t he earth.
The broad peak depicted at 20 km in all t he SAGE II profiles (figs.(5.20)
- (5.26)) is somet imes referred to as the "J unge layer" (J unge and Manson
1961) and is mainly due to background aerosols. There is a t ime lag of 8
days for t he SAGE II data compared to the LIDAR data. Unfortunately,




The old LIDAR system detected three aerosol layers in the lower troposphere
during the month of July. They occurred at 1.2 km , 2.4 km and 4.0 km
respectively. Each has an est imated thickness of 800 m. The layers seemed
to disappear during t he month of August .
During t he months of September and October the old LIDAR detected
higher concentration of aerosols occuring at 2.8 km and 3.6 km. The high
concentration of aerosols is attributed to the burning of sugar-cane which
reached its peak in October , and also during the months of September and
October, when we have the largest number of active fires detected in South
Africa (Justice et al. 1996).
The old LIDAR also detected for the month of July an aerosol layer
in t he upper troposphere at a height of 14 km. This layer is believed to
originate from sugar cane burning. The upward troposheric circulation has
transported it to higher altitude. For the month of October, a high altitude
aerosol layer was detected at 28 km. Previously, Kuppen (1996) using the
same LIDAR system det ected an aerosol layer at a height of 25 km . This
might be the same layer with the except ion that over the space of one year
some st ratospheric upwelling has carr ied the layer to 28 km .
In chapter 7, we discuss t he results obt ained using the new LIDAR.
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Chapter 6
Inversion method used to
retrieve aerosol, relative
density and temperature
profiles for the new LIDAR
6.1 Introduction
This chapter deals with the different inversion methods employed to retrieve
aerosol and temperature profiles from the data of the Rayleigh-Mie LIDAR.
We will illustrate each method as applied to the LIDAR return signal. The
uncertainties on the aerosol and temperature profiles are also discussed.
6.2 Klett Inversion Method
This is a widely used technique for extracting extinction coefficients of
LIDAR returns. The method yields absolute values for extinction coefficients
as opposed to the scattering ratio calculation which gives relative values.
Consider the LIDAR equat ion (2.15) as defined in section (2.8) of Chapter
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2 where each te rm has already been defined on page 31:
S(z) = s. .Q. (z _A
ZL
)2 . (C;T) .(3 (Z ) . exp {-21:a(z' ) dZ' } (6.1)
T he aim is to solve t his equation to obtain values of the extinction coeffi-
cients a . We will illust rate this method as applied to t he return signal of t he
new LIDAR. Fig. (6.1) shows the LIDAR return signal for the high alt it ude
channel for 8 Jul 1999. After the signal has been corrected for backgroun d
noise, t he Klet t inversion method is applied to the corrected signal shown in
black in fig.(6.1). S (z) is proportional to t he corrected signal.
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Figure 6.1: L1DAR return signal from high altitude for July 8 1999.
The method consists of t he following steps:
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(i) Converting the signal variable S(z) to a logarithmic range-adjusted
power, defined by
s(z) = In [Z2 . S(z)] . (6.2)
Using equation (2.15), equation (6.2) can now be written as in a logarithmic
form as:
s(z) = In {(Z - ZL)2. So' Q. A . (~) . f3 (z) . exp [-2 r <T(z') dZ'] } ,
(z - ZL)2 2 lo
which simplifies to
s(z) = In {So' Q . A · C~T) .f3(z) . exp [-21Z <T(z') dZ'] } . (6.3)
SO, Q, A and (C ~T) are all constants for a given LIDAR system. Consider
LIDARreturn from a const ant reference altitude ZOoThe LIDARsignal s(zo)
will have a similar form as equation (6.3) and the difference between s(z)
and s(zo) eliminates the above four const ant s to give a simplified differential
equat ion:
s - So = In (:0) -21:adz'
where s = s(z), So = s(zo) and f3o=f3(zo).
(6.4)
(ii) Solving t he differential equation corresponding to equation (6.4) . This
is of the form




df3 d h . ffi .If the atmosphere is homogeneous, - = 0 an t e attenuation coe cient
dz
can be expressed directly in terms of the signal slope:
(6.6)
This is the basis of the slope method where the extinction coefficient is
calculated directly from the slope ofthe graph of s versus Z times -~. But if
the atmosphere is assumed to be homogeneous over small rather than over
large altitude ranges, applying the slope method to a succession of small
intervals gives a reasonable first approximation to 0- = o-(z) in a notably
inhomogeneous atmosphere. Unfortunately, assumptions like this are not
well justified for many situations of interest, for example, under conditions
of dense cloud, fog, smoke, and dust.
In several observational and theoretical studies it has been shown that
under a wide range of circumstances for which particulate backscattering
dominates that due to atmospheric gases (i.e., roughly for hazy, cloudy or
foggy conditions and generally for IR wavelengths), f3 and 0- can in fact be
related approximately according to a power law of the form
f3 = const o-j (6.7)
where j depends on the LIDAR wavelength and various properties of the
aerosols.
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Report ed values of j are generally in t he interval 0.67 :::; j :::; 1.0 (Barteneva
1960; Twomey and Howell 1965; Fenn 1966). If such a relationship is as-
sumed, equation (6.5) becomes
ds = i d(J _ 2(J
dz (J dz
(6.8)
In t he case of Durban , it has been found suit able to use j = 1 (Dr H Bencherif,
2000, pers. comm.l ). The ratio {3, known as t he phase function, varies from
(J
t he t roposphere to the stratosphere. Suggested values have been listed in
the work of Chazette et al. (1995). For a pure ly molecular atmosphere, the
ratio {3 as deduced from Rayleigh 's t heory on scattering is _3_ or 0.120
(J 8 ' K
sr- 1 (Chazette et al. 1995). The values of the phase function most suitable
for Durban region are 0.018 sr- 1 for t he troposphere , and 0.020 sr -1for t he
st ratosphere (Dr H Bencherif, 2000, pers. comm. ").
(iii) Equation (6.8) is an ordinary differential equat ion but non-linear. It
nevertheless has an elementary st ruct ure, namely t hat of a Bernoulli equ a-
t ion. Equation of this type may be t ransformed to a first-order linear form
by introducing a new unk nown equal to the reciprocal ofthe original. Using




= exp (-r:;.dz [m - 2rexp (- /' exp ( - /' : :.' . dZ") )])
(6.9)
where m is the int egration constant. A part icular solution for (J is
I Dr H Bencherif, Laboratoire de Physique de l'Atrnosphere, Univers ite de La Re union
av. R. Cassin, BP 7151 97715 , St-Denis cedex 9, Reunion Island, France. '
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exp [s - so]
{(JOl - 21:0exp [s - so] dZ'}
where (Jo is t he value of (J at t he Z = zoo
(6.10)
In our calculation we choose t he reference alt it ude Zo as 40 km where t he
atmosphere is free of aerosols. Equation (6.10) shows that (J is determined
as t he ratio of two numbers, which each become progressively sma ller with
increasing z; furthermore the denominator, which must approach zero at
nearly the same rat e as the numerator, is expressed as t he difference between
two relatively large numbers . This produces a st rong tendency of instability
and suggests t hat the determination of (Jo will be inaccurate even for signals
t hat are free of noise.
(iv) A particular solution for equation (6.9) was suggested by Klett (1981)
for Z ::; Zo :
exp [(s - so)]
(J=~--;,---::-::-:-':"":'-_---''-'-----,,-
{(JOl + 2 J:oexp [s - so] · dz'}
where So = s(zo ) and (Jo = (J (zo) ,
(6.11)
This new solution form is st ab le compared to equation (6.10) and so great
accuracy in the choice of k is not needed. Applying equat ion (6.11) to the
LIDAR signal of 8 July 1999 (fig.(6.1)), t he ext inct ion coefficients due to
aerosol are obt ained. Fig. (6.2) shows a plot of alt it ude versus ext inct ion
coefficients of aerosol between t he alt itudes 14 and 28 km.
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Figure 6.2: Plot of L1DAR extinction coefficients for July 8 1999 obtained using
the Klett inversion method.
6.3 Determination of the relative density
T he first measurement of density of t he at mosphere was carried out using
t he searchlight technique by Elterman (1951). The resul t obt ained on 19-20
August 1950 is shown in fig.(6.3). The da ta obtained are for Albuquerque,
New Mexico. As shown in fig. (6.3) t he density decreases exponent ially with
height .
T he determinat ion of relat ive density of the atmosphere using any LIDAR
is based on the assumption that the atmosphere is purely molecular so that
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Figure 6.3: Density distribution from searchlight data (Elterman 1951).
In terms of the LIDAR signal S(z) (refer to equat ion (6.1)), t he density
of t he atmosphere f!LIDAR( Z) as deduced from the LIDAR signal can be
expressed as:
(
' 2 (z - ZL ) 2
(!L IDAR z) = k [S(z) - K(z)] . e (z,zo) ' (C;T) (6.12)
where k' normalisation constant ,
S(z) LIDAR signal after correct ing for t he non-lineari ty
and saturat ion effects of the PMT,
K (z) : sky background noise which has been estimated using a
quadratic equation of the form AZ 2 + Bz + C where A, B , C are constants
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and z is the altitude,
8(z) : atmospheric t ransmission between the altitude z and
the top of the atmosphere zo,
ZL : t he altitude of the LlDAR station above sea level,
T : t he duration of the laser pulse.
The atmospheric transmission is determined from a st andard climato-
logical model after correcting t he signal for the attenuation due to ozone
and Rayleigh scattering at the emission wavelength of the laser (Ae ) . It can
take values between 0.995 and 1 above 30 km (Handbook of Geophysics and
Space Environments 1965). Up to now no different values of the atmospheric
transmission have been obtained.
The normalisation const ant k cannot be det ermined exp erimentally. This
is because of the uncertainties in the parameters of the LlDAR equation such
as the laser energy, transmission optics, quantum efficiency of the photomul-
tiplier , and also due to uncertainties in t he atmospheric transmission of t he
lower atmosphere. It is determined by assuming that the atmosphere has the
same density as that given by the ClRA - 1986 model at 30-35 km for the
latitude and month corresponding to the LlDAR measurements.
The relative density profile is obtained from (!LIDAR where (!ClRA is the
(!Cl RA
density of the atmosphere as obtained from t he CIRA-1986 model. The
density obtained is not absolute as we are calculating the ratio (!LIDAR for
(!ClRA
each value of z. Fig.(6.4) shows the relat ive density profile obtained from the
LIDAR data of 4 October 2001.
Wave-like structures are seen ab ove 20 km are due to vertical propagation
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Figure 6.4: The relative density of the atmosphere above Durban as obtained
from the LI DAR data of October 4 2001 .
of the planetary waves in the atmosphere. The uncertainty in the realtive
density profile is also shown in fig.(6.4). The uncertainty increases with
altitude because of the increase in the sky background noise with altitude.




S(z) - K( z) (6.13)
6.4 Determination of temperature profiles
The temperature profile is computed from the density values (!LIDAR by as-
suming that the LIDAR returns are due to Rayleigh scattering by molecular
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species and that the atmosphere is in hydrost atic equilibrium with pressure,
density and temperature related through the ideal gas law. It is assumed
t hat atmospheric turbulence does not affect the mean air density, which is
indeed the case when considering the temporal and spatial resolutions of the
LIDAR data.
The possibility of finding t he temperature in this way was demonstrated
for the first time using mechanically modulated searchlight s by Elt ermann
(1953, 1954). The temperature profile for 10 October 1952 is shown in
fig.(6.5) (Elterman 1953). This clearly shows that t he temperature of the
atmosphere initially decreases with altitude up to t he tropopause (~ 17 km )
and t here after the temperature increases with height in the stratosphere
followed by the stratopause (~ 55 km ) and then the temperature decreases
with height in the mesosphere. Preliminary studies using laser pulses as
monochromatic light were obtained by Kent and Wright (1970).
The const ant mixing ratio of the major atmospheric constituents (N2,02 ,et c)
and t he negligible value of t he H20 mixing ratio justify the choice of a con-
st ant value W m for the air mean molecular weight. This has been proved
adequate to altitudes of up to 80 km. Above t his alt it ude, dissociation of O2
must be t aken into account .
In an ideal gas, t he air pressure Pr(z) , density g(z) and temperature M( z)
are related by
()
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Figure 6.5: Temperature distribution from searchlight data (Elterman 1953).
and hydrostatic equilibrium implies that
dpr(Z) = -e(z) . g(z ) . dz (6.15)
where UR is the universal gas constant which has value 8.31 J mol-1 K- 1
and g(z ) is t he acceleration due to gravity at alt it ude z . We assume that 9
remains constant throughout the alt it ude range of observation and is equal
The combination of equations (6.14) and (6.15) leads to
dpr(Z) =d(Log Pr(Z)) = _ Wm' g(z)dz
Pr(Z) UR · M(z)
(6.16)
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If the acceleration due to gravity and the temperature are assumed to be
constant in the ithlayer, the pressure at the bottom and top of the layer are
related by
(6.17)
Hence the temperature in each layer may be expressed in terms of the log
pressure difference between top and bottom as
(6.18)
where M(Zi) is the temperature in the i th layer, assumed constant throughout
the layer.
The density profile is measured up to the nth layer. The pressure at
the top of this layer is fitted with the pressure of the CIRA - 1986 model
Prm(Zn + ~) for the corresponding month and latitude. The top and bottom




the numerator is the same as equation (6.20) . Therefore the expression 1+X
6z
Pr(Zi --)
can be written as iz.
Pr(Zi + 2)
Using equat ion (6.18) , the expression for the temperature can be written in
terms of X as
The statistical standard error of the temperature is
(6.21)
with
8M(Zi) 8Log 11 + XI
-
M(Zi) Log 11 + XI
8X









where Prm is the pressure at the top of the nth layer and is fitted with the
pressure of the CIRA - 19S6 model for the corresponding month and latitude.
Hauchecorne et al. (19S0) have shown that the contribution of the ex-
trapolated pressure at the nth layer on the local pressure below decreases
rapidly with altitude due to the exponential decrease of pressure with alti-
tude, and its influence on the temperature determination is marginal. Then
the term X represents a ratio of experimental density values from which ab-
solute temperature can be deduced even though the density measurements
are only relative.
The atmospheric transmission at the wavelength used for the new LIDAR
(532 nm) is affected by Mie scattering, Rayleigh scattering and absorption by
ozone. The attenuation of the LIDAR return due to aerosols, clouds, haze,
and fog is difficult to estimate. In the temperature retrieval programme we
only consider molecular scattering and absorption by ozone. A listing of the
source code is given in Appendix B. Fig.(6.6) shows the LIDAR temperature
profile for October 4 2001 obtained using the algorithm as outlined above.
The broken line shown in red is the CIRA-19S6 model. Again as with the
relative density profile, the wave-like structures which appear above 40 km on
the temperature profile are due to vertical propagation of planetary waves.
The atmospheric transmission at altitudes between 30 and 100 km is
greater than 0.995 (Cole et al. 1965). The attenuation is therefore very low
and may be determined by an atmospheric model. The resulting error is
very small and much less important than other sources such as statistical
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Figure 6.6: L1DAR temperature profile obtained from the density profile for
October 4 2001.
6.5 Summary
The Klett inversion, the temperature and the relative density retrieval meth-
ods described in this chapter have been applied successfully to the new L1-
DAR data. As for the old L1DAR data, only the Klett inversion method has
been used to retrieve aerosol extinction coefficients.
The wave-like structures seen in the L1DAR temperature profiles have also
been observed in rocketsonde temperature measurements of the stratosphere
and mesosphere (Labitzke 1980) and also in satellite measurements of the
middle atmosphere temperature (Barnett 1980).
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Chapter 7
Results and validation of the
new LIDAR measurements
7.1 Introduction
A validation campaign of the new LIDAR data was carried out from April
1999 to December 2000. The preliminary LIDAR data first obtained during
April 1999 (when the new LIDAR was installed) were used to test the in-
version codes for temperature, relative density and extinction coefficients of
aerosols, and to adapt them to the local conditions. The LIDAR has since
been operational on clear sky nights. Table (7.1) summarises the number of
months, nights and hours of LIDAR acquisition done during the years 1999
and 2000.
The validation of the aerosol measurements was done with SAGE II data as
described in the next section.
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1999 2000
Total number of months 9 9
Total number of nights 72 65
Total number of hours 284 230
Total number of hours in summer 19 19
Total number of hours in winter 265 211
Table 7.1: Summary of LIDAR measurements in 1999 and 2000.
7.2 Validation of the aerosol measurements
by the new LIDAR
Accurate measurements of atmospheric aerosols are of cons iderable impor-
t ance to our understanding of the depletion of ozone (World Meteorological
Organisation 1991), especially in t his part ofthe world , as well as its influence
on the local climate. Fig.(7.1) shows a Mult i-angle Imaging SpectroRadiome-
ter (MISR) image of the north-eastern par t of South Africa, near Kruger
National Park, taken on September 7, 2000 during the Southern Africa Fire-
Atmosphere Research Ini tiative (SAFARI) -2000 campaign. The lat ter is an
international science initiative aimed at developing a bet ter understanding
of t he Southern African land-atmosphere-human system .
The left image shows the Drakensberg mountains, where east of its range
a large burn scar with thin smoke plumes is visible. T he right-hand image is a
"zoome d-in" view of t he upper central par t of t he left image. T hese fires are
deliberately set to burn off dry vegetation - a common agricultural practice
in many parts of Africa. The vertical transport of the smoke is cont rolled
by the stability structure of the atmosphere and the horizontal transport by
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Figure 7.1: MISR and airMISR images of north eastern part of South Africa
taken on September 7, 2000 during the SAFARI 2000 campaign.
the local thermo-topographic winds near the surface. Remote measurements
of the vertical distribution of aerosol backscattered by LIDAR contribute
significantly to an understanding of the vertical transport of aerosols in the
troposphere as well as horizontal transport in the stratosphere during major
volcanic eruption.
Before we proceed with the validation of the new LIDAR measurements
of aerosols, we will give a brief introduction of stratospheric aerosols.
7.2.1 Stratospheric aerosols
Stratospheric aerosols are an important focus of scientific investigation since
1883 when the eruption of Krakatoa attracted the attention of the world with
its spectacular optical effects caused by the large outpouring of ashes which
blocked out some of the sunlight. The explosion is classed as one of the
largest volcanic eruptions in modern times; so great was the outpouring of
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lava that new islands were formed and debris was scattered across the Indian
Ocean as far as Madagascar.
The aerosols in the stratosphere play also an important role in the ozone
cycle. Climatological studies accomplished with balloons, rockets and satel-
lites show that for the last 20 years the quantity of ozone in the middle
latitude of the northern winter hemisphere (Stolarski et al. 1991) has de-
creased by 2 to 3 % per decade (WMO 1989). In the middle latitude of the
southern winter hemisphere the decrease of ozone is more pronounced and is
of the order 2 to 12 % per decade (WMO 1991).
Aerosols (liquid particles and solids) diameter in the range 0.01 to 10
J.Lm are located in the stratosphere around 20 km. This is often referred to
the Junge layer and consists mainly of natural background aerosols. They
are mainly sulphate particles and sulphuric acid droplets (Junge et al. 1961;
Junge 1963). They maintain a quasi-constant concentration in the form of a
homogeneous layer. Other aerosols such as S02 and OCS are injected directly
into the stratosphere by volcanic eruptions. Since the average residence
time of volcanic aerosols in the stratosphere is of the order of ~ 10 months
(Hofmann and Rosen 1981) they do not constitute a major source of the
Junge layer. They are also transported vertically from the troposphere into
the stratosphere by diffusion and wave activity.
Above Durban (29.8°S, 300 E) the atmosphere is under the influence of
subtropical air masses and the jet stream (located around 300S in winter
with a mainstream wind speed exceeding 30 ms"! at an average height of 12
km). Sometimes strong wind gives rise to turbulence and one would expect
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variations in the background aerosols.
We will make a comparative study between the aerosol measurements by
LIDAR and those made by the Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment Il
(SAGE Il) which is located on board the Earth Radiation Budget Sate llite
(ERBS). We will first describe the method used by SAGE Il to measure
aerosols.
7.3 Aerosol measurements by the SAGE 11
experiment
SAGE Il, launched aboard the ERBS in October 1984, is t he latest in a series
of sa tellite-borne stratospheric aerosol and gas monitoring instruments flown
by NASA. Fig.(7.2) shows the predicted measurement locations of SAGE Il
from June 2001 to May 2002. As shown in the plot, there is a global coverage
from 800S to 800N. The objectives of SAGE Il are:
(i) to map vertical profiles of stratospheric aerosols, ozone, nitrogen diox-
ide, and water vapour globally from 800 S to 800 N,
(ii) to study the seasonal and global variations of these measurements,
(iii) to utili se stratospheric aerosols and gases as atmospheri c tracers to
st udy the circulation , sources, and sinks of these species, and t rans ient phe-
nomena such as volcanic eruptions,
(iv) to investigate atmospheric chemistry involving the gaseous species
and to study the opt ical and physical properties of aerosols, and
(v) to determine high-altitude cloud cover and its variations (McMaster
1986).
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Figure 7.2: SAGE 11 pred icted measu rement locations du ring su nrise and sunset
events (NASA, Langley Research Centre (LaRC)) .
The SAGE II instrument, designed to accomplish these goals, is a seven-
channel Sun photometer , which ver ti cally scans the Sun during both space-
craft sunr ise and sunset. Each day, SAGE II measures approximately 15 sun-
rise an d sunset events, equally spaced in longitude along two latitude belts
between approximately 80 oN and 80 oS. Values of limb path atmospheric
extinct ion are measured from the top of t he atmosphere to cloud tops or to
the Earth's horizon. These values are combined with spacecraft ephemeris
and molecular density data to generate seven slant pat h transmission versus
tangent altitude profiles. T he transmission data are t hen averaged into l -km
vertical increments an d inverted to yield profiles of aerosol extinction at the
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wavelengths 1.02, 0.525, 0.453, 0.385 jlm, as well as 0 3 , N02 , and water
vapour number density. Each extinction profile describes an average of the
extinction coefficient within the spherical atmospheric shells cut by the limb
path between SAGE Il and the Sun.
Fig.(7.3) shows a map of 1020 nm SAGE n aerosol extinction at an alti-
tude of6.5 km during a long term-average from 1985-1990 and from 1994-1997
for September-November. The strong extinction enhancement over Brazil is
clearly visible, as is the aerosol band extending round the globe in Southern
mid-latitudes. The elevated aerosol layers over Brazil could be smoke from
biomass burning that has been transported across the Southern oceans (Kent
et al. 1998). The white band through the equator indicates no measurement
by SAGE n.
We now describe briefly the inversion algorithm used by SAGE Il. For a
detailed treatment, the reader should refer to Chu et al. (1989).
7.4 Inversion Algorithm used by SAGE 11
Fig. (7.4) shows the experimental geometry of SAGE Il for the measure-
ment of the solar extinction. The solar irradiance HA passing through the
atmosphere between the spacecraft and the sun as measured by the SAGE
Il instrument at a given time t is given by
HA = r r IIA(8, '19) • FA(8, '19, t) . 8 A(8) dn o: (7.1)J!lA i:
where : radiometer's field of view function at wavelength >.. ,
'19 : azimuthal angle,
n : solid angle,
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Figure 7.3: Global map of 1020 nm SAGE 11 aerosol extinction at an altitude of
6.5 km for the months Sep to Nov averaged over the years 1985 - 1990 and 1994
- 1997. The bottom scale is the aerosol extinction in 10- 3 km- 1(from NASA,
Langley Research Centre (LaRC)).
8 A : t ransmission of t he at mosphere as a function of view
angle () ,
FA : t he extrat errestrial solar ra diance for wavelength A,
~b : spectral bandwidth of the radiometer 's field of view.
The radiometer is sit uated on the circular ly orbiting satellite with velocity
V. Each inst antaneous view angle () measured from V will define a un ique
tangent alt itude h, for t he sun ray.
The transmission 8 of t he atmosphere is a unique funct ion of the t angent
height h, (see fig.(7.4)). T he mean t ransmission of the atmosphere over the




Figure 7.4: Experimental geometry for solar extinction measurement by SAGE
11. The distances are exaggerated. h, is the tangent height, h is the height above
the Earth, P>.. is the Sun ray optical path length, () is the view angle of SAGE 11
and F is the solar irradiance.
the irradiance measured within the atmosphere to that measured outside the
atmosphere. The transmission function e>.. in terms of the tangent height ht,
according to Bouguer law, is given by
(7.2)
where (J>.. (h) is the total extinction coefficient of the atmosphere as a function
of altitude h for wavelength A and p>..(h) is the sun ray optical path length
corrected for refraction.
The total extinction coefficient (f>.. at each tangent altitude consists of
contributions mainly from:






This can be expressed as a linear combination of the extinctions of each
type, as given by
(J">. = (J"Ray ( ,\ ) + (J"03(,\) + (J"N02(,\) + (J"aero(,\) (7.3)
where (J"RaY(,\) is the extinction coefficient for Rayleigh scattering, and (J"03(,\),
(J"N02(,\) and (J"aero(,\) are the extinction coefficients for 0 3 , N02 and aerosol
at wavelength ,\ respectively. The Rayleigh scattering term is described by
the well-known inverse fourth power dependence on wavelength.
For 0 3 and N02 the extinction coefficients are determined by the prod-
uct of the species number density and their absorption cross-section at the
specific wavelength. The aerosol extinction coefficient is a function of aerosol
size distribution, shape, and index of refraction. For homogeneous, spherical
aerosol particles, the extinction coefficient is given by the following equation
(Deirmendjian 1965):
(J"aero(,\) = 100 x(n,r,'\). w(r) dr
where w(r) is the size distribution function, and x(n, r,'\) is the extinc-
tion cross section for a particle with refractive index n and radius r. The
extinction coefficient x(n,r , >.) for homogeneous spherical particles can be
computed from Mie theory (Van de Hulst 1957).
The SAGE II data are processed by reducing the solar radiance mea-
surements at the seven spectral channels into transmission functions of the
atmosphere at the seven wavelength regions. The transmission data are then
inverted using equations (7.2), (7.3) and (7.4) to obtain the vertical extinction
profiles for each of the species. Fig. (7.5) shows the tangent altitude versus
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computed atmospheric transmission profiles at four SAGE II wavelengths:
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Figure 7.5: Tangent altitude vs atmospheric transmission measurements by
SAGE 11 at four wavelengths for solar extinction geometry.
7.5 Calculation of LIDAR extinction coeffi-
cients
The LIDAR equat ion (equation (2.15)) as given in sect ion (2.8) of Chapter
2 is
S(z) = So' Q . A . (~) . (3(z) . exp [-21Z cr(z') dZ'] (7.5)
(z - zLF 2 Z L
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where each term has been defined previously in section (2.8) of Chapter
2.
In equation (6.1) the extinction term is written as an integral over the
two-way path from the LIDAR to the scattering volume.
In analysing the LIDAR data it is often convenient to use the backscatter
ratio R(z) (Russell et al. 1979) which is defined as the ratio of the total
backscatter coefficient to the molecular backscatter coefficient:
(7.6)
where f3a(z) and f3m(z) are the aerosol and molecular backscattering coeffi-
cients respectively.
The Klett inversion method (Klett 1981; Klett 1985) has been used to
solve the LIDAR equation to obtain the total volume extinction coefficient
cr(z). The method reduces the LIDAR equat ion to a Bernoulli differential
equation which is convergent for z :::; zre! where zre! is a reference alti-
tude chosen above the aerosol layer where the particle content is negligible.
The determination of the total volume extinction coefficient f3(z) from equa-
tion (6.1) requires quantitative knowledge of a relationship between cr(z)
and j3(z) usually expressed as a ratio called the backscatter phase function
w(z) = ~~~~. This ratio represents contribution from Rayleigh scattering by





W a Z - ()a « Z
(7.8)
where W m is the Rayleigh baekscatter phase function for molecular scattering
and is equal to ~ ~ 0.119 sr- 1 (Chazette et al. 1995) and wa(z) is the
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aerosol baekscatter phase function which depends on the size distribution
and refractive index of the aerosols, and can therefore vary with altitude.
The backscatter phase function for aerosols may lie in the range 0.013 sr- 1
to 0.030 sr - 1. This interval has been deduced from SAGE II data (Ackerman
et al. 1989) and Mie scattering theory. Table (7.2) shows a comparison of the
values of the aerosol backscatter phase functions following t he El Chichon
and Mount Pinatubo eruptions calculated by several workers using LIDAR
(Thomas et al. 1987; Jager and Hofmann 1991; Chazette et al. 1995) ,
SAGE II satellite data (Ackerman et al. 1989) and radiosonde measurements
(Deshler et al. 1993). As shown in table (7.2), the values of the aerosol
backscatter phase function are large following major volcanic eruptions. This
increase in the aerosol backscatter phase function is due to large injection of
dust and sulphurous gases such as sulphur dioxide in the stratosphere.
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Year 1983 1984/1985 1991 to 1993
Chazette et aL (1995) 0.025 sr -1 0.016 sr 1 0.025 sr 1
using LIDAR
Jager and 0.017 sr Ito 0.024 sr 1
Hofmann (1991) using LIDAR 0.045 sr 1
Ackerman et aL (1989) 0.013 sr Ito
using SAGE II 0.025 sr 1
Deshler et aL (1993) 0.015 sr l at 17 km
using balloon measurements 0.026 sr l at 19 km
0.015 sr l at 23 km
Table 7.2: Values of the aerosol backscat ter phase function following the El
Chichon and Mount Pinatubo eruptions obtained using LIDAR, SAGE II
and balloon measurements.
W m has been computed using the ClRA-1986 model. The determina-
t ion of the backscatter phase function due to aerosols to.; from the LIDAR
measurements requires several assumptions. First , W a is assumed to remain
constant with alt itude. This assumption has been shown by Chazet te et
al.(1 995) to be representative of the alt itude range where the backscatter
coefficient is maximum and the values of W a obtained are in agreement with
ot her in situ and LIDAR measurements. Secondly, it is assumed t hat t he
scattering ratio R(z) (equation (7.6)) remains close to 1.00 at and above the
reference a lt itude, z re/ '
The value of W a in the stratosphere following major volcanic eruption
is large bu t decreases during the post-volcanic period. For example, during
the period following the El Chichon eruption in 1983, reported average value
of q;a using LIDAR data at Observatoire de Haute-Provencs in Southern
France (Chazet te et al. 1995) is 0.023 ± 0.003 sr- 1 but decreases to 0.016 ±
0.004 sr- 1 during the years 1984 to 1985. For background aerosols which are
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located around 20 km (Junge 1961) W a has an estimated value of 0.018 sr-
I
.
Due to biomass and large scale sugar-cane burning which occurs from
June to October over the Kwazulu-Natal coast and also the large concentra-
tion of chemical industries in the south of Durban, we consider the strato-
sphere above Durban to be loaded in aerosol. For the present study, we
estimate that a value of W a = 0.020 sr-
1 will be suitable for the altitude
range of the L1DAR measurement (20 km ~ Z ~ 60 km). In the Klett in-
version method, zref is chosen to be 40 km as we assume there will be no
aerosol present at and above this height. We also assume that the scattering
at and above 40 km is only due to air molecules and R(z) ~ l.
The uncertainties in the determination of the total volume backscatter
coefficient (3(z) arise from the following causes:
(1) statistical fluctuations of the measured L1DAR signal which are asso-
ciated with random detection processes,
(2) the presence of aerosol particles at and above the reference altitude
zref and the subsequent uncertainty in the value of R( zref ),
(3) the uncertainty in the phase function W a and its altitude dependence.
The first uncertainty in the statistical fluctuations of the measured L1-
DAR signal can be reduced by averaging all the L1DAR raw data during the
acquisition period which is 4 to 5 hours. This leads to a statistical uncer-
tainty of less than 2.5 % (Chazette et al. 1995). The next two uncertainties
are reduced when zref is approached in the Klett inversion algorithm. zref
is chosen as high as possible so as to minimise the uncertainty due to low
aerosol loading at higher altitude. The total uncertainty associated with all
the three causes is less than 7 % when the signal-to-noise ratio is significant
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above 40 km (Chazette et al. 1995).
7.6 Comparison of L1DAR/SAGE 11 Extinc-
tion profiles
The comparisons of SAGE II extinction profiles with those obtained from
ground-based LIDARs (Ackerman et al. 1989; Pararneswaran et al. 1991;
Bencherif 1996), from an airborne LIDAR (Osborn et al. 1989), and from
a balloon-borne dustsonde (Northam et al. 1974; Osborn et al. 1989) have
been done mostly for middle and high latitudes. Few compar isons have been
made for subtropical latitude (e.g. Durban) , mainly because of the sparsity of
ground-based LIDAR data. Indeed , most ground-based LIDARs are found
in the Northern hemisphere as compare to a few LIDAR stations in the
Southern hemisphere.
It should be noted that the SAGE II instrument scans the sun horizontally
(see fig. (7.4)) during both spacecraft sunrise and sunset through an optical
path of a few hundred kilometres whereas LIDAR samples the atmosphere
vertically and therefore the measurements are localised. The LIDAR data
are temporally integrated over a few hours. The other difference in the
two methods is that they use differen t wavelengths to probe the atmosphere
(ASAG E = 525 nm , ALIDA R = 532 nm). From the LIDAR data base of 1999,
three days were selected when t he subsatellite ERBS line of sight grazes the
location of Durban according to the following criteria:
(i) less than 10° in lati tude and longitude between the LIDAR location
(Durban) and the tangent to the earth surface which aligns the satellite with
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the sun,
(ii) less than 24 hours in the time between the two measurements.
The sunset data of SAGE II were chosen as LIDAR measurements were
made at night on cloud-free skies. Table (7.3) below shows a comparison of
the t ime of measurement and locat ion of SAGE II with those of the LIDAR.
The distance d of the subsatellite from Durban is also given for each date.
LIDAR SAGE II Posit ion of Distance
Date Date !:1Time SAGE II (km)
8 June 1999 8 June 1999 24.8°S 38.4°E d=930
From 16h29 to 04h09 UT -12h20
21h56 UT
7 July 1999 29.4uS 25.9OE d=496
From 16h24 to 15h27 UT -1 h
20h28 UT
8 July 1999 8 July 1999 -3 h 23.00S 27.9°E d=825
From 18h50 to 15h33 UT
23h03 UT
Table 7.3: Comparison of the temporal and spatial parameters of the LIDAR
and SAGE II measurements. The last column values are the distances of the
satellite from Durban.
We have plotted the average LIDAR and average SAGE II extinction
profiles computed for the above 3 coincident days (fig.(7.6)). Between 15
and 22 km, the averaged values of the extinct ion coefficient obtained are
lower than those calculated from LIDAR. The observed discrepancies are
due to:
(i) the measurement technique of SAGE II which scans the atmosphere
between the earth and the sun horizontally,
(ii) large variability of aerosols in the the troposphere of Durban as the lat-
ter is under the influence of biomass burning (including sugar-cane burning)
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and industrial pollution-most of the chemical industries are located south of
Durban.
(iii) the assumption that the backscattering phase function due to aerosol
(wa) is constant at and above the reference atmosphere (zref) which is not
always true.
Between 22 and 37 km the agreement between LIDAR and SAGE II
is excellent. It seems that the backscatter phase function used for aerosol
W a = 0.02 sr-1 in the determination of the LIDAR extinction coefficient is
consistent with SAGE H. This comparison suggests that the values obtained
for the two experiments are representative of the ext inct ion profile for the
lati tude 300S. It is also a good indication of the quality of the Durban LIDAR
data.
We now consider a coincident date for the LIDAR/SAGE H measure-
ments. Fig.(7.7) shows a comparison of LIDAR/SAGE II ext inct ion coeffi-
cients for July 8th 1999. The lat ter date is chosen as the overlap between
the two ext inction profiles is excellent compare to the other two dates (June
8th and July 7th 1999). Below 20 km the LIDAR ext inct ion coefficients are
higher than those of SAGE H. This could be explained by the measurement
technique of the LIDAR compare to SAGE H. The LIDAR being localised ,
samples the atmosphere ver tically above Durban whereas SAGE H is scan-
ning t he atmosphere horizontally through a few hundred km corresponding
to an average horizontal value for the extinction coefficient.
Both SAGE H and LIDAR extinction profiles indicate a peak around 20
km. This could be due to a strat ified layer of background aerosol usually
situated in the stratosphere around 20 km (Junge, 1961). Between 20 and
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Figure 7.6: Average aerosol extinction profile (solid lines) obtained from L1DAR
and SAGE 11 . The dashed lines indicate the corresponding standard deviations.
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Figure 7.7: Aerosol extinction profi les obtained from L1DAR and SAGE 11 for
July 8 1999. The distance of the subsatell ite from Durban is 825 km.
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26 km, several other peaks are detected on the LIDAR profile which are not
present on the SAGE II profile. This is because the LIDAR has a better
spatial resolution of 150 m compared to SAGE II which has a resolution of
1 km. Three such peaks can be clearly seen in fig.(7.7) at 21.4, 24.4 and
25.9 km respectively. Judging from the values of their extinction coefficients
(2.8 X 10-4 km", 1.8 X 10-4 km- 1 and 1.4 X 10-4 km - 1 respectively), they
represent minor aerosol layers. The LIDAR Mie ratio profile is another way of
showing the presence of aerosol in the atmosphere. The LIDAR Mie ratio is
obtained from equation (7.6) by solving equation (6.1) for the backscattering
coefficient due to aerosol (,Ba(z)) using the Klett inversion method. From
the backscatter phase function of aerosol W a= 0.02 sr-1 chosen, the value of
,Ba(Z) is estimated. Equation (7.6) can also be written as
R(z) = 1 + ,Ba(z)
,Bm(z)
(7.9)
Equation (7.9) indicates that if R(z) exceeds 1, aerosols are present in
the atmosphere.
Fig.(7.8) shows the Mie ratio profile for July 8th 1999. The peaks detected
in the fig.(7.7) are also found in the Mie ratio profile.
Equation (7.6) indicates that if R(z) exceeds 1, aerosols are present in
the atmosphere.
Fig.(7.8) shows a general decrease in Mie-scattering ratio values with
height. Above 34 km, the Mie scattering ratio approaches 1.00. In this
altitude range the atmosphere can be considered to be purely molecular (no
aerosol) . The large Mie-ratio values for the altitude range 15 :S z :S 26 km
indicate that the upper troposphere above Durban is loaded with aerosol.
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Figure 7.8: Profile of LIDAR Mie-scattering ratio for July 8 1999.
7.7 Validation of the LIDAR temperature pro-
files
Average monthly LIDAR temperature profiles are computed between 20 and
60 km. T he LIDAR data consists of a total of 137 nights from April 1999 to
December 2000, corresponding to a total of 514 hours of observation. T he
validation of t he LIDAR temperature profiles is done in t hree steps:
(1) a comparison of the average monthly LIDAR temperature profiles
with the average monthly South African Weather Service (SAWS) radiosonde
temperature measurement for the lower stratosphere, 20 0 z 0 27 km,
(2) a compar ison of t he average monthly LIDAR temperatures with t he
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average monthly European Centre for Medium range Weather Forecast (ECMWF)
temperatures for the altitude range 20 ~ z ~ 42 km and
(3) a comparison of the average monthly LIDAR temperature profiles
with the climatological model CIRA-1986 temperatures for the stratosphere
and mesosphere, 20 ~ z ~ 60 km.
The comparisons with the average monthly SAWS radiosonde tempera-
tures are done for the year 1999. Due to only one night of LIDAR data for
the months of October and December (rainy weather conditions in Durban),
the comparisons for these two months are done for coincident dates with the
SAWS data viz. October 30 1999 and December 14 1999.
Before proceeding with the validation, we describe briefly in the next
section the SAWS radiosonde data, CIRA-1986 climatological model and the
ECMWF temperature.
7.7.1 SAWS radiosonde data
The SAWS launches twice a day (01:00 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. South African
local time) balloon radiosondes at Durban International Airport. The data
consists of the station number (68588 for Durban), the year, month and day,
the time, the pressure (in hPa) , the temperature (in millidegrees Celsius),
the relative humidity (expressed as a percentage), dew point temperature (in
millidegrees Celsius), altitude (in metres), wind direction (in degrees) and
wind speed (in m/s). For our purpose, we have worked with the temperature
(converted in K) and the altitude (converted to km) from the early morning
(1:00 a.m.) data as this corresponds closely to the time of the running of the
LIDAR.
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7.7.2 The CIRA-1986 climatological model
The COSPAR International Reference Atmosphere (CIRA)-1986 climatolog-
ical model is a collection of experimental measurements and results from
theoretical models. It is based mainly on nadir infrared soundings from
the Selective Chopper Radiometer (SCR) experiment on board NIMBUS-6
from 1973 to 1974 and from the Pressure Modulated Radiometer (PMR)
experiment on NIMBUS-7 from 1975 to 1978. These two experiments yield
temperature profiles between 20 and 80 km (Barnett and Corney 1985). To-
gether with tropospheric measurements carried out between 1958 and 1973
(Oort 1983), they give climatological monthly averages between 0 and 80 km
with a global coverage from 80 Os to 58 ON. For altitudes in the thermosphere
between 80 and 120 km, results from the empirical model MSIS-83 have been
used to complete the CIRA-1986 model. The data base has been compiled
(Fleming et al. 1985) to yield monthly average climatological temperatures
between 0 and 120 km with a global coverage.
7.7.3 The ECMWF data
The European Centre for Medium range Weather Forecast (ECMWF) data
is based on a numerical model for predicting the weather for the medium
range (2 daysto 2 weeks). We have used the stratospheric temperature data
for Durban at different pressure levels from 1 mb (48.4 km) to 1000 mb (0.10
km). The temperature data is obtained at four different times: 00hOO,06hOO,
12hOO and 18hOO. For our purpose, ECMWF temperatures corresponding to
the time OOhOO have been extracted as LIDAR data acquisition is carried out
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at night.
7.8 Comparison of LIDAR temperature pro-
file with SAWS radiosonde temperature
The comparison between the monthly average LIDAR and monthly average
SAWS radiosonde measurements are shown in figs.(7.9)-(7.13) from April
1999 to December 1999. For the months of October and December 1999,
we have compared the LIDAR temperature profiles for 30 October 1999
(fig.(7.12) (a)) and 14 December 1999 (fig.(7.13)). No other LIDAR data
are available for these two months as rainy weather conditions were prevail-
mg.
As shown in the figures, in the overlap zone the two measurements are in
quite good agreement. The LIDAR and radiosonde average profiles indicate
that the temperature values obtained with LIDAR and sounding balloon of
the SAWS are relatively similar. They did not exceed 5 K (boM = IMLIDAR-
MSAwsl ::; 5 K, where M denotes temperature) which can be considered as rea-
sonable, taking into account the possible influence of stratospheric aerosols,
and the great variability of the temperature in the winter stratosphere. The
measurement comparisons are limited to the lower stratotosphere (20 ::; z ::;
28 km) as the balloon usually bursts around 29-30 km. There is a decrease
in the standard deviation of the LIDAR temperature profile above 50 km
for July 1999 (fig.(7.1O) (b)). This is due to the fact the maximum heights
attained by the LIDAR the measurements done for the month of July 1999
(15 nights) range between 50 and 55 km. Hence the standard deviation of the
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average LIDAR temperature profile for July will be squashed for height be-
low 55 km. Some caution has to be observed when interpreting the standard
deviation above 50 km for the average July LIDAR temperature profile.
In conclusion, we can say that for the lower stratosphere (20 :S z :S
28 km), the agreement between the average monthly LIDAR temperature
and the average monthly SAWS temperature profiles are quite good. If the
lower stratosphere is loaded with aerosol, the LIDAR temperature will be
overestimated and will be slightly higher than the SAWS temperature.
7.9 Comparison of average monthly LIDAR
temperature profiles with average monthly
ECMWF temperature profiles
The average monthly LIDAR temperature profile is compared with the aver-
age monthly ECMWF temperature profile over the altitude range 20 and 48
km for the years 1999 and 2000. The results are shown in figs.(7.14)-(7.18).
As can be seen from the figures, the agreement between LIDAR and
ECMWF is good below 30 km . Above 30 km the LIDAR temperature profiles
are warmer for the months of April to July. For the month of July, we have
separated the results int o July 1999 and July 2000 average LIDAR profiles.
The LIDAR temperature profile is consistently higher in July 2000 than any
other LIDAR profiles of the year 1999 and 2000. Indeed in July 2000 (see
fig.(7.16)) at a height of 43.5 km, the LIDAR temperature is 260 K compare
to ECMWF temperature which is 249 K at the same height. This clearly
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Figure 7.9: Comparison of average monthly L1DAR temperature profile with
average monthly SAWS radiosonde temperature profile for the months of (a)
April (b) May 1999. The L1DAR profile was averaged over 3 nights in April and
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Figure 7.10: Comparison of average monthly L1DAR temperature profile with
average monthly SAWS radiosonde temperature profile for the months of (a)
June (b) July 1999. The L1DAR profile was averaged over 15 nights in June and
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Figure 7.11: Comparison of average mo nthly L1DAR temperature profile with
average monthly SAWS radiosonde temperature profile for the months of (a)
August (b) September 1999. The L1DAR profile was averaged over 11 nights in
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Figure 7.12: (a) Comparison of L1DAR temperature profile with SAWS ra-
diosonde temperature profile for 30 October 1999. Due to rainy weather con-
ditions in October , there is only one night of L1DAR data. (b) Comparison of
average monthly L1DAR temperature profile with average monthly SAWS tem-
perature profile for the month of Nov 1999. The L1DAR profile was averaged
over 3 nights in Nov. The horizontal dashed line is the tropopause height.
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Figure 7.13: Comparison of L1DAR temperature profile with SAWS radiosonde
temperature profile for 14 December 1999. Due to rainy weather conditions in
Durban, there is only one night of L1DAR data in December. The horizontal
dashed line is the tropopause height.
temperature vary during this event.
For t he summer period (September to December) the LIDAR temperature
profiles are slight ly colder t han the EC MWF temperat ure profiles especially
above 35 km . It should be noted due to rainy weather condit ions in October
and December 2000, there is no LIDAR data for these two months. Results
in 1999 have been shown (figs.(7.17) and (7.18)) . The LIDAR temperature
profile for t he mont h of July is averaged separate ly over the year 1999 and
2000 and is shown in figs.(7.15) (b) and (7.16) (a) respectively. T he reason
for doing this is t hat t he wave-like st ructures seen on the average J uly 2000
LIDAR profile are more pronoun ced compare to those on the average LIDAR
J une 1999. It has been felt necessary to separate the two profiles in order to
preserve the information t hey car ry.
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Figure 7.14: Comparison of the average monthly L1DAR temperature profile
with average monthly ECMWF temperature profile for the months of (a) April
1999/2000 (b) May 1999/2000. The L1DAR profile was averaged over 7 nights
in April and 12 nights in May.
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Figure 7.15: Comparison of the average monthly L1DAR temperature profile
with average month ly ECMWF temperature profile for the months of (a) J une
1999/2000 (b) July 1999. The L1DAR profile was averaged over 30 nights in
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Figure 7.16: L1DAR temperature profile with average monthly ECMWF temper-
ature profile for the months of (a) July 2000 (b) August 1999/2000. The L1DAR
profile in (a) was averaged over 12 nights in July and in (b) the L1DAR profile
was averaged over 23 nights in August.
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Figure 7.~: (a) Comparison of the average monthly L1DAR temperature pro-
file with average monthly ECMWF temperature profile for the month of Sept
1999/2000, The L1DAR profile was averaged over 11 nights in Sept (b) Compar-
ison of the L1DAR temperature profile with ECMWF temperature profile for 30
Oct 1999, Due to rainy weather conditions in Oct, there is only 1 L1DAR data ,
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Figure 7.t8- : (a) Comparison of the average monthly L1DAR temperature profile
with average monthly ECMWF temperature profile for the month of Nov. The
L1DAR profile was averaged over 4 nights in Nov 1999/2000 (b) Comparison
of the L1DAR temperature profile with ECMWF temperature profile for 14 Dec
1999. Due to rainy weather condit ions in Dec, there is only 1 L1DAR data.
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7.10 Comparison of average monthly LIDAR
temperature profiles with CIRA-1986
Average monthly LIDAR temperature profiles measured over two years (1999
and 2000) are compared with the CIRA-19S6 climatological model. The
results are shown in figs.(7.19)-(7.23) from April to December in the altitude
range 20 to 60 km.
It can be seen from all the profiles that between 20 and 30 km, LIDAR
temperature profiles are colder than the model. The winter months (April
to August) are characterised by minor stratospheric warming events, a good
example of which is observed on the April and May profile where temperature
as high as 272 K was observed at 50 km. An interesting feature which is
observed on the July profile is the lowering of the stratopause height to ~
44 km compare to ~ 49 km on the model. The stratopause height returns
to the model value on the August profile. The June LIDAR temperature
profile shows that the temperature is approximately constant between 47 and
49 km. Temperatures observed in summer (September, October, November
and December) also show some variations with height and are lower than
the model. For example, the LIDAR temperature profile for the month of
November shows a temperature of 262 K at 45 km compare to 272 K for the
model. Please note that the average LIDAR temperature profiles for July
1999 and 2000 have been separated. The reason for doing this is that the the
wave-like structures seen above 40 km on the average profile of July 2000 are
more pronounced than in July 1999 average profile. By separating the two
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Figure 7.,~: Comparison of the average monthly LI DAR temperature profile
with average monthly CIRA-86 temperature profile for the months of (a) April
1999/2000 (b) May 1999/2000. The L1DAR profile was averaged over 7 nights
in April and 12 nights in May.
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Figure 7.20: Comparison of the average monthly L1 DAR temperature profile
with CIRA-86 temperature profile for the months of (a) June 1999/2000 (b)
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Figure 7.2': Comparison of the average monthly L1DAR temperature profile
with C1RA-1986 temperature profile for the months of (a) July 2000 (b) August
1999/2000. The L1DAR profile was averaged over 12 nights in July and 23 nights
in August.
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Figure 7.21-: (a) Comparison of the average monthly L1DAR temperature profile
with C1RA-1986 temperature profile for the months of Sept 1999/2000. The
L1DAR profile was averaged over 11 nights in Sept (b) Comparison of the L1DAR
temperature profile with the CIRA-86 temperature profile for 30 Oct 1999. Due
to cloudy and rainy weather conditions, there is no L1DAR data in Oct 2000.
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Figure 7.23: (a) Comparison of monthly L1DAR temperature profile with C1RA-
86 model for the month of Nov. The L1DAR profile was averaged over 4 nights
in Nov 1999/2000 (b) Comparison of the L1DAR temperature profile with the
C1RA-86 temperature profile for 14 Dec 1999. Due to cloudy and rainy weather




The agreement between LIDAR and radiosonde temperatures of SAWS IS
usually good when radiosonde data reach altitudes above 20 km, and the
two profiles appear easily joinable even when the balloon data stop at about
28 km. The ageement is particularly good for the months May, June, July,
August and September 1999. The average LIDAR temperature profiles dur-
ing these months do not exceed 5 K (.6.M = IMLIDAR-MsAwsl :s: 5 K, where
M denotes temperature) which can be considered as reasonable, taking into
account the possible influence of stratospheric aerosols, and the great vari-
ability of the temperature in the winter stratosphere. It should be noted
that the LIDAR vertical resolution at 150 m is better than the radiosonde
vertical resolution. Because of the lack of radiosonde data from the ground,
the SAWS profiles for the months of November and December start from 14
km. On each figure, the tropopause was identified around 17 km.
7.11.2 LIDAR/ECMWF comparison
First, it should be noted that the vertical resolution of the LIDAR is 300
m better than ECMWF which is of the order of km. The observed tem-
perature differences between LIDAR/ECMWF may be the result of minor
stratospheric warmings occuring during the winter period (from April to
August). The winter warmings are amongst the large disturbances, which
perturb the thermal structure of the stratosphere. These disturbances are
associated with the vertical propagation of planetary waves, thus coupling
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the troposphere and the stratosphere. The propagation of planetary waves is
governed by the westward circulation associated with the winter polar vor-
tex (Schoeberl1978; Labitzke 1981). The planetary wave activity occuring in
winter can be explained by the reversal of the zonal wind in the stratosphere
as shown by the contour plot of the ECMWF zonal wind data (figs.(7.24) -
(7.25)).
The 1999/2000 winter months (April to August) show a minor warming
between 40 and 55 km in the upper stratosphere. Part of the observed
variations may be attributed to relatively fast transient phenomena such
as gravity waves. Some features of the LIDAR temperature profiles may be
related to the dynamical evolution of the stratosphere. Naujokat et al. (1995)
reported a detailed description of the evolution of the dynamical circulation in
the middle atmosphere during winter 1994-1995 for the northern hemisphere
where several minor warming events took place. Between 20 and 45 km the
LIDAR temperature was higher for the month of July, reaching 260 K at 43.5
km compared to ECMWF temperature 249 K at the same height. A minor
stratospheric warming took place between 35 and 45 km for the months of
April to August.
For the summer period (September to December) the LIDAR temperature
profiles are slightly colder than the ECMWF temperature profiles especially
above 35 km. In summer the planetary wave activity in the stratosphere is















Figure 7.24: Time altitude ECMWF zonal wind cross-section 1999. The data
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Figure 7.25: Time altitude ECMWF zonal wind cross-section for the year 2000.
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7.11.3 LIDAR/CIRA-86 comparison
In the stratosphere between 20 and 35 km, LIDAR temperatures are lower
than the CIRA-86 model with IMC1RA - MLIDARI :::; 6 K. This may be the
result of a possible minimum in the solar flux during the observation period.
Another reason could be that the CIRA-86 model is quite old as it is based
on data collected above 20 km on board NIMBUS 6 and 7 from 1973 to
1978 (see section 7.7.2). There is therefore a difference of more than 20 years
between the LIDAR measurements and the data used for the CIRA-86 modeL
Furthermore, from 1973 to 2000 the composition of the lower stratosphere
may have changed due to increasing CO 2 and decreasing 0 3 leading to a
cooling of the lower stratosphere.
Between 35 and 60 km during the winter months (April to August), LI-
DAR temperatures are warmer than the model with IMLIDAR-MclRAI :::; 7
K. This could be explained by a minor stratospheric warming which took
place during the winter period and disappeared during summer. Very inter-
esting features have been observed in the LIDAR profile of July 2000 (see
fig.(7.21) (a)). First, during the warming event a lowering of the stratopause
is observed in the July 2000 profile. The stratopause height is located at 42
km compared to 49 km on the modeL Furthermore, the LIDAR temperature
remains constant at 265 K between 48 and 49 km - an unusual feature not
found by the modeL The large standard deviation in the LIDAR tempera-
tures above 45 km on all the LIDAR profiles is due to the weak signal-to-noise
ratio in the LIDAR return. The decrease of the standard deviation on some
of the LIDAR profiles especially above 50 km is attributed to the fact that
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the maximum altitude for which temperature could be measured is not the
same for all nights. The temperature points at the top of the profile for the
nights will tend to be squashed during the averaging process and this will
lead to a "compressed" standard deviation. However, this is only an artefact
and should not be taken as the actual error at the top of the average LIDAR
temperature profile.
The winter temperature profiles show increased variabilty in the strato-
sphere compared with the summer profiles. These can be attributed to
the vertical propagation of planetary waves which occur mostly in winter
(Hauchecorne and Chanin 1982; Jenkins et al. 1987; Marenco et al. 1997).
The precision of measurement in the stratosphere was sufficient to permit the
detection of these waves. The existence of such perturbations in the strato-
sphere observed by the Durban LIDAR despite its low latitude (29.8°8), can
be explained by the position of the stratospheric polar vortex which is gen-
erally centred close to Durban in July (Labitzke 1980). Indeed, during the
winter season, the zonal wind in the stratosphere is mainly from the west,
the planetary waves of the troposphere penetrate the stratosphere, and even
into the mesosphere (Labitzke 1981). As shown in figs.(7.24) and (7.25),
large reversal of zonal winds with values from 50 to 60 ms- 1 occurs in the
stratosphere. These changes in the zonal wind direction and speed also lead
to a warming of the stratosphere (Naujokat et al. 1995). These results show
that the stratosphere above Durban is continously perturbed during winter
due to two major phenomena:
(i) minor warming of the stratosphere which is influenced by the strato-
spheric polar vortex centred close to the location of Durban in July. The
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LIDAR temperature profiles resulted from these warmings have vertical wave-
lengths of 5 to 7 km in the upper stratosphere (40-50 km) (see fig.(7.21) (a)
on page 171).
(ii) propagation of planetary waves generated in the troposphere and
entering the stratosphere and mesosphere. The propagation of these waves
is facilitated by the westward circulation associated with the winter polar
vortex.
In the Southern Hemisphere, these warmings rarely exceed a few kelvin
and occur mainly after midwinter, but in the Northern Hemisphere at the
stratopause, polar temperature sometimes rises by more than 50 K accompa-
nying planetary waves whose amplitude on the temperature profiles is about
100 K. Events of this magnitude are described as major stratospheric warm-
ings. Major warmings occur on average once per year, and each seems very
different from others (Barnett 1980).
The appearance of a major warming in the upper stratosphere depends
not only on the characteristics of the planetary wave present such as their
amplitude and phase but also on the zonal wind circulation arising from the
stratospheric polar vortex which, in winter, reaches its maximum and is close
to the latitude of Durban (see fig.(7.27)) where the RHS of the figure refers
to the zonal mean wind for Jul 1976 in the Southern hemisphere.
During summer the warm polar anticyclone is at its peak in the strato-
sphere. Together with the warm anticyclone, easterly winds prevail in the
summer stratosphere (compare fig.(7.26), fig.(7.27)) which prohibit the prop-
agation of planetary waves. The Southern summer stratosphere is warmer






















Figure 7.26: Vertical meridional section of zonal wind (in rn/s] for January 1976
(from Knittel, 1976).
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Figure 7.27: Vertical meridional section of zonal mean winds (in m/s) for July
1976 (from Knittel, 1976).
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ference in the ozone distribution in t he Southern and Northern hemispheres
and hence the Southern hemisphere has different solar heating compare to
the Northern hemisphere. Furthermore, the ellipticity of the Earth's orbit
produces a 6 % modulation of the solar input (Barnett 1974).
The September to December LIDAR temperature profiles are colder than
the CIRA-86 model especially between 35 and 50 km. The observed dif-
ferences between the model and the LIDAR may be due to the fact that
measurement temperatures of CIRA-1986 are quite old. In fact the CIRA-
1986 temperatures are more than 20 years older and during this time the
stratospheric concentration of gases may have changed. Also, due to rainy
weather conditions in summer, there is insufficient LIDAR data to make a
good correlation with the model.
7.12 Summary
The comparison between LIDAR and SAGE II extinction coefficients show
several aerosol layers in the lower stratosphere above Durban. On June 11
1999 both LIDAR and SAGE II detected an aerosol layer between 29 km and
31 km. Probably, the same layer is also detected on August 20 1999 where
both SAGE II and LIDAR show a peak at ~ 30.5 km. However, below 29 km
the correlation between LIDAR and SAGE II extinction profiles is poor. This
can be explained by the variability of the vertical distribution of aerosols as
detected by LIDAR and also by the geometry of the SAGE II measurements.
The comparisons between average monthly LIDAR temperature profiles
with the CIRA-1986 model and average monthly ECMWF temperature pro-
files are fairly good between 20 and 30 km. Above 30 km LIDAR tern-
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peratures are warmer than the model and ECMWF temperatures especially
during winter. This can be attributed to stratospheric warming and the
large planetary wave activity in winter. The LIDAR temperature profiles are
slightly colder in summer compared with the model and ECMWF temper-
atures. This is because in summer the LIDAR temperature profiles are not
perturbed by planetary waves whose activities are reduced. Furthermore, the
weak zonal wind speeds in summer inhibit the propagation of these waves in
the stratosphere above Durban (see figs.(7.24) and (7.25)).
The agreement between LIDAR and radiosonde temperatures of SAWS is
usually good especially when radiosonde data reach altitudes above 20 km.
The average LIDAR temperature profiles for the months May, June, July,
August and September 1999 are reasonably good taking into account the
possible influence of stratospheric aerosols, and the great variability of the





using the new LIDAR
8.1 Introduction
We are all familiar with the concept of a wave. Generally speaking, a wave is
characterised by a perturbation (oscillatory in nature) of physical parameters
of the medium, with respect to its equilibrium position. For example, a sugar
cube dropped into a cup of tea generates waves that travel radially outwards
from the point of impact; everyday at the seashore we observe a continuous
panorama of incoming waves which grow in height and eventually break
against the shore. These are examples of wave motion in a fluid. There are
two important properties that they have in common:
(1) Energy is being propagated from one point to another,
(2) The disturbance travels through the medium without giving the medium
as a whole any permanent displacement.
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The atmosphere is capable of sustaining a large number of wave phe-
nomena. In the next section we classify the various types of atmospheric
waves.
8.2 Atmospheric waves
Lower atmospheric waves can be broken up into three classes:
• waves that propagate horizontally and are composed of vertical dis-
placements (vertical transverse waves), for example gravity waves.
• waves that propagate horizontally with horizontal displacements per-
pendicular to the propagation direction (horizontal transverse waves),
for example Rossby waves.
• waves whose displacements are in the same direction as the propagation
(longitudinal), for example sound or acoustic waves.
The basic features of these waves are shown in fig.(8.1). Atmospheric
wave motion may be thought of as a combination of all these types of waves.
These waves (shown in fig.(8.1)) exist in the form of small perturbations on
a steady background state of the atmosphere. In the linear approximation,
small disturbances with different amplitudes, wavelengths and frequencies
can be superimposed without interacting. One wave can penetrate straight
through another without producing any noticeable effect. However, as the











heri -k 2·1f A • h hFigure 8.1: The three main types of atmosp enc waves. = T 't IS t e t e
propagation vector; p is the pressure of the atmosphere and p is the density of
the atmosphere; UX 1 Uy and Uz are the velocity components in the x, y and z
directions respectively.
The most familiar of atmospheric waves is the sound or acoustic wave
which plays a vital role in the field of communication. Acoustic waves are
longitudinal, formed by a balance between the fluid's compressibility and
inertia. The latter is related to the force by Newton's second law of mo-
tion. In a homogeneous stationary fluid , in the absence of an external force
(gravitational, magnetic, etc .), acoustic waves are the only type of waves
that can exist . We use the method of linearisation to derive the fundamental
quantities associated with the propagation of atmospheric waves. In order
to illustrate this method, we begin with t he propagation of sound waves in
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the atmosphere (Appendix C, sect ion C.5).
The eart h' s atmosphere is under hydrostat ic pressure balance which means
that the vertical pressure gradient balances the downward gravitational force.
There is, therefore, a distinct decrease in density with alt itude , which is gen-
erally referred to as a den sity st ratificat ion, due in fact to a smoot h variation
in density rather t han a layered one. Fig. (8.2) shows the variation of density
with alt it ude for the D.S. Standard Atmosphere from an alt itude of 0 km to
20 km.
Figure 8.2: The distribution of density with height in the atmosphere (the data
is from the U.5. Standard Atmosphere, 1962).
T he decrease of densi ty with height shown in fig. (8.2) indicates in fact
that the at mosphere is gravitationally stable. W hen t he force of gravity
and t he magnitude of t he stabilising rest oring force introduced by t he atmo-
spheric density gradient become comparable wit h compressibity forces, the
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resulting waves are called acoustic gravity waves. These waves are no longer
purely longitudinal (except when they propagate vertically) because gravity
produces a component of the air particle motion tranverse to the propagation
direction. A mathematical analysis of the propagation of gravity waves in
the atmosphere using the method of perturbation or linearisation is given in
Appendix C, section C.8.
There also exist long waves that are governed by the curvature of the
earth and its rotation. The latitudinal variation of the Coriolis force acts
as an external force field which results in horizontally transverse waves with
wavelengths thousands of kilometres long. These waves are known as Rossby
waves or planetary waves; they provide a meteorologically useful theoretical
framework for the description of the pressure distribution associated with
moving wave-like high-pressure and low-pressure systems.
Rossby waves have a phase velocity that always points to the west and is
often directed in the opposite direction to the background wind. Thus, the
planetary wave concept is primarily of meteorological interest in regions of
prevailing westerlies. Appendix C, section G.lD gives a detailed mathematical
treatment of the propagation of Rossby waves in the atmosphere.
Table (8.1) shows the principal atmospheric waves and some typical pe-
riods.
Waves propagating in the earth's atmosphere are both anisotropic and
dispersive. This is a consequence of the existence of a preferred direction of
the geophysically important forces such as gravity and Coriolis.
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Wave Period
Acoustic < 270 seconds
Gravity 270 seconds-3 hours
Atmospheric tides ~ hours (m = 1,2,...)
Rossby > 12 hours
Table 8.1: Principle atmospheric waves and their periods.
If the phase speed of the waves, ~, is functionally dependent on the
wavelength (or the wavenumber k), the wave is said to be dispersive. In
the atmosphere, dispersion arises because of the "bounce" or Brunt-VaisaJa
frequency N(z) which is defined as
N2 = _!L. Beo
eo Bz
where eo is the density of a parcel of air under hydrostatic equilibrium.
(8.1)
The dispersion of atmospheric waves is structural in origin and is con-
nected to the internal resonant frequencies that the atmosphere possesses.
For gravity waves, the resonant frequency is the Brunt-Vaisala frequency
(derived in section C.7.1 of Appendix C).
In the next section we discuss in more detail atmospheric gravity waves.
8.3 Atmospheric gravity waves
8.3.1 Mechanism and generation of atmospheric grav-
ity waves
Atmospheric gravity waves occur when the dominant motion in the atmo-
sphere is due to the restoring force of density gradients. It has been recog-
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nised for a long time that atmospheric gravity waves are important in me-
teorology (Haurwitz 1951). The deformation of rockets' smoke trails in the
troposphere provides evidence of the existence of these waves at low altitudes
(Naito 1966). Clear air turbulence can also be caused by atmospheric gravity
waves. In the presence of large wind shears, it is possible for the atmospheric
gravity waves in these shear layers to become unstable (Bretherton 1969).
The amplified atmospheric gravity waves eventually break down under the
action of an instability (called the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability) and form
zones of turbulence. At lower heights similar unstable waves become visible
in the form of billow clouds.
An observation of a special case of a stationary atmpospheric gravity wave
is to be found in the formation of lee waves downwind of the Drakensberg
mountains in stably stratified air (fig. (8.3) below). As shown in fig. (8.3),
when the wind blows over the mountain top a discontinuous vortex is formed
called a rotor which perturbs the lower atmosphere. The gravity waves thus
formed are carried vertically up by the current of air in which they are formed.
The amplitude of atmospheric gravity wave can increase up to 2 km until
the wave becomes a rotor. The two conditions that govern their speed of
translation are as follows:
(1) if the depth z, of a discontinuity between adjacent layers exceed ~
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of the wavelength of the wave, then the speed v of the wave is given by the
"deep water" expression:
(
g . >. ) t
v = vw ± 27r (8.2)
where V w is the wind speed, g is the acceleration due to gravity and>. is the
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Figure 8.3: Types of lenticular clouds produced by airflow across mountains with
the occurrence of appropriate wind and temperature profiles (after Ernst, 1976).
wavelength.
(2) when the atmospheric gravity waves are formed in shallow flows, i.e.
A
z < - , then we have the "shallow water" form:
40
1
V = V w ± (g. z)2 (8.3)
Atmospheric gravity waves are often associated with wave clouds, the
exact form of which depends on the variations of wind speed and temperature
with height. An example of a lenticular cloud formed over Kwazulu-Natal,
South Africa, is shown in fig. (8.4).
Atmospheric gravity waves are mainly generated in the troposphere where
dynamical phenomena influence their occurrences. There are numerous ways
in which atmospheric gravity waves are generated. The most simple one
as mentioned above is the formation of Lee waves downwind of mountains.
Other systems that can generate gravity waves in the atmosphere are cold
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Figure 8.4: Example of lenticular cloud formed over Kwazulu-Natal (Preston-
Whyte and Tyson, 1997).
fronts, cyclones, convective systems and wind shears.
From t his research, it can be hypothesised that penetrative convect ion is
probably one of t he most important sources of atmospheric gravity waves.
It occurs when a convectively unstable region is capped by an overlying
inversion. Typical situations are an unstable daytime boundary layer below
an inversion layer and convect ion in clouds penetrating from the troposphere
into t he stably st ratified st ratosphere . Penetrative convect ion could also be
the process by which gravity waves are generated during nuclear bomb tests
in t he atmosphere (Beer 1975).
Shear instability in particular in t he polar and the subtropical jet streams
generate Kelvin-Helmholtz waves and also vertically propagating atmospheric
gravity waves (Kloste rmeyer and Ruester 1980).
In Durban the major sources of atmospheric gravity waves are Lee waves
downwind of the Drakensburg mountains, cold fronts and shear inst ability
due to subtropical jet streams, especially in the month of July around 12 km
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altitude.
8.3.2 Amplitude of atmospheric gravity waves
1
Atmospheric gravity waves have amplitudes which grow upwards as e-'i,
where e is the density of the atmosphere. This increase in amplitude is a
direct consequence of conservation of energy. If the amplitude of the atmo-
spheric gravity wave is represented by 'IjJ then the kinetic energy is given by
! .e. 'ljJ2 which remains constant (assuming constant wavelength).
2
The density e(z) of the atmosphere varies exponentially with altitude
and is related to the scale height H, by the expression
e(z) = eo exp (- ~s) (8.4)
where eo is the density of the atmosphere at the ground and is taken to be
1.225 kg m-3 ; lis is given by UR • M where UR is the molar gas constant,w..«
Wm is the mean molecular mass of the atmosphere, g is the acceleration due
to gravity and M is the thermodynamic temperature of the atmosphere.







Table 8.2: Selected values of density and pressure from the U.S. Standard
Atmosphere (1962).
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Selected values of the density and pressure from t he D.S. Standard Atmo-
sphere (1962) are given in table (8.2).
Along with the density profile (fig. (8.2)), t he pressure also decreases
exponent ially wit h height. Fig. (8.5) shows t he variation of pressure wit h
height from 0 to 20 km. The data is from the D.S. St andar d Atmosphere,
1962.
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Figure 8.5: The distribution of pressure with height in the atmosphere (US
Standard Atmosphere, (1962)).
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8.4 Atmospheric gravity waves observations
using the new LIDAR
8.4.1 Methodology
The method adopted for the analysis of atmospheric gravity waves is similar
to that employed by several researchers such as Wilson et al. (1990), White-
way et al.(1994) and Souprayen et al. (1993). This consists of dividing the
LIDAR-derived temperature profiles into two altitude domains:
1. the lower stratosphere from 20 to 30 km,
2. the upper stratosphere from 30 to 45 km.
High resolution measurements are employed for gravity wave studies. The
raw LIDAR data (photon counts) are first temporally integrated over half an
hour. LIDAR temperatures are then derived with a vertical resolution of 300
m. The analysis is best done with LIDAR data acquisition periods of at least
4 hours. As this is a preliminary study, we will consider the LIDAR data
obtained for the nights of 28 and 29 May 2001 each representing 5 hours of
data. The data are temporally integrated over half an hour so as to obtain
11 derived-LIDAR temperature profiles. Together with the average LIDAR
temperature profiles, this adds up to a total of 12 LIDAR temperature pro-
files.
The analysis is done in 5 discrete steps:
1. Calculation of the temperature trend for the night (The temperature
trend for the night is the filtered LIDAR temperature profile over the night).
2. Determination of the temperature fluctuations.
3. Correction of the boundary effects on the tempearture fluctuations.
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4. Calculation of power spectral density.
5. Noise estimation in the power spectral density plots.
We will now describe each step separately.
8.4.2 Calculation of the temperature trend for the night
The atmospheric variance due to planetary and large period waves is first
extracted from the LIDAR temperature profile integrated over the whole
night of acquisition. The LIDAR temperature for the night is filtered using a
low-pass Butterworth filter, of order 3. The Butterworth filter is a standard
filter used in digital signal processing and can be applied for high-pass and
band-pass filtering as well. The resulting temperature obtained after filtering
is the temperature trend (Mtrend ) for the night.
8.4.3 Determination of the temperature fluctuations
It is important to note that due to the propagation of gravity wave in the
atmosphere, it is of more relevance to consider fluctuations in relative density
or temperature rather than fluctuations in pressure. This is because pressure
variations on a vertical scale (fig. (8.5)) are much lower than the atmospheric
density scale (IL . e), where IL is the atmospheric scale height defined as H,
UR,M
= W (UR is the molar gas constant, M is the absolute temperature, W ID
ID'g
is the relative molecular mass of the atmosphere, 9 is the acceleration due to
gravity), e is the density of the atmosphere,
For each half-hour integrated temperature profile, between heights of 20
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and 45 km, we calculate the following quantity:
(8.5)
where MLIDAR(Z) is the half-hour integrated LIDAR temperat ure profile and
Mtrend(Z) is the est imated temperature trend.
The resul ting quantity T'(z) obtained is the temperature fluctuation be-
tween 20 and 45 km.
The temporal characterist ics of the temperature fluctuations can be de-
duced from successive profiles ofthe temperature fluctuations which give the
apparent frequency t. of the wave.
In fact, it is not possible to directly estimate from ground-based mea-
surements, the intrinsic frequency w(z) of the wave in the reference frame of
the mean flow, as it depends on the average wind speed, the horizontal wave
number, and t he relative direction of propagation of the wave with respect
to the mean flow. The intrinsic (or Doppler-shifted) frequency E(Z) of t he
wave is given by
E(Z) = [, - k x • u(z) (8.6)
where kx is t he wave number in the x direction and 11 is the mean wind
velocity.
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8.4.4 Correction of boundary effects on the tempera-
ture fluctuations
In order to reduce boundary effects, we subtract a linear trend from M'(z)
which passes through the first and last points of the interval:
X'(z) = M'(z) - [ ( M'(Z~=~'(za)) . Z+ costant] (8.7)
where Za and Zb are the boundary values for the interval and the constant =
M'(Zb) - (M'(Zb) - M'(za)). . X'()' h d I .The quantity z IS t e correcte re ative
Zb - Za
temperature fluctuations.
8.4.5 Calculation of the power spectral density
Spectral analysis as a function of vertical wave number is calculated on the
two altitude ranges, viz. the lower stratosphere (20 to 30 km) and the upper
stratosphere (30 to 45 km). The time evolution of the temperature fluctu-
ations are described by a two-dimensional spectral analysis as a function of
vertical wave number and apparent frequency. This is achieved by apply-
ing a frequency Fourier transform to X'(z), giving a qualitative insight into
the temporal characteristics of the fluctuations. The mean spectrum for the
night is obtained by averaging all the spectra resulting from the half hour
integration time of the signal for the same night.
The 2-D spectrum shows the phase evolution of the successive Fourier
transforms of the relative temperature fluctuations with vertical wave num-
bel'. The zero frequency term in the 2-D spectrum represents the power
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spectrum of the fluctuations with periods longer than the measurement du-
ration.
8.4.6 Noise estimation in the 2-D spectra
It has been verified that the noise of the LIDAR signal due to the uncertainty
on the photon counting has a white spectral response (Wilson et al. 1991).
The white noise level is evaluated in the high wave number region of the
mean power spectral density (where the signal-to-noise ratio is low), i.e. for
vertical wavelengths smaller than 1 km and is subtracted from the rest of the
spectra.
The relative uncertainty on the resulting power spectrum density can be
estimated from
~(Psd(k) - W) 1 Psd(k)
Psd(k) - W = nt .Psd(k) - W (8.8)
where P sd(k) is the power spectrum density of the raw data, W is the white
noise level and n, is the total number of spectra over which the average power
spectrum has been obtained.
In the next section, we derive the power spectral density of relative tem-
perature fluctuations as a function of vertical wave number in the case of
saturated gravity waves. This will be used later to illustrate that saturation
of gravity waves does indeed occur in the upper stratosphere.
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8.4.7 Potential energy and power spectral density of
saturated atmospheric gravity waves
The temperat ure fluctuations are associated with vertical displacements of
the atmospheric fluid and therefore are related to the available potential
energy of the fluctuations.
Assuming adiabatic conditions, the vertical displacement (( z) of an at-
mospheric fluid is related to the relative temperature perturbation according
to the equation (Fritts 1984):
((z) = JL. M'( z)
N2 MTrend(Z)
(8.9)
where N is the Brunt-Vaisala frequency and 9 is the acceleration due to
gravity (taken to be 9.81 ms- 2 ) .
The Brunt-Vaisala frequency which is a measure of the static stability of
the atmosphere, can be deduced from the temperature trend (MTrend) for the
night according to the equat ion (LeBlond and Mysak 1980):
(8.10)
where Gp is the specific heat capacity of air at constant pressure taken to be
1005 J / kg / K (assume to be constant for the altitude range between 20
and 45 km) and z is the altitude.
Using equat ion (8.9) the available potential energy per unit mass, PE for
the vertical displacement ( of an air mass is given by
1
(
I )22 2 1 2 9 MPE = - . N (z) . (( ) = - . N (z) . ( -2-' )
2 2 N (z) MTrend
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(8.11)
Equation (8.11) shows that the potential energy per unit mass can be es-
timated by integrating the power spectral density obtained from the Fourier
transform of the corrected relative temperature fluctuations x' (see subsec-
tion 8.4.4), between the wavelength 1 and 10 km.
In order to obtain the vertical displacement of the air mass, a new quantity
XIIis defined using the Brunt-Vaisala static stability profile N2 (z) and X':
XII = JL. X'
N2 (8.12)
The quantity XII is useful since it indicates the vertical displacement of
air mass.
Assuming that the saturation of the atmospheric gravity waves results
only from convective instabilities, Dewan and Good (1986), Smith et al.
(1987) and Sidi et al. (1988) have shown that the power spectral density
P:d of the relative temperature fluctuations as a function of vertical wave
number of a saturated wave field reduces to
(8.13)
where 1] is a proportionality factor ranging between ~ and 210' depending
on the spectral width of the saturated wave field. Here kz is the vertical
wave number. The superscript s denotes saturation. .It is interesting to note
that equation (8.13) does not depend on the frequency distribution of the
waves because of the assumption that convective instabilities provide the
sole saturation mechanisms. Using these equations, we now present some
results in the next section.
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8.4.8 Results and discussions
We consider results obtained for the LIDAR measurements of May 28 and
29 2001. These nights have been chosen on the basis of high signal-to-noise
ratio and large wave amplitudes.
Nightly mean temperature profiles
Figs. (8.6) and (8.7) show the LIDAR temperature profile for 28 and 29
May 2001, respectively. Above 45 km wave-like structures are clearly visible.
These planetary waves perturb the atmospheric fluid as they propagate ver-
tically up in the atmosphere. Owing to the excellent vertical resolution (150
m), a LIDAR can detect these waves in contrast to satellite measurements
where the vertical resolution is low (for example for SAGE Il, the resolution
is 1 km). The waves depicted on the LIDAR temperature profile in fact
represents a superposition of several waves of different periodicities. In this
study, we will restrict ourselves to atmospheric gravity waves.
Figs. (8.8) and (8.9) show the half an hour time evolution of the temper-
ature profiles (shown in blue) of 28 and 29 May together with the average
LIDAR temperature profile for the night (shown in magenta). Above 30 km
shorter time and length scale wavelike temperature perturbations are ob-
served. These are interpreted as atmospheric gravity waves. Between 35 and
45 km on the successive hour temperature profiles of 28 May (fig. (8.8)), large
amplitude gravity wave can be seen propagating to the upper stratosphere.
The wave amplitudes are such as to induce convective instability.
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Figure 8.6: Average L1DAR temperature profi le for May 28 2001 (5 hours of
data ).
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Figure 8.7: L1DAR temperature profile for May 29 2001 (5 hours acquisition).
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Figure 8.8: Sequence of ~ hour temperature profiles between the heights of 20
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km and 45 km for the night of 28 May 2001. The left hand figure is the average
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Figure 8.9: Sequence of - hour temperature profiles between the heights of
2
20 and 45 km for the night of 29 May 2001. The left hand figure is the
average L1DAR temperature profile for the night. The blue lines correspond to
an adiabatic lapse rate (-9.8 K/km).
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LIDAR temperature profiles are shown in figs. (8.10) and (8.11) which dis-
play the contour plot of the half hour smoothed LIDAR temperatures for the
two nights.
Figs. (8.12) and (8.13) show the superimposed plots of the average LI-
DAR temperature and the temperature trend for the respective night. The
temperature trend for the night is used to calculate the Brunt-Viiisiilii fre-
quency which is used to estimate the available potential energy of the gravity
wave (see section 8.4.7).
Temperature fluctuations and convective instabilty
Atmospheric gravity waves are best observed in profiles of relative temper-
ature perturbations, obtained as explained above. Figs. (8.14) and (8.15)
show the contour plots of the relative temperature fuctuations for 28 and 29
May respectively. A random superposition of vertical wavelengths less than
10 km is generally observed. However, on a few occasions such as on 28 May,
there was a distinct dominant vertical wavelength. The temperature pertur-
bations have amplitudes large enough to induce adiabatic lapse rates. For a
dry atmosphere, the adiabatic lapse rate (ALR) defined as _.!L (where 9 isc,
the acceleration due to gravity) and Gp the specific heat capacity at constant
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Figure 8.10: Contour plot of the temperature evolution over the night of 28 May
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Figure 8,11: Contour plot of the temperature evolution over the night of 29 May
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Figure 8.12: Superimposed plots of the average L1DAR temperature and the
temperature trend for the night of 28 May 2001.
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Figure 8.13: Superimposed plots of the average L1DAR temperature and the
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Figure 8.15: Temperature fluctuations evolution over the night of 29 May 2001.
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These convective unstable layers are sometimes observed to persist for hours.
This occurs as a result of shorter wavelengths at lower altitudes and longer
wavelengths above. This is because the gravity waves as they propagate
upward into the stratosphere and mesosphere, their wavenumber, amplitude
as well as their available potential energy increase with altitude (Holton
1982, 1983) until they reach a point where the amplitude shows no significant
growth with altitude. At this point, the wave field is saturated and the wave
energy is strongly dissipated - a result known as convective instability.
For non-dissipative linear gravity wave propagation, the induced temper-
ature perturbations will grow with altitude z , in response to diminishing
density, in proportion to exp (2~s) (refer to section 8.3.2).




(28.8) . (9.81) km
~ 6.2 km.
Vertical wavenumber power spectral density and potential energy
of atmospheric gravity wave
The nightly mean vertical wavenumber power spectral densities, computed
over the altitude intervals 20 - 30 km and 30 - 45 km , are shown in fig. (8.16)
for May 28 and fig. (8.17) for May 29, respectively. Also shown as dotted
lines in figs. (8.16) and (8.17) is the saturation limit of the gravity wave
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computed using the linear instability "saturated" spectral model proposed
by Dewan and Good (1986) and extended by Smith et al. (1987).
Considering a superposition of atmospheric gravity waves with induced
temperature gradients limited by convective instability, the power spectral
N2
density for these waves will reach a saturation limit given by 3 where m
10·m
is the vertical wave number and N is the Brunt-Vttisttltt frequency. Vertical
growth of spectral density at a given wavenumber, within a broad spectrum,
will cease (saturate) at this convective instability limit, shown as dotted lines
in figs. (8.16) and (8.17).
The spectra of 28 and 29 May show that all the wave modes present are
below the convective instability limit. The power spectral density is increas-
ing as one moves from the troposphere to the stratosphere. Growth with
altitude occurs at the smaller wavenumbers, corresponding to wavelengths
greater than about 5 km, where the spectral density magnitude is far below
the convective instability limit in the range 20 - 30 km. The power spec-
tral density plots for both dates show that in the altitude range 30 - 45 km
the vertical spectra seem to increase for smaller wave numbers (longer wave-
lengths) whereas for the altitude range 20 - 30 km the larger wave numbers
(for both dates, the spectra for the portion 30 - 45 km of the stratosphere
seem to increase for smaller wave numbers (longer wavelengths) whereas for
the altitude range 20 - 30 km the larger wave numbers (smaller wavelengths)
predominate.
The quantity N2 given in equation (8.10) is a measure of the static sta-






Figure 8.16: Power spectral density plot of the relative temperature fluctua-


















Figure 8.17: Power spectral density plot of the relative temperature fluctua-
tions. The dashed line shows the saturation limit computed using linear instability
model.
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(N2 ) profiles for May 28 and 29 respectively obtained using equation (8.10).
These profiles show that between 30 and 38 km, N2 reaches a maximum of
about 5 X 10-5 S-2 on both dates which implies that for this altitude range
the stratosphere is statically more stable.
The quantity N2 is in fact related to the Brunt-Vi:iisi:ili:i frequency N, refer to
Appendix C, section C.7.1 for the derivation. If N2 > 0, a parcel of air will
oscillate about its original height with frequency N.
A rough est imate of the Brunt-Vi:iisi:ili:i frequ ency N in terms of the scale
height H, is given by
(8.14)
For the region of our observation, H, = 6200m, then N is
{9:81
N ~ V6200 per sec
0.04 per sec.
Therefore,
period = 2.6 mins.
Coming back to figs. (8.16) and (8.17), the average potential energies
per unit mass available for the two altitude ranges (20-30 km and 30-45 km)
have been obtained by integrating the corresponding power spectral density
plots between the wavelengths 1 and 10 km and multiplying by 0.5 and the
average value of N2 for the corresponding altitude range (refer to equation
(8.11)). The average potential energies for the altitude ranges 20-30 km and
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Figure 8.18: The average profile of the static stability of the atmosphere, N2 ,
for the night of 28 May 2001. The values of the x-axis have been multiplied by
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F igure 8:19: The average profile of the static stability of the atmosphere, N2 ,
for the night of 29 May 2001. The values of the x-axis have been multiplied by
10000 so as to obtain an enlarged profile.
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Date 28/05/01 29/05/01
Potential energy for 20-30 km (J/kg) 65 61
Potential energy for 30-45 km (J/kg) 235 109
Table 8.3: Values of average potential energy per unit mass for the lower and
upper stratosphere.
As indicated in the table, the average potential energy per unit mass
increases from the lower stratosphere to the upper stratosphere. This is in
accordance with equation (8.11) since at higher altitude the temperature
fluctuations are larger and hence the potential energy is consequently larger.
8.5 Summary
The average LIDAR temperature profiles of May 28 and 29 show large wave-
like structures above 20 km. These large temperature perturbations are
caused by the upward propagation of atmospheric gravity waves. The avail-
able potential energy of these waves are computed using the power spectral
method for two altitude domains: lower stratosphere (from 20 to 30 km) and
upper stratosphere (from 30 to 45 km) . The results show that the available
potential energy increases with altitude. Plots of the vertical wave number
power spectral density for May 28 and 29 show that the wave modes are below
the convective instability limit. For both dates, the vertical power spectra
for the altitude range 30-45 km increase for smaller wave number whereas for
the altitude range 20-30 km, the larger wave numbers predominate. A larger
data base of LIDAR acqusition is required in order to quantify the gravity




When I first started this doctoral study, the only atmospheric LIDAR that
existed at the University of Natal in Durban was an old, outdated and slow,
dye laser driven LIDAR. In parallel with this study, a new LIDAR system
was assembled by a visiting French team from France and Reunion Island.
However, when the team departed, after a relatively short visit, a great deal
of improvement and maintenance work still had to be done. The new LIDAR
became operational in April 1999 and from then on the arduous task of vali-
dating the LIDAR temperature profiles in comparison with the South African
Weather Service (SAWS), European Centre for Medium range Weather For-
cast (ECMWF) and CIRA-86 temperatures was undertaken. This validation
was successful in that agreement between the various LIDAR temperature
profiles (to within 5 K) was obtained.
Having validated the system, it became possible to study extinction co-
efficients due to aerosols as well as planetary waves in the stratosphere. The
aerosol extinction coefficients obtained from the Durban LIDAR were com-
pared for three days which were the only coincident days for the Stratospheric
Aerosol and Gas Experiment (SAGE) II. It was found that in comparison
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with SAGE Il, the LIDAR extinction coefficient profiles were higher for the
upper troposphere and nearly the same in the lower stratosphere.
The average monthly LIDAR temperature profiles of Durban show in-
creased variability in the stratosphere, especially during winter. This can
be attributed to the vertical propagation of planetary waves which originate
in the troposphere (Hauchecorne and Chanin, 1982; Jenkins et al., 1987;
Marenco et al., 1997). The propagation of these waves into the stratosphere
is allowed due to large reversal of zonal winds which occur in the stratosphere
during winter.
An improvement of the LIDAR instrument which was carried out towards
the end of the doctoral thesis was the installation of a lower atmosphere chan-
nel. This was tested and operated in parallel with the high altitude channel
to obtain aerosol extinction profiles from 15 to 37 km. As an integral part
of this thesis, these profiles were validated using SAGE II aerosol extinction
measurements. The result shows that the lower atmosphere of Durban is
predominantly loaded with aerosols from biomass and sugar-cane burning
and the presence of inversion layers in the troposphere (Cosijn and Tyson,
1996) which trap the aerosols and prevent their vertical dispersion.
The experimental investigations have also provided the researcher with
opportunities to gain first-hand experience with the running, maintaining
and reconditioning of the old and new LIDAR system. Some of this ex-
pertise has been conveyed to Natal 2nd year engineering students through
demonstrations and training as part of their B.Sc. engineering degree and
also to visiting honours and masters students from Reunion Island. This doc-
toral thesis represents the culmination of efforts in observing the atmosphere
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above Durban at night time with the L1DAR system over extended periods
of 4-6 hours and thereafter analysing and synthesising the resultant data.
One of the shortcomings of this research was the scarcity of comparative L1-
DAR observational data in the latitude belt around 30 Os in the Southern
Hemisphere.
In conclusion, it should be mentioned that as a result of the successful
operation ofthe L1DAR (high and low altitude channels), our Reunion Island
partners have now installed in Durban a more powerful laser system: 6.5 W,
30 Hz Spectra Physics Neodemium:Yttrium Aluminium Garnet (Nd:YAG)
laser. They also seriously envisage expanding the system with 4 extra chan-
nels of acquisition. This Franco-South African cooperation will no doubt
upgrade the Durban LIDAR system to world standards in terms of acquisi-
tions of temperature and relative density for the lower and upper atmosphere,
aerosols and ozone in the lower atmosphere.
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This programme calculates the extinction coefficients for the old LIDAR in
the altitude range needed using the Klett inversion method. It requires three
inputs:
(1) The raw data,
(2) The lower altitude limit and,







C Function: To calculate the extinction coefficients









Real Alt(n) ,count(n) ,height(n),den(n) ,sig(n) ,diff(n)










write(6,*)' Enter the lower limit of the altitude in km'
read(5,*) rO
If(rO.lt.20..or. rO.gt.30.) then













30 write(6,*)' Enter the upper limit of the altitude in km'
read(5,*) rm
If(rm.lt.20 . .or. rm.gt.30.)then

























C Evaluation of integrand
Do 90 l=i,j
Integrand(l) = 0






















Attenuation coefficients for the range are' ,sigma(l)
Close (unit=10)
End












This MATLAB programme calculates the temperature, relative denstity,
Mie-scattering ratio and the extinction coefficients due to aerosols from the
new LIDAR raw data.
B.2 Source code
disp('*************************************************');
disp(' MAIN PROGRAMME for the retrieval of ');
disp(' TEMPERATURE, PRESSURE AND RELATIVE DENSITY');
disp(' from the Rayleigh LIDAR signal ');
disp('*************************************************');
clear all
%Treatment for the lower and upper atmosphere channels A
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%and B
an=menu('Choice of the year','l. 1999' ,'2. 2000');
if an == 1
vb=questdlg('Only channel A can be treated');
end
nbv = menu('No of channels','l. RAYLEIGH A', ...
'2. RAYLEIGH A/B(Both channels)' ,'3 . VOlE B');
nbc = menu('No of bins' ,'1. 512' ,'2. 1024');
B S = menu('Noise/signal ratio' ,'1.10%','2.15%', ...
'3.20%' ,'4 .25%' ,'5.30%');
cm = menu('Choice of climatological model',
'1. CIRA-86','2. ECMWF',
'3. Superposition of the two models');
if nbc == 1
ind = 1;
ncan = 512; % No of bins








% Maximum altitude attained 100.2 km
% No of bins
% Vertical resolution in km
% Maximum altitude attained 100.05 km
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%--------READING of the raw LIDAR data------------




ButtonName=questdlg('Which channels do you
want to treat?', ...
'G ' Q t' ,enle ues lon , ...






















zsite = .100; % Altitude of Durban above sea level
kb = 1.380662e-23; % Boltzman constant (J/K)
alt = zsite+[O:Dz:(ncan-l)*Dz]; %LIDAR altitude vector(in km)
% LOADING of altitude, temperature, density and
% pressure from CIRA86-model
clim = cira(month,Dz);% Reading of data from the
%CIRA-1986 model
Zclim = clim(:,l); % Altitude
Tclim = clim(:,2); % Temperature (K)
Dclim = clim(:,3); % Concentration of air
'l~olecules (molec./m3)
Pclim = clim(:,4); % Pressure (hPascal)
nclim = length(Zclim); % Dimension of the model
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load ozone .run; zo = ozone(:.l);
03 = ozone(:.2);%Loading of ozone data
Oclim = interpl(zo.o3.alt(2:334));
% Interpolation of ozone data(molec./m3)
graf = 0; % Plotting of graphs from
% the CIRA-86 model data



















% LOADING of ECMWF data _
[P1,P,T1,T2,Pecm,Tecm,Decm,necm,njour]=ecmwf(date,Pclim, ... ,
Tclim,nclim,zsite,Dz);
graff = 0; % Plotting of ECMWF AND CIRA-86 data












%---LOADING of radiosonde temperatures from the SAWS---
date = strcat(date(1:2),date(4:5),date(7:8));
index = 0;
if index == 1
clim3 = functio2(date,Dz);
%Reading of radiosonde data
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Zclim3 = clim3(: ,1); % Altitude(km)
Tclim3 = clim3(: ,2); % Temperature(K)
end
%------------------------------------------------------
%--------------- LOADING of ECMWF data--
extract3; % Reading of ECMWF data
% CORRECTIONS made on the LIDAR signal__
%-----------SKY NOISE-------------------------------
% (The corrected signal = sigcl or sigc2)
df sp C' ');
disp('------------ ----------');
disp('Calculation of the sky noise');
if B_S == 1
b_s = 10.0/100.0;
end
if B_S == 2
b_s = 15.0/100.0;
end
if B_S == 3
b_s = 20.0/100.0;
end




if B_S == 5
b_s = 30.0/100.0;
end
disp(['Ratio noise/signal ., blanks(l) num2str(b_s)]);
if (nbv == 1) I (nbv == 2)
[Cztopl,Cfdcl,Csigcl,Cninf] = fdc4(sigl,ncan,Dclim,alt, ... ,
noofshots,nbv,nbc,O,b_s); % Correction of the signal from the
% sky noise with respect to the CIRA-86 model
Cnsupl = fix((Cztopl-zsite)/Dz);
[Eztopl,Efdcl,Esigcl,Eninf] = fdc4(sigl,ncan,Decm,alt, ... ,
nbtirs,nbv,nbc,O,b_s); % Correction of the signal from the
% sky noise with respect to the ECMWF model
Ensupl=fix((Eztopl-zsite)/Dz);
end
if (nbv == 3) ICnbv == 2)
[Cztop2,Cfdc2,Csigc2] = fdc(sig2,ncan,Dclim,alt, . . . ,
nbtirs,nbv,nbc,l,b_s); %Correction of the signal from the sky noise
Cnsup2 = fix((Cztop2-zsite)/Dz);
[Eztop2,Efdc2,Esigc2] = fdc4(sig2,ncan,Decm,alt, ... ,




if cm == 1
if (nbv -- 1)
figure; %Plotting of the LIDAR raw data signal
semilogx(sig1,alt,Cfdc1,alt,'--' ,Csigc1,alt)
grid on
legend('Signal' ,'noise' ,'signal - noise')
titre = strcat('LIDAR raw data for the night of',date);
axis([lE-5 200 0 120])
xlabel('Number of photons (/per shot/microsec)')
ylabel('Altitude (km)')
end
if (nbv -- 2)
figure;
semilogx(sig1,alt,Cfdc1,alt,'--' ,Csigc1,alt, ... ,
sig2,alt,Cfdc2,alt,'--' ,Csigc2,alt)
legend('sig1','fdc1','sig1 - fdc1','sig2', ... ,
'fdc2','sig2 - fdc2')
axis([lE-6 200 0 120])




if (nbv == 3)
figure;
semilogx(sig2,alt,Cfdc2,alt,'--' ,Csigc2,alt)
legend('sig2' ,'fdc2' ,'sig2 - fdc2')
axis([1E-6 200 0 120J)
grid;




if cm == 2




legend('sig1' ,'fdc1' ,'sig1 - fdc1')
title('Raw data for the night of',date);
axis([1E-5 200 0 120J)








legend('sig1' ,'fdc1' ,'sig1 - fdc1' ,'sig2', ... ,
'fdc2','sig2 - fdc2')
axis([lE-6 200 0 120J)
xlabel('nbr of photons (/shot/microsec')
ylabel('Altitude (km)')
end
i f (nbv == 3)
figure;
semilogx(sig2,alt,Efdc2,alt,'--' ,Esigc2,alt)
legend('sig2' , ' f dc2 ' ,'sig2 - fdc2')
axis([lE-6 200 0 120J)
grid;




%--CORRECTION of the signal from the non-
linearity of the photomultiplier----
disp('----------------------');
disp('Elctronic shutters applied at:60 microsec');
disp('----------------------');
disp('Correction of the signal due to')
disp('non-linearity of the photomultiplier');
if (nbv == 1) I (nbv == 2)
for i = l:length(alt)





%Ei1, index of the maximum of the vector Esigc1
if nbc -- 1
depart = 30;












%Correction of non-linearity of the
%photomultiplier from channel A
[Esgll,Esl_lin,Edebutl] = lin(Esigcl,ncan,Eil);
%Correction of non-linearity of the
%photomultiplier from channel A
if nbc == 1
CAltDebutLin_A = Cdebutl*O.3+0.100;
%Converting bins in km
EAltDebutLin_A = Edebutl*O.3+0.100;
%Converting bins in km
else
CAltDebutLin_A = Cdebutl*O.15+0.100;
%Converting bins in km
EAltDebutLin_A = Edebutl*O.15+0.100;




if (nbv == 2) I (nbv == 3)
[Cmax2,Ci2] = max(Csigc2);
[Csg12,Cs2_lin,Cdebut2] = lin(Csigc2,ncan,Ci2);
%Correction of non-linearity of the
%photomultiplier from channel B
[Emax2,Ei2]= max(Esigc2);
[Esg12,Es2_lin,Edebut2] = lin(Esigc2,ncan,Ei2);
%Correction of non-linearity of the
%photomultiplier from channel B






% First combination of the signals of channels A and B
% before correcting for the atmospheric transmission.
% The combined 'signal is used for the Klett inversion to
% obtain the extinction coefficients for the new LIDAR.
if (nbv == 2)
[Caltracinfk,Caltracsupk] = altrac2(alt,Csigcl,Csigc2, ... ,
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Cfdc2,ncan,Cdebut1);
[Csklett,Csklett_linJ = raccord_mod(Csg11,Csg12,ncan, ... ,
Cdebut2,ncan,Caltracinfk,Caltracsupk,Cs1_lin,Cs2_lin);
[Ealtracinfk,EaltracsupkJ = altrac2(alt,Esigc1,Esigc2, ... ,
Efdc2,ncan,Edebut1);
[Esklett,Esklett_linJ = raccord_mod(Esg11,Esg12,ncan, ... ,
Edebut2,ncan,Ealtracinfk,Ealtracsupk,Es1_lin,Es2_lin);
end
%--CALCULATION of the statistical error of the density---
%----The statistical error of the density is calculated
% ----from the signal which has not been corrected from the
% atmospheric transmission.
disp('----------------------');
disp('Calculation of the statistical error of the density');
if (nbv == 1)
Cerror_d = erreur_stat(alt,nbtirs,nbv,Csg11, ... ,
Csg11,Cfdcl,O,O,Cdebutl);
Eerror_d = erreur_stat(alt,nbtirs,nbv,Esgll,Esgll, ... ,
Efdc1,O,O,Edebutl);
end
if (nbv == 2)
[Caltracinf,CaltracsupJ = altrac2(alt,Csigc1, .. . ,
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Csigc2,Cfdc2,ncan,Cdebut1);
Cerror_d = erreur_stat(alt,nbtirs,nbv,Csgl1, ... ,
Csg12,Cfdc1,Caltracinf,Caltracsup,Cdebut2);
[Ealtracinf,EaltracsupJ = altrac2(alt,Esigc1, ... ,
Esigc2,Efdc2,ncan,Edebut1);
Eerror_d = erreur_stat(alt,nbtirs,nbv,Esgl1, .. . ,
Esg12,Efdc1,Ealtracinf,Ealtracsup,Edebut2);
end
if (nbv == 3)
Cerror_d = erreur_stat(alt,nbtirs,nbv,Csg12, ... ,
Csg12,Cfdc2,O,O,Cdebut2);
Eerror_d = erreur_stat(alt,nbtirs,nbv,Esg12, .. . ,
Esg12,Efdc2,O,O,Edebut2);
end
%-- CORRECTION of the signal due to
%the transmission of the atmosphere---------
if (nbv == 1) I (nbv == 2)
[Csignal1,Csignall_linJ = trans(alt,Csgl1,Cs1_lin, ... ,
Pclim,Cdebut1,Cnsup1);




if (nbv -- 3)
[Csigna12,Csigna12_linJ = trans(alt,Csg12,Cs2_lin, ... ,
Pclim,Cdebut2,Cnsup2);
[Esigna12,Esigna12_linJ = trans(alt,Esg12,Es2_lin, ... ,
Pecm,Edebut2,Ensup2);
end
if (nbv == 2)
[Csigna12,Csigna12_linJ = trans(alt,Csg12,Cs2_lin, ... ,
Pclim,Cdebut2,Cnsup1);
[Esigna12,Esigna12_linJ = trans(alt,Esg12,Es2_lin, ... ,
Pecm,Edebut2,Ensupl);
end
%Second combination of the signals from channel A and B
% correcting from the transmission ---------------
if (nbv == 1)
Csg_lin = Csignall_lin; % for one channel
Csignal=Csignal1;
Caltninf=Cninf*O.3+0.10;
%Altitude at which the PMT is not saturated




%Altitude at which the PMT is not saturated
end
if (nbv == 2)
if (Caltracinf<=Cdebut2*O.3+0.10)




disp('Problem to combine the signals')
pause;
end
[Csignal,Csg_linJ = raccord_mod(Csignall,Csigna12,ncan, ... ,
Cdebut2,Cnsupl,Caltracinf,Caltracsup,Csignall_lin,Csignal2_lin);





%---CALCULATIONS of the temperature, density and pressure
% and their associated statistical errors ---------- -
if (nbv == 1)
[Caltnorm,Ctempf,Cninff,Cnsupf,CD_statf,CPf,CPf_err, ... ,
Cpr_statN,Cpr_dlinN,CDf,CDf_lin,CDf-err,CTf-stat, ... ,




ETf_lin,ETf_mod,ETf_err,Ed_rel] = param_mod(nbc,Edebut1, ... ,
Ensup1,ncan,Esignal,Pecm,Decm,Eerror_d,Esg_lin,nbv,alt);
end












% Statistical errors on the density profiles
if (nbv == 1) I (nbv == 2)
for k = Cninff:Cnsupf
Cd_rel_err(k) = CDf_err(k)/Dclim(k);
Cd_relplus(k) = Cd_rel(k) + Cd_rel_err(k);
Cd_relmoins(k)= Cd_rel(k) - Cd_rel_err(k);
end
for k = Eninff:Ensupf
Ed_rel_err(k) = EDf_err(k)/Decm(k);
Ed_relplus(k) = Ed_rel(k) + Ed_rel_err(k);
Ed_relmoins(k)= Ed_rel(k) - Ed_rel_err(k);
end
end




if cm == 1
if (nbv == 1)















titr=strcat('The reference height at which'
'the atmosphere is assumed to be purely ,
'molecular is taken at (with CIRA-86 as model) :',zref,' km');
title (titr)
end








plot(Crapdc(Cdebut2 :length(Crapdc)),: .. ,
alt(Cdebut2 :length(Crapdc)));





titr=strcat('The reference height at which the'
'atmosphere is assumed to be purely molecular'
'is taken at (with CIRA-86 as model) :',zref,' km');
title (titr)
end




[ref,Crapdc,CNrapdc] = klett (Cdebut2,Csg12,ncan,alt, ... ,
300,CRayalpha,CRaybeta,CRayratio);
figure









titr=strcat('The reference height at which the'
'atmosphere is assumed to be purely molecular'




if cm == 2
















titr=strcat('The reference at which the'
atmosphere is assumed to be purely molecular'











titr=strcat('The reference at which the'
'atmosphere is assumed to be purely molecular'
'is taken at (with ECMWF as model) :',zref,' km');
title (titr)
end
















titr=strcat('The reference at which the'
'atmosphere is assumed to be purely molecular'
'is taken at (with ECMWF as model) :',zref,' km');
title (titr)
eM
















titr=strcat('The reference at which the'
'atmosphere is assumed to be purely molecular'






dispC'Display of the graphical results');
graph = 0;
if graph == 0
if cm == 1















Ctempf (Cninff: Cnsupf ) +CTf_err (Cninff :Cnsupf ) , .. '.'
alt(Cninff:Cnsupf),'k--')











y = y ./y;
hold on
plot (y , alt , , r : ' )
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axis([O.8 1.4 0 65J)
grid;











titr=strcat('The reference at which the'
'atmosphere is assumed to be purely'



























plot (y,alt, 'r :')








% Cdebut2 = length(Crapdc);





titr=strcat('The reference at which the'
'atmosphere is assumed to be purely'




if cm == 2














alt(Eninff:Ensupf),'k--' , ... ,
Etempf(Eninff:Ensupf)+ETf_err(Eninff:Ensupf), . . . ,
alt(Eninff:Ensupf),'k--')














axis([0.8 1.4 0 65])
grid;













titr=strcat('The reference at which the'
'atmosphere is assumed to be purely molecular '




if cm == 3
















Cd_relmoins(Cninff:Cnsupf) ,alt(Cninff:Cnsupf) ,'k--' , ,
Ed_rel(Eninff:Ensupf),alt(Eninff:Ensupf), . .. ,
Ed_relplus(Eninff:Ensupf),alt(Eninff:Ensupf), ... ,





plot ts, alt , , r: ' )






if graph -- 1
figure
grid





axis([180 310 0 60])






alt(ninff:nsupf),'--k',tempf(ninff:nsupf)+Tf_err(ninff:nsupf), . . . ,






Basic equations of fluid
dynamics
C.l Continuity equation
Consider a compressible fluid volume dr of density (2 moving with velocity
'ii. Conservation of matter requires (see fig. (C.l)).
:J (2 dr = - J(2u , as = - J \7 .((2U) , by Green's theorem and
t val 8 va l
therefore
which is the continuity equation.
8(2 - 8(2 - -






Figure C.l: Diagram to illustrate Green's theorem. The vectors u and S are
shown in magnitudes only.
De -- + e \7. u = 0,
Dt
D 8 -
where - = - +u . \7 is the convective or total derivative.
Dt at
C.2 Meaning of the convective derivative ~t
Let cP (x, y, z, t) be any fluid quantity (e.g. velocity, density, pressure, etc).
Consider a small displacement of the fluid form r to r+Or in a time interval
St (fig.(C.2)). The change of the fluid quantity with respect to space and
time can be written as:





Figure C.2: Diagram to illustrate the meaning of the convective derivative.
Vectors u and r are shown in magnitudes only.
Dividing equation by ot and taking the limit as ot tends to zero , we have




o<jJ O<jJ O<jJ o<jJ]Ox- + oy- + Oz- + ot-
Ox oy Bz 8t
ot
Thus D<jJ measures the rate of change of <jJ following a fluid particle.
Dt
C.3 Equation of Motion
Du - -
f! Dt = - \1Pr + f! . F ex t + Viscous stresses (C.3)
where f! is the density of the fluid , u is the velocity of the fluid , Pr is the
pressure exerted on the fluid and F ext is the external force acting on the
fluid.
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The F ext. can be gravitational force and will have the form F ext =
-g, say.
Equation (C.3) can also be written as a conservation of momentum,
(
&u "') 8 (_) _8e _ '" _ 8 ( -) +- ffi -) +e at +U' vU = 8t eu + Uat + eu ' v.u = at ou. u \. v . eu
eU' 'V.U
8 8Gij 8pr i - .= - (eUi) +-- = --8 + eFi+ VISCOUS stressesat 8Xij Xi
The equation of motion can be written as
:t (eUi) = - 8~ .( (Pr + eu 2) . Oij + eUi . Uj) + eFext + Viscous stresses
J
(CA)
The term on the LHS is the momentum density (Md) and the first term
on the RHS is t he momentum flux density (J). In terms of the momentum
density Md and flux J, equation (CA) becomes
8M - - -
8t = - 'VJ + eFext+ Viscous stresses, where Md = eUi'
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C.4 Energy equation
) ~Energy density E = eGu2 + e ,where e = internal energy = eb _ 1) ,
c;
where ry = Cv .
Energy flux Q = eu (~u2 + enthalpy] . The enthalpy is
+ Pre -e
( ry ) v- (for an ideal gas).
ry - 1 e
Hence conservation of energy reads
(C.5)
The dissipationless form of equation (C.5) implies that the flow is adia-
batic, i.e.
~ (Pr) = 0
Dt e'Y .
Pr is a constant following the flow (stream line)pry







2 "iPrwhere c =-.
e
This follows from energy conservation :
(
Bu - ) -along with momentum equation : e 8t +u . \lu = - \I . Pr - e .g,
and the continuity equation: ~ + \I (e .u) = 0,
Equation (C.8) can be rewritten as
u.Bu +Lu2 .
8e+ _1_8Pr + (lu2 + _"i_Pr) (-8e)+eu.\I (lu2 + _"i_Pr)
e et 2 8t "i-let 2 "i-le et 2 "i-le
= eU' g, from which equation(C.6) follows.
C.5 I-Dimensional Sound Wave
Consider motion to be along the x-axis only. We further assume that the
motion is adiabatic with no friction. The procedure we follow is we linearize
the equations about uniform background state:
eO) P«, U o= 0 , where eo is the density, Po is the pressure and Uo is the velocity
along the x-axis of the background. We now introduce small perturbations
el, PI,Uland neglecting quadratic and product terms,
we have e = eo + el' P = Po + PI ,U= 0+ UI.
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Using the continuity equation, we have :t (eo + el) + : x ((eo + el) Ul)
which linearises to
The equat ion of motion becomes
Using equat ion (C. 7) for adiabatic flow, we have
apl 2ael 2 " Po R M-a = <t: where Co = -- = " . 0 ,
t t eo





Do at of equat ion (C.ID) and use equation (C.lI) to eliminate PI, we
have
a2- a2-U l 2 Ul
--=c·--
at2 0 8x2 (C.12)
This t he classical one-dimensional sound wave equat ion showing that com-
pressional disturbances propagate at the speed of sound c; = J,. R · Mo.
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C.6 3-D Sound wave








d 1 . h h di . Iwhere \l -2 + 8 2 + 8 2 an (} = (}x + (}y + (}zlS t e tree imensiona
8x y z
density of a wave particle.
We seek plane wave solutions of the form (}1 = A exp i (wt - k· if ), where
w is the angular frequency and k is the wave number vector, then the wave
equat ion is satisfied if
(C.14)
This is the dispersion equation for three-dimensional sound waves. At
w





Figure C.3: Dispersion of sound waves in k-space at fixed frequency w.
C.7 Atmospheric gravity waves
We have seen that for a sound wave, inertia is essentially balanced by pres-
sure gradient and is "longitudinal" i.e. compressive, with motions parallel
to the wave direction. In contrast to a sound wave, in a gravity wave iner-
tia is balanced by a combination of the pressure gradient (-\lPr) and the
bouyancy force. In this case, the wave is transverse-shearing with the motion
perpendicular to wave vector k.
C.7.1 The bounce frequency (Brunt-Vajsalfl) of the at-
mosphere
Consider a parcel of air of density eo at a height z in the atmosphere.
Hydrostatic equilibrium requires pressure gradient balances the gravita-
tional weight of the atmosphere:
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dpo- = -(! 9dz 0 (C.15)
where Po is the pressure of the air and is equal to Po . UR · Mo (R is the
molar gas constant and M; is the temperature of the atmosphere), assuming
ideal gas.
Let the parcel of air be displaced adiabatically upward to a height z + h. At
the height z +h,the parcel of air has a different density from its surroundings
but is at the same pressure P»-
The change in density of the parcel of air during an adiabatic process is
J: OPT h . (!0 • 9v(! - - --- c2 - c2
o 0
2 "t : Po . Cpwhere Co = -- and ry = -.
e, c.
(C.16)
Hence the difference in density between the displaced parcel and its surround-
ing is
_ h· (!o · 9 _ h.(d(!o) = -h. (d(!o + (!o· g)
c2 dz dz c2o 0
Hence the equation of motion for the parcel of air is
d
2h = _ 9 . h (d(!o + (!o . g)
dt 2 n dz c2e o 0




2 -g (deo eog)where N = - - + - 2 .
eo dz Co
If N 2 > 0, t he parcel of air will oscillate about its original height with
frequency N kn own as the Brunt-VaYsala frequency.
To a first approximation,
2 g deoN ~--.-
eo dz
The scale height H, is given by
1 1 deo_= __ e_
tt, eo dz





As an illustration , the Brunt-Vatsala frequency at a scale height of 10 km in
the Earth atmosphere, assuming g ~10 ms- 2 , is given by
{lO -1
N = Y16060 ~ 0.0316 s







For period < 3 mins, sound waves (higher frequencies) are propagated in the
atmosphere, whereas for period > 3 mins, atmospher ic gravity waves (lower
freq uencies) are propagated.
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C.8 Derivation of the dispersion equation for
atmospheric gravity wave propagating in
the atmosphere
Consider perturbations about background states eo, Po- U o = 0 (stationary
atmosphere). The background states are in hydrostatic equilibrium (equation
(C.15)).
We now allow a small perturbation on the background states such that
e = eo + e', u = (u,0, w) and Pr = Po + Pr' Using the continuity equation
(equation(C.l)), we have
ae' a a- + - (e .u) + - (e . w) = 0at ox 0 az 0 (C.22)
where all quadratic terms have been neglected and the motion is confined to
the z-x plane only.
Similarly, the equation of motion (equation (C.3)) becomes (assuming no
viscous stresses),
e(~ +u . \7) u = - \7Pr - e.g
This linearises to
(eo + e')(:) = -\7(po + p~) - (eo + e') .g







The x-component of equation (C.24) is
&u 8p~
eo8t = - 8x




2 ry . p-where c = --.
e
Equation (C.27) becomes
v- (~ +U . \7) = c2 (:t + \7) e
(C.26)
(C.27)
Linearising equat ion (C.28),
~ (8p~ + w 8Po) = (8e' + w 8eo )
c~ 8t 8z 8t 8z
(C.29)
as
The terms between brackets on the RHS of equation (C.29) can be written
1 8po 8eo----
c2 8z 8zo





· apo N 2 1 ago g
where - = -g . g and -- = - . - +-.az 0 g go az c~
Therefore, substituting in equation (C. 29) , we have
ag' = _ go. N2 . W +~ap~
at g c~ at (C.30)
We use the Boussinesq approximation in which for motion in a stratified
incompressible fluid , only the density perturbation term in the gravity term
of equat ion (C.25a) is important.
Do :t of equat ion (C.25a),
(C.31)
Substituting equation (C.29) in equation (C.30) and using Boussinesq ap-
proximation which stat es that all density variations other than t he buoyancy
force where g' is multiplied by g are ignored.
a2p' n








Recall the continuity equation,
(C.33)
which in the Boussinesq approximation (the first term is ignored) approx-
imates to
(C.34)
Do ~ of equation (C.33) and use equation (C.34) to eliminate u to yield
(C.35)
Equations (C.32) and (C.35) are two coupled partial differential equations
for (}ow and p~.
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Equation (C.36) can be rewritten as
(C.37)
Equation (C.37) is the gravity wave equation. It displays disp ersive and
anisot ropic charact eristics through the appearence of N 2 and the Laplacean
Seeking plane wave solutions,
eow - v= q = A exp i(vt - kxx - kzz) , of equat ion , (C.37) yields the
following dispersion equat ion
(C.38)
If we have retained a y-variation t hen equation (C.38) becomes
(C.39 )
For a given frequency v < N (RHS of equat ion (C.39) IS positive),




Figure CA: Dispersion of gravity wave in k-space.
The Effect of rotating frame of reference
on the equation of motion
The equation of motion in a rot ating frame cont ains addit ional inertial t erms
. namely, Coriolis and centrifugal accelerations:
(CAD)
where eis the density of an element of fluid, v is the velocity component in
the y-direction, 'IT is t he angular velocity of a rotating axis fixed to the earth's
surface, r is the radius vector and Pr is t he pressure of t he fluid element .
The second and third terms on t he LHS are t he Coriolis and t he cent rifu-
gal terms respectively.
In "geost rophic" motion, the Coriolis force balances the pressure gradient:
2 - - \lPrV X v = ---
e
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C.IO Derivation of the Rossby-wave equation
on j3-plane
usill3
Figure C.5: Simple geometry of the earth to calculate the y-component of
the angular velocity v of the earth.
Construct a plane tangential to the earth's surface at a given latitude B
(fig. (C.'s)).
The vertical component of the angular velocity of a rotating axis fixed to
the earth's surface, V, is
2 V z = 2 vsinB : 2 vsin(B + oB) = 2 v(sinB + cosB (8)
But BoB = y = 2 v(sinB + casB ~), where B is the radius of the earth.
Th .!!...( ) _ 2 v cos B _ j3us 2 v y - - .ay B
Consider wave perturbations in this geometry for incompressible flow and
the velocity field = (u,v, 0) (no vertical motion).
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The equat ion of continuity (equat ion (C.l)) becomes:
oo+(]V=O
ax ay
T he x-component of t he equation of motion (equation (CAD)) is
00 _ 1 apr
- - 2 v z v = - - -at (! ax
The y-component is
(]V _ . 1 apr
-+2 v z u = - - -at (! ay
Also,'




Do :y of equation (CA1 ) - :xof equat ion (CA2) to eliminate the pres-
, sure gradient,
aoo (]V (]V 00
-(- - -) - 2 v z ( - + -) +v{3 = 0at ay ax ay ax
2 v
where {3 = - cos (J
a
(CA4)
By equation (CA1), t he second term between brackets of equat ion (C.44)
vanishes and we have




Do 8x of equation (CA5) and use equation (CA1) to eliminate U, to
obtain
(G46)
This is the Rossby wave equation.




Equation (C.47) is the dispersion equation for Rossby waves in the (kx,ky)
plane. At a fixed v, equation (C.47) is a circle of r~dius f3 whose centre is
v
displaced f3 units along the k x axis.v
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Appendix D
Effects of aperture and
obstruction of the receiver
telescope
The analysis which follows is due to Halldorsson and Langerholc (1978). For
a detailed treatment the reader should refer to their work.
Consider an infinitesimal source of size dA entering the telescope opening
(fig.(D.1) ). The source casts circular images of the telescope opening at
radius R' and of the obstruction of radius b' onto the plane of the aperture
which is placed at a distance x~ from the focal plane.
The distance r ' of their common centre from the axis can be obtained









Figure D.l: Ray diagram for light from an infinitesimal source entering the
receiver telescope.
The radius of the image cast by a circle of radius X in the plane of the
lens can .be calculated by the similarity relation about the angle cPp :
p p'
f + X' lx' - x~ I
, lx' - x~1
====?p= 'p
f+x'
Using x' = (x~ J)' equation (D.2) can be written as




In the case that the aperture is located in the focal plane (x~ 0),
equations (D.l) and (D.3) simplify to
r' = (~) . rand p' = (f) p.
We now define F - 1 + ~~ and ~ _I F - x~~ x I. The general relations
become
, F·f·r , ~'f'p




Review of work done on Gas
Lenses
As part .of this doctoral study, work has also been done to investigate the
concept of refraction by atmospheric gases as applied to gas lenses.
The study on gas lenses has been conducted within the experimental
framework on scattering and refraction by atmospheric gases. Gas lenses were
invented and developed at the Bell Systems Laboratories in the sixties and
. early seventies with t he intention to create a device that could guide a laser
beam over some distance. Potential applications were power transmission
and optical communications. However, the former has not been implemented
due to the relative inefficiency of lasers compared to transformers , and the
latter due to the invention of high clarity optical fibre . These waveguides
comprising spaced converging lenses were an option, but a costly one due
to the power lost at each glass-air surface. Gas lenses provided a lossless
solution, and hence the work done by the group at Bell was aimed at guiding
pencil laser beams along horizontal paths.
The fact that solid state lenses are damaged when high power lasers
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are used (power densities of order 10 GW cm- 2 ) offers a great opportunity
for using gas lenses. Other obvious disadvant ages of solid state lenses are
their considerable cost and the exp ensive anti-reflect ion coatings t hey often
require,
In the first paper published on the subject Berreman (1964) , lenses of
one meter in length and 6 mm in diameter were considered. These lenses
used direct flow of gas and were heated to focus or guide a laser beam.
Marcuse (1965) showed that a t hermal gradient gas lens approximates
a thin lens since the two principle sur faces almost coincide . His t hermal
gradient gas lens worked on the principle of injecting a cool gas t hrough a
heated cylinder . The gas heats up near the walls of t he cylinder and the
heat penetrates radially into the gas creating a temperat ure gradient that
in turn causes a density gradient . The gas density (and hence the refractive
index) is larger at t he center of the tube and decreases radially towards the
wall. Marcuse (ibid) found an optimum gas velocity that yields not only the
minimum focal length but also minimises lens distort ions. The shap e of t he
wavefront and other aberrat ion were investigated experimentally by Steier
(1965) . He found t hat convect ion caused distortions in such lenses, with the
effect s more pronounced in carbon dioxide than air.
The distortion of t he gas flow due to gravity and t he corresponding ef-
fects on the focus were investigated by Gloge (1967). He showed t hat t he
optical centre of the lens is displaced downwards. The displacement varies
as the fourth power of the tube diamet er and t he square of t he gas pres-
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sure. He found that if the tube diameter is greater than 1 cm, then for a
one metre long lens t he optical cent re would be outside the lens. Despite
t hese distortion effects, gas lenses could still find certain applications. Aoki
and Suzuki (1967) used a gas lens as an obj ective lens in a telescope. It
consisted of a heated metal tube through which cold air was sent by a mi-
cro fan. The air flow was kept laminar to avoid turbulence as this would
distort the focus. They found that the optical quality of the image was im-
proved for increasing wall temperature and air flow velocity up to a point
where gas flow and heat convect ion fluctuations distort t he image. In any
case, the imaging quality of the gas lens was inferior to conventional glass
lenses because of the aforementioned fluctuations and the small lens diamet er.
Considerable work was also done on the properties of t hese lenses as
waveguides when arranged in a confocal configuration. The propagation
modes and beam distortion were investigated for st raight and curved waveg-
. uides which were as long as 3 km (Kaiser 1968). In an attempt to improve
these gas lenses, Kaiser (1968) made a slight modification to the gas lens
design. He found that the optical quality of a thermal gas lens could be con-
siderably improved if the heated gas was exhausted radially. He constructed
a lens with outlets for t he hot gas, with cool gas st ill pumped through as
before. Imaging and waveguiding properties were improved with this design.
Iga and Suematsu (1969) built a hyperbolic type gas lens. This consisted
of a heated and cooled pair of poles. T hey were convex in t he direction of the
heated pair and concave in the direction of the cooled pair. Their intention
was also t o use gas lenses to waveguide a laser beam. In fact , they found t hat
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a chain of hyperbolic gas lenses could achieve stable beam transmission by
alternately focusing the beam in the transverse direction and defocusing it in
the other. However , there is a maximum temperature depending on t he pole
spacing above which t he gas lens did not work. For t ransmission of beams
without mode conversion, a quadratic distribution of gas temperature must
be maintained.
Otis and Tremblay (1974) have observed a divergent gas lens effect in the
cavity of a helical TEA laser. A t hick diverging could be attributed to each
turn of the helix. The index profile was parabolic for the first 2 f-LS after the
excit ation pulse, t hen it levelled off.
In 1985, a review paper was published by a member of a group at t he
Luykov Institute of Heat and Mass Transfer in Minsk, 'U.S.S.R. (Marty-
nenko et al. 1985). This publication describes scient ific st ud ies on gas lenses
between 1967 and 1972. The intention of this group was also to use gas
, lenses in transmission lines. Typical lenses were 25 mm in diameter, focus-
ing beams at extremely long focal lengths 25 m. Although no mention is
made of t he focal spot quality, t he Minsk group investigat ed a variety of
lens designs and different flow configurat ions. In a circular gas lens, light
beam focusing is performed in a heated horizont al tube. Gas motion is
maint ained by the free convect ion arising from t he temperature difference in
vertical tubes. In t he central t ube t he gas , being heated by electric coils,
goes upwards; in the side channels it is cooled and moves downwards. Other
designs included a lens with twisted flow and a lens with a porous wall.
Other constructions by this group were colliding st reams of gas to produce
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a lens shaped region of refractive index difference, and a 'hyperbolic' lens
comprising sets of opposed cool and heated rods, through which the beam
is passed. The Minsk group was t he first t o use a spinning pipe gas lens.
In t he mid-eighties, t he laser group at t he University of Nat al , Durban has
been quite active in the development and applicat ions of gas lenses. Michaelis
et al. (1986) investigated the refract ive effects of flames produced by differ-
ent configurat ions of nozzles. T he results were that flat oxy-acetylene flames
are capable of focusing an aligned laser beam to a line focus. A heated ver-
tical pipe was used to create a long focal length lens for laser beams of a
few cm in diameter. This was used for drilling holes in metal sheets. How-
ever, aberrat ions due to overheating and t urbulence affected t he quality of
the lens. The lens worked best when the burner was switched off and in t he
absence of any motion in the lab. One major difference of t his lens is that
no gas was injected into t he pipe. Not cutt et al. (1988), working indepen-
dently, succeeded in maintaining a continuous focus in a horizontal pip e by
using a combination of gas jet and spinning pipe. They found that if t he
pipe was rotated at less than 1 Hz, t he convect ion patterns were unaffected
except for a slight tilt , but at higher speed of rotation of the pipe, momen-
tary st able temperature gradients were created along t he axis of the pipe.
These types of gas lenses were further developed and found to have some
useful applications in laser physics. Waltham et al. (1989) used gas lenses
to generate a laser produced plasma. Gas lenses are used for drilling and
cutt ing metals (Michaelis et al. 1991a). A gas lens has also bee~ used as an
obj ective lens for a telescope (Michaelis et al. 1991b), when images of t he
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sun spots and moon were taken.
Cazalet et al. (1990) had observed a "bird wing" structure at the focus of
horizontal gas lenses which had been removed by focusing a ruby laser into
an SBS cell and reversed passing the reflected phase conjugate beam through
the gas lens.
Properties of the spinning pipe gas lens were investigated by Lisi et al.
(1994). They showed that a flat temperature distribution exists in the middle
region of the pipe, while two regions of strong transverse thermal gradients
were present near the edges of the pipe. They concluded that the optical
quality of the lens would deteriorate as the optical aperture approached the
pipe aperture, since rays would be refracted weakly at the walls of the pipe.
All the gas lenses discussed so far were continuous gas lenses. Michaelis
et al. (1991a) proposed the use of pulsed gas lens as a solution to the optics
, problem in Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF). The idea was pursued by Buc-
celato (1992) who carried out a series of experiments-on a pulsed gas lens. It
consisted of a system of generating converging shocks at high pressure which
were instantaneously released into the atmosphere. This created a density
gradient causing the laser beam to deflect. Buccelato et al. (1993b) further
developed the colliding shock lens (CSL). They examined the g,:s lens effect
achieved by colliding the shock waves. These shock waves, at suitable Mach
number, collided in a nonlinear but orderly manner to create an axially sym-
metric cigar shaped expanding density distribution that can act as a graded
index lens. Both focal length and effective diameter of the lens increased with
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time.
The CSL has also been used as an intracavity Q-switch for ruby lasers (Lisi
et al. 1994a).
Gas lenses have been proposed as focusing device for laser launch plants
in a feasibility study on laser impulse space propulsion (Phipps et al. 1996).
E.l Principles of thermal gradient gas lenses
E.l.l The radial temperature distribution
The velocity and temperature profiles created in t hermal gradient gas lenses
(TGGLs) can be derived using the convection heat t ransfer theory. The rele-
vant information has been taken from the works of Bejan (1,984) and Marcuse
(1982) . The relevant equations involved are t he Navier-Stokes equations.
These are derived using the conservat ion of mass, momentum and energy
(first law of thermodynamics).
In the case of the TGGL, pressure cha nges are 'negligible and we can
assume zero internal heat generation, constant mat erial properties and a




e(v.V)v = 3V2v + Fb





v is t he velocity,
(! is the density,
:::: is t he viscosity,
OPT is the specific heat capacity at constant pressure,
M is the temperat ure,
Kt is t he thermal conductivity of t he gas , and
Fb is a body force which is responsible for natural convection.
Equation (E.1) expresses t he conservat ion of mass and it is assumed that
under st eady state condit ion, there will be no net mass flow into any vol-
ume element. The conservat ion of momentum (equation (E.2)) yields t he
acceleration of a volume element (LHS) due to the forces on this particular
volume element originating from viscous friction (first term RHS) and exter-
nal body forces. The remaining Navier-St okes equation, t he conservation of
energy (equation (E.3)), equates t he energy flow into a volume element due
. to convect ion (LHS) to energy losses caused by heat conduction (RHS).
Inside a uniformly heated laminar flow tube, t he radial velocity 1) will
vanish at any point on t he axis or parallel to t he axis of the t ube at sufficient
distance from the tube orifice. Under these conditions, using the azimut hal
symmetry of t he problem and the conservation of mass (equat ion(E. l )) , we
find t hat t he axial velocity u is only dependent on t he radial distance r from
the axis u = u(r).
In cylindrical coordinates, t he equation for conservat ion of energy be-
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comes
aM a2M 1 aM a2M
[!.Gp .u(r).---;- = K,t(~ + -n- + """'2i2")
r ox or r or uZ
(EA)
where X is the axial coordinate. The left hand side of equation (EA) rep-
resents the axial convection, the first and second term on the right hand
side represent the radial heat conduction and the third term the axial heat
conduction (Bejan 1984). For average axial velocities V the axial conduction
is negligible compared to the other effects. A scale analysis shows that the
condition for this approximation is
(E.5)
where q;tube is the diameter ofthe tube. Hence equation (E:4) further reduces
to
aM a2M laM
[!.Gp .u(r).---;- = K,t(~ + -n-)
r uZ or r or
(E.6)
It has been shown (Bejan 1984) that aa~ is con~~ant everywhere inside
the tube. This condition holds for uniform wall heat flux in regions where
the thermal diffusion has reached the axis.
In this case equation (E.6) takes the form
a2M laM
u(r) = constant· (-- +--)ar2 r ar
where all the other quantities have been absorbed in the constant.
(E.7)
According to equation (E.7), a uniform velocity profile u(r) = constant




where rpr is the radius of the pipe, Mw = M(rpJ the wall temperature and
Mr=o the temperature on the tube axis.
With the temperature profile known, the refractive index profile can be
calculated.
E.1.2 Radial Refractive Index Profile
T he refractive index of an ideal gas at constant pressure varies with temper-
ature. If f.J, is the refractive index at temperat ure M and f.J,o is t he refractive
index at temeprature Mo t hen they are related as
(E.9)
Rearranging equation (E.9) we get
(E.1O)
For small t emperature changes NI - Mo « Mo, equat ion (E .1O) becomes
(E.11)
In the case of t he T GGL with refractive index f.J,w close to t he inside of
the tube walls , f.J,( r) at a distance r from the t ube axis and f.J,r=O on the axis,
a normalized refractive index can be defined as




Using equation (E. 11) we get
f-Lr=O - f-L(r) M(r) - Mr=o
-
f-Lr=O - f-Lw Mw - M r=o
(E.13 )
-
T his means that the normalized temperat ure and refractive index profiles
are equal. We can therefore conclude from equation (E.13) t hat the refractive
index profile is also parabolic.
The most common type of TGGL is the spinning pip e gas lens (SPGL).
We will now consider the effect of spinning the pipe. The focal length of t he
SP GL is derived mathematically in appendix E.
E.2 Effect of spinning the pipe
TGGLs are long focal length and small aperture devices. T he obvious diffi-
culty t hat is encountered in scaling up the ap erture while keeping the focal
length short is the consequent increase of the te mperat ure radial gradient s.
. These larger gradients give rise to convect ion current s which impair or even
destroy the action of the lens (Gloge 1967). Some 'improvement could be
obtained by spinning t he lens (Notcutt 1988).
When t he pipe is spun, warm air is centr ifuged out from t he near wall
region while cold air is sucked in down t he tube axis from both ends of the
pip e (Fig.(E.1)). Sudden and more rapid rotation distributes the warm air
uniformly around the circumference, moment arily creat ing favourable tem-
perature and density profiles. These density distributions were found to give
a good but high f-number lens . However, warm air flowing out is prone t o
Rayleigh Taylor instabilities, which may, in our case generat e turbulence and
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gas mixing. For this reason it is import ant not to overheat the pipe.
E.3 Spinning Pipe Gas Lenses
E .3.1 Description of the Spinning Pipe Gas Lenses
wannajr~ __------------~





Figure E.l : Schematic view of the air flow inside a spinning pipe gas lens.
T wo mechanically slight ly different kinds of spinning pipe gas lenses
(SPGLs) have been used. Both of t hem are of self-feeding type SP GLs.
There are however some few requirement s that must be observed on t he pipe
requirement s:
(i) it must be straight within a good degree of accuracy in order to be
vibration free when spun.
(ii) it must be made of a material which has a low t hermal expansion to
avoid deformations, since t he lat t er will introduce vibrations when the pipe
IS spun.
Any vibration will destroy the steadines~ of t he gas flow and of the tern-
perature profile, impairing the optical quality.
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The older type gas lens, referred as SPGL1, consist s of a 140 cm length
stainless steel pipe with external diameter 40 mm. The tube has been
wrapped with a st andard heating tape. It is enclosed in a perspex casing
t o prevent wind from interfering with t he operation of the gas lens. The
pipe is mounted on ball bearings that allow rotation. It is spun by two
standard sewing machine motors. Both the heater t ape and the motors are
powered by variacs. Electrical connection between t he heater tape and the
variac is achieved by a pair of carbon brushes. It is possible to vary indepen-
dently both rotation speed and pipe temperature in order to optimise the
performance. Typical valu es are 10 Hzl rotation frequency and the t ube wall
temperature up to 383 K. A focal length of about 8.0 m has been obtained .
The second SPGL, referred as SPGL2, is a pipe of exactly the same
specifications, except for a smaller external diameter 35mm. The tube is
made of thick wall cast iron and is driven by one pair of rollers at one end.
. The tube is spun by a standard sewing machine motor (belt drive) . Heater
tapes have been wrapped around the tube to provide a uniform heating of
the tube. The pipe was secured by two G clamps on t he stands so that there
was less vibration when it spun. The focal length of SPGL 2 is about 6 m,
2 m less than SPGL1, when operated under the same conditions as SPGLl.
However , if the pipe is heated at a lower temperature and spun at a higher
speed , the focal length increases to 8.0 m. It should be noted that bo th SPGL
1 and SPGL 2 are varifocallenses. T he speed of rotation and temperature of
the pipe are crucial in determining t he focaUength. Photographs of both gas
lThe heat transfer ra te depends on t he relative rotat ional velocity of t he gas and 10 Hz
has experimentally been found to be optimal. At higher frequencies large scale turbulence
sets in which degrades the optical qualit y.
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lenses are shown in figs.(E.2) and (E.3). SPGL 1 and 2 are used as objective
lenses of a camera to make photograph of the Sun spots as well as the maria
on the Moon. The observations are described in section 9.9.
Figure E.2: Photograph of SPGLl.
Figure E.3: Photograph of SPGL2.
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E.4 Alignment Procedure
The SPGL is aligned with t he t racker using a He-Ne laser as shown in
fig.(EA). The He-Ne is clamped at one end of t he gas lens, at same height
as t he gas lens , so t hat t he laser beam goes centrally t hrough t he pipe and
strikes the mirror. Two cross-hairs are placed immediately after t he SP GL.
The cross-hairs are adjusted so t hat t he laser beam passes through both of
t hem. The tracker is then moved upwar d and sideways until the laser beam
strikes the mirror at its centre. The tracker is inclined to t he vert ical at half
t he geographical latitude of Durban, which is 30° S. T he SP GL is positioned
in such a way that the focus of the gas lens lies inside a Wendy house which
is locat ed 9 m away from the SPGL.
Fb-~laser SIU2 Tn:der
/ 1I I II I ~ ~
Figure EA: Alignment of t he SPGL.
E.5 The tracking system
The t racking system (referred as tracker in fig.(EA)) was originally devel-
oped by the UND laser research group to compensate for the relative motion
between t he Earth an d t he observed planet s. Fig .(E.5) shows a photograph
of t he tracker used . T he tracker consists of a mirror mounted on a fork-like
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support that rotates about an axis identical to t he polar axis. The mirror can
also be tilted about an axis perpendicular to t he polar axis and hence acts
as a declination axis. The rotations are achieved by stepper motors mounted
behind the mirror. A gear ratio of 3000:1 has been fitted which allows smooth
rotation of t he mirror at an adjustable speed. Once the mirror is set to a
star, it tracks automatically by rotation about a single axis, the polar axis.
The t racker works qui te well for short time tracking.
The t racking system is t ilted from t he verti cal position at an angle equal to
half the geographical latitude of Durban (taken to be 300S). This is achieved
by t ilt ing the tracker from the vertical at an angle 15°.
Figure E.5: The tracking system used in the SPGL experiment.
T he tracker is positioned along the celest ial pole with the mirror facing
the south. From observations made with the SPGLs pointing due South, it
is quite difficult to locate accurately the direction of the celestial pole due to
the lack of a polar star and precision instruments. However , by comparing
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the calculated and observed positions of the Sun during the day at a given
time, an approximate location of the celestial pole can be found.
In order to make any astronomical observation, the mirror must be aligned
with t he gas lens (fixed horizontally) so that light reflected from it must pass
through the optical axis of the lens. This requires precise alignment of the
gas lens otherwise multiple reflections inside the pipe will occur which will
distort the quality of the image. The alignment procedure is described below.
E.6 Experimental set up
Fig. (E.6) shows the experimental arrangement. The SPGL is positioned hor-
izontally in front of the tracking system so that it faces south. The tracking
system is found in front of the SPGL and is positioned in such a way that
the mirror reflects light along the axis of the pipe. All observations are made
inside a wendy house which is 9 m away from SPGL.
A horizontal stand between the tracker and the SPGL serves as a support
for cross-wires for the alignment of the gas lens. The tracker is controlled
remotely by means of a small joyce stick box. The variacs that powered the
heating and spinning of the pipe are controlled from inside the Wendy house.
The SPGL, the tracking system and the Wendy house are located on the
roof of the Desmond Clarence building which is five storeys high. They are
arranged so that the Wendy house is north of the SPGL. Observations are
made from the East to the West.
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IWeniy house I
Figure E.6: Experimental arrangement of the SPGL.
E.7 Operation of the SPGL
Both SPGL 1 and SPGL 2 are spun at t he same speed but heated at slight ly
different temperatures . SPGLl was heated to 86 DC in order to have the focus
inside t he Wendy house whereas SPGL2 was heated at 60 DC. A thermocouple
has been used to measure the temperature at the centre of t he pipe. The
advant age of t his device is that it has a probe of length 20.5 cm that can be
inserted easily inside t he pipe to measure temperature at different point s.
The SPGL is first preheat ed for some time before it is spun. During t his
time, the t racker is moved by means of t he remote control to some st ar ,
example the sun, until the light passes centrally through the opt ical axis of
t he pipe. At night t ime, cross-hairs are used to align, for example t he moon ,
in t he centre of t he pipe. T he pipe is t hen spun at a suitable speed until
a focus is obt ained. The image formed by the SPGL is now magnified. In
order t o reduce t he size of t he magnified image by the SPGL, a 30 cm focal
length convex lens is placed at 8 m from the centre of t he SPGL, which is
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about the focal length of t he SPGL. The following calculation shows how the
magnification of t he image formed by t he SPGL is reduced by t he convex
lens.










F igure E.7 : Diagram showing calculation of field of view of SPGL. The scales
are exaggerated.
Fig.(E .7) shows a simple sketch to calculate the magnification of the
SPGL.









These are observed as dark spots which move across t he surface of t he Sun
from west to east . The reason why the spots appear dark is t hat t hey are
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1600 QC cooler than the surrounding solar surface. The sun spots usually
show at intermediate solar latitudes and proceed towards the solar equator.
The number of sunspots varies periodically over an ll-year cycle, driven by
magnetic field fluctuations caused by convective energy flow from the Sun's
core. Zeeman splitting of spectral lines indicates magnetic fields of up to 4
kG in sun spot regions. The magnetic field lines emanate perpendicular from
the sun spots and spread into the space outside the sun in a manner similar
to an electric field dipole. Sun spots often occur in pairs or groups of pairs of
different polarity. They have diameters of up to 5 X 104 km and the average
lifetime of an individual spot is a few days.
E.8.2 Experimental Procedure and Results
Figure E.8: Experimental set-up to capture image of the sun using a gas lens
telescope.
The sun is first tracked so that light from it goes centrally through the
tube of the SPGL 2. Meanwhile the pipe is heated to 60 QC, and the temper-
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ature is measured with a thermocouple. When the pipe is allowed to spin, a
clear image of the sun is obtained inside the wendy house. Fig. (E.8) shows
the experimental set up. It should be noted that the SPGL focal length
depends on the temperature and rotating speed of the pipe. The quality of
the lens also fluctuates . An excellent focus may exist for three or four sec-
onds. Then follows a second interval of degraded viewing. This is a typical
behaviour for all thermal gradient gas lenses.
The SPGL forms an image of the sun about 8 m from the axial centre of
the pipe which can be observed with a white screen inside the Wendy house.
Due to the momentary focus of the SPGL, a degraded image of a sun spot
can be seen below the solar equator (Fig.(E.9)). The exposure time of the
1
camera was set to 1000 s on 100 ASA film. The photograph was taken with
the objective lens of the camera removed.
Figure E.9: Photograph of ~he s~~ taken with a gas lens telescope. A degraded
Image of a sun spot can be Identified near the terminator of the sun.
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E.8.3 The Moon
The moon has always fascinated mankind throughout the ages. By simply
viewing with the naked eye, one can discern two major types of terrain:
relatively bright highlands and darker plains. By the middle of the 17th
century Galileo and other early astronomers made telescopic observations,
noting an almost endless overlapping of craters. It has also been known for
more than a century that the moon is less dense than the Earth. Although
a certain amount of information was ascertained about the moon before the
space age, this new era has revealed many secrets barely imaginable before
that time. Current knowledge of the moon is greater than for any other solar
system object except the Earth. This lends to a greater understanding of
geologic processes and further appreciation of the complexity of terrestrial
planets.
The moon is 384,403 km distant from the Earth. Its diameter is 3476 km.
Both the rotation of the Moon and its revolution round the Earth takes 27
days, 7 hours, and 43 minutes. The dark, relatively lightly cratered maria
cover about 16% of the lunar surface and are concentrated on the nearside of
the moon, mostly within impact basins. This concentration may be explained
by the fact the moon's centre of mass is offset from its geometric centre by
about 2 km in the direction of the Earth, probably because the crust is thicker
on the far side.
E.8.4 Experimental Procedure and Results
Fig. (E. 10) shows the experimental set up used to capture the image of the
full moon. The speed of rotation of the pipe is crucial to obtain a good focus .
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In order to prevent any st ray light from the Durban harbour from interfering
with the moon light , a PVC pipe has been used to guide t he moon light to
t he camera inside t he Wendy house. The focal length of t he gas lens is about
8.0m.
Figure E.10: Experimental set-up for observation of the Moon.
In order t o enhance the quality of the image, a 30 cm focal length bicon-
vex lens was placed at 8.30 m from t he SP GL. A CCD camera was placed
immediat ely after t he biconvex lens. A camera lens with an adaptor was fit-
ted t o the CCD camera. The camera lens was set on infinity and it s aperture
wide open. The CC D camera was connected to a VCR and a monit or where
t he image was video-taped and later pro cessed using a frame grabber . A
magnified image of the full moon was obtained on t he monit or. By moving
t he tracker , the whole moon could be viewed. Selected frames of the tape
were "extracted" using a frame grabber. Phot ographs of t he moon were then
taken on the monitor using a 100 ASA film. The photographs were t hen com-
pared with a lunar map to identify t he maria. Fig. (E .ll) shows photograph
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of the moon as seen by a gas lens telescope. Some of the maria that can be
identified are: mare tranquilitatis, mare jecunditatis and mare nectar-is.
F igure E. ll: Image of the moon as seen by a gas lens telescope.
E.9 Summary
Two spinning pipe gas lenses (SPGLs) are decribed and used to make astro-
nom ical observations of t he moon and the sun spots. The SPGL is a varifocal
length lens which depends on t he temperature of the pipe and the rotation
speed at which it is being spun.
T he two SPGLs (SPGL 1 and SPGL 2) are operated at a rotation fre-
quency of 10 Hz and heated up at a temperature of 383 K. The focal lengt hs
obtained under t hese condit ions are 8.0 m and 6.0 m respectively. T he quality
of the lenses fluctuates and momentarily an excellent focus can be obtained .
T he sun spot image obtained using SPGL 2 is not of good quality due to the
fluctuation of the focus. On t he other hand, a reasonably good image of the
moon has been obt ained with SPGL 1.
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Appendix F
Calculation of the focal length
of the spinning pipe gas lens
For paraxial rays, the optical path d'I! can be approximated by t he path in
the axial direction dx i.e, d'I! ~ dx . T he ray equation can be written in the
form (Born and Wolf 1965)
d ( dr)- J-L- = \l/l'
dx dx
(F.1)
where J-L is the refractive index of air and r is t he distance along the radius
of t he spinning pip e gas lens (SPGL) .
Expanding t he left hand side of equation (F .1)
(F.2)
In most gas lenses, t he axial temperature gradient can be neglected.
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The refractive index fL at the temperature M and the refractive index fLo
at the temperature Mo are related as
(F.3)
Using equation (F.3) the approximation d~ Rj dx can be extended to the
axial refractive index gradient.
Hence equation (F.2) further reduces to
(FA)
Hence substituting in equation (F.1)
The parabolic refractive index profile is given by
( )
2
fLo - fLT r
fLo - fLw = rpr '
(F.5)
(F.6)
where fLw is the refractive index of the air at the wall of the pipe and r Pr
is the radius of the pipe.




/--Lr in this equation can be approximated by /--La since it varies only marginally
with r. On the other hand, the refractive index at the wall /--Lw cannot be
approximated by u; since the wall of the SPGL is at a higher temperature.
We therefore have the following solution for a ray that enters the gas lens
axially ( (~:) x=o = 0) at a distance rx=o from the cylinder axis:
(F.8)
If the refractive index outside the gas lens is not substantially different
from the refractive index inside, the ray will leave the gas lens without un-
dergoing refraction at a point given by x = Land r = r( L), where L is the
length of the gas lens. From this point onwards the ray will proceed linearly
. di di dr (dr)m a irection accor mg to - = -
dx dx x=L
The path outside the gas lens will thus be given by
r(x) = (L - x) . rx=o· V8. sin(LV8) + rx=o cos(LV8) (F .9)
where 8 = (2 (/--La - /--Lw))
11. • r 2
r:o Pr
The beam crosses the axis at x = f with rU) = 0 where f is the focal
length of the the SPGL.
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Figure F .l: Simple geometry to calculate the focal length of the SPGL.
Consider the geometry shown in fig.(F .1). The angle of deflection () , of a
paraxial ray is proportional to the length, L, of the tube and the refr active
index gradient :
(F.11)
where y is the diameter of the tube and p, is the refract ive index ofair in the
tube.
T he out er rays intersect the axis at a distance f such t hat r = f . () (fig.
(F .1)) where () is in radians and is small.
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Equation (F.13) can be further simplified if the temperature at the cent re
of t he pipe, Mo and the change in refractive index at the wall of the pipe, /:},Pw
are known. Assuming the air at the cent re of t he pipe is at room temp erature
where M; is t aken to be 300 K. The refractive index of air differs from unity
by t he small amount 6..P,w rv 10- 4 .
Therefore, 6..
Mo
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First validation of stratospheric temperature
profiles obtained by a Rayleigh LIDAR over
Durban, South Africa
H. Bencherif", A. Moorgawab, B. Morel a, M. Michaelisb, J. t.eveau', A. Hauchecorne",
J. Porteneuve' and D. Fadullhe"
The first measurements of atmospheric temperature above a
Durban site, obtained with a Rayleigh L1DAR system, are presented.
The results were collected between 21 April and 30 June 1999. In
order to validate the L1DAR measurements, they were compared
with the daily observations of the South African Weather Bureau as
well as the monthly averages calculated forthe Durban site from the
CIRA-86 climatological model. This general comparison is only
possible for the lower section of the LIDAR profile (15-30 km) and
gave satisfactory agreement between the different values (L1DAR,
SAWB and CIRA-86): the discrepancies between the L1DAR mea-
surements and the others did not exceed 5 K. For altitudes greater
than 30 km, the L1DAR temperatures were cons istently above
those of the CIRA-86 model, within ±5 K. The observed middle-
atmospheric temperature differences between the L1DAR and the
CIRA-86 model could have been caused by the background strato-
spheric aerosols as well as by perturbations generated by wave
propagation.
Background
LIDAR (acronym for LIght Detection and Ranging) can be
used to probe the atmosphere optically. It is an instrument that,
owing to the particular properties of the interaction between
light and matter, yields an original contribution by measuring
parameters that are inaccessible to other methods. It is able -to
measure the optical properties of dust and droplets, held in
suspension in the atmosphere. LIDAR has higher preci sion and
better vertical resolution than satellites and actually serves to
calibrate them. As a remote sensing system, it is particularly well
suited to the observation of physico-chemical parameters:'
• humidity and temperature soundings; localization of aerosols
and their transport mechanism,
• the concentration of aerosols and particles in the ahnosphere:
Rayleigh-Mie LIDAR,
• wind and turbulence measurements: Doppler LIDAR,
• concentration of various gases: DIfferential Absorption Lidar
(DIAL).
Moreover, the interpretation of LIDAR measurements allows
one to study dynamic processes in the atmosphere such as
planetary and gravity waves.Y"
In the southern hemisphere, unlike the northern, the study of
the dynamics of the middle atmosphere by direct observation
suffers from an extremely low density of measurement sites.The
' Laboratoire de Physique de l'Atrnosphere, Universitede la Reunion, France.
E-mail: hassan.bencherif@univ-reunion.fr
·School ot Pure and Applied Physics,University of Natal, Durban, 4041 South Africa.
E-mail: moorgawaa@scifs1.und.ac.za
<Service d'Aeronornle du CNRS, Paris, France.
E-mail: alain.hauchecorne@aerov.jussieu.fr
installation in April 1999 of a Rayleigh LIDAR at the Durban
site is part of a bilateral research programme aimed at under-
standing the contribution of dynamic processes to the phenom-
ena that drive meridional exchanges through the southern
subtropical barri er. By explo iting simultaneous measurements
(such as LIDARmeasurements) undertaken as part of a coordi-
nated campaign at Reunion (tropical latitude: 20°5)and Durban
(subtropical latitude: 31°5), it should be possible to characterize
the dynamic activity at both sites and determine its role in the
horizontal transfers. The first phase of this research programme
consists of a campaign to validate the new LIDAR installed at
the Durban site. The results, presented here, will allow the first
assessment of the influence of wave activity on the thermal
structure of the middle atmosphere above Durban. After de-
scribing the basic principles of LIDARmeasurement, we give a
brie f technical description of the LIDARsystem. There follows a
description of the inversion method used to obtain vertical
temperature profiles. The LIDAR results obtained during the
April-June 1999 period are then compared with climatological
observations (CIRN-1986) and daily balloon sonde records
(SAWBb) .
I
L1DAR principle and instrumentation
The basic LIDARprinciple consists of transmitting a laser beam
into the atmosphere and processing the return Signal (for a
review of the topic of optical scattering, see ref. 5).Depending on
which parameters and which atmospheric components are to be
measured, the wavelength can be fixed or variable. The return
signal is concentrated by the telescope and then transmitted to
one or several detectors.
The atmospheric LIDAR, installed on the Durban campus of
the University of Natal in April 1999, is of the Rayleigh type. It
consists of a transmitter (a pulsed laser), a receiver (biaxial
telescopes), a photomultiplier (PM) and an acquisition system
controlled by a central unit (Fig. 1). The laser is a pulsed
Nd:YAGc. The emitted wavelength is \ =532 nm, obtained by
doubling the YAG fundamental frequency: A.o = 1064 nm. The
pulse repetition frequency is 10 Hz and the laser energy is about
300 m] per pulse . The laser characteristics are given in Table 1.
Laser light is -transmitted into the atmosphere after passin g
through a system of mirrors and a Galilean telescope.This factor
10 beam-expansion system also reduces the divergence of the
emitted beam by the same amount.
The telescopic reception system consists of two 445-mm para-
bolic mirrors. As can be seen from Fig. 1, the mirrors are held
inside two long tubes which protect them from luminous inter-
ference (see Table 1 for the telescope parameters). After
collection by the telescope, photons are transmitted by optical
aCOSPAR InternationalReference Atmosphere.
·South African Weather Bureau.
<Yttrium aluminiumgarnet.
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This retrieval method depends on the aerosol concentration in
the layers probed by LIDAR,because particular contributions to
the backscattered signal can be important. Indeed, because of
their size the aerosol backscatter cross-section O:,.r (Ae)at a given
wavelength is much greater than that of atmospheric molecules:
o ".r (AJ DC ICe", for 1 s a.s 2 and 0m (A.) DC A;.
Particles present in the atmosphere contribute to an overesti-
mation of the backscattered signal. This retrieval method is
limited to layers where the aerosol contribution is negligible.
The calibration constant Kt does not depend on altitude but its
value cannot be determined absolutely, as it depends on the
power of the laser pulses, on the quantum efficiency of the PM as
well as the transmission coefficient of the receiver. K, is deter-
mined by assuming that for a layer centred on a reference alti-
tude z",r (= 4.0 km), the atmosphere behaves as a reference
atmosphere, deduced for the corresponding site and altitude
and for the appropriate month from the CIRA-86 model. One
then obtains the relative density 11,(z):
I1
r
(z)= Ilot (z) = S(Ae,Z)'( Z- ZIl)2 ?
Ildr,! (zrd) S(A",zrd )'(Z"'f -Zllt
where T(z, zJ is the atmospheric transmission coefficient
between z and the top of the atmosphere z., , and
r r 1T(zo'z) == eXPL- a.("-,u). dUJ'
'"
Thus, by taking the atmosphere to be a perfect gas in hydro-
static equilibrium and by initializin g the pressure measurement
at the top of the profile with an external value, the temperature
profile can be deduced through successive integration down-
wards.
As menti oned above, when aerosols are pre sent, one overesti-
mates the backscattered signal and consequently underesti-
mates the corresponding temperature values. Figures 2(b) and
(c) hi!3hlight the limits of temperature derivation using a
Rayleigh LIDAR when the probed layers contain aerosols.
The temperature uncertainty depends on the initialization
and u is an integration variable.
The intensity of the backscattered light depends on the com-
ponents present in the atmosphere: mostly air molecules and
aerosols. If we suppose that the observed layers are free of aero-
sols, the LIDAR signal is equal to the molecular density times a
constant. Assuming a perfectly clean atmosphere, clear of aero-
sols, the vertical temperature profile can be directly deduced
from the density profile if we treat the atmosphere as a perfect
gas.' Knowing that the molecular backscattering coefficient
Pm is proportional to the density of the atmosphere nm(z)
U3m (z,"-J == nO. (z),om ("-e)]' where am is the Rayleigh backscatter
cross-section, ~(z) can be obtained from Equation (1) following
the expression
~PIo.,Z) {J' }S("-.,z)==KU· (z-zS ·exp -~ ' . a,("-.,u)du -ta ,
'here a, is the total extinction coefficient, Pt is the total backscat-
ring coefficient, Zo is the altitude of the site, Ko is a calibration
instant which takes into account the acquisition parameters,
I. Schematic reconstruction of the transmission/reception system of
'urban Rayleigh L1DAR. The YAG laser is in the background on the
the transmission telescope is the small tube on the right and the two
reception telescopes are in the centre.
'emperature retrieval method
To measure the temperature in the middle atmosphere we
take use of the theory of molecular Rayleigh diffusion. The
IDAR return signal S(,\~z) from a layer of thickness ~z at an
ltitude Zcan be calculated from the following equation: .
fibres placed at the focal point of each mirror, to the detection
JOX which contains a collimator, an interference filter, and a
photornultiplier tube.
. The interference filter is centred on the emission wavelength
\.. of the laser and its bandwidth is bJ. = 1 nm. Placed between
:he arrival point of the fibre and the PM, it eliminates a large
rroportion of the parasite signal. The PM is contained in a Peltier
-ffectcooling system, which reduces the dark current by lower-
ng the cathode temperature. After amplification, the LIDAR
eturn signal is numerically integrated and recorded with a
'ertical resolution ~z == 150 m.
















































Fig. 2. (a) L1DAR measurement on 8 June 1999 (198 000 shots). The
totalnoise (discontinuous green line) follows a parabolic parameterover
the 100-150 kmrange ofaltitude. The useful signal(continuous red line)
is that from which the total noise is subtracted. (b) L1DAR temperature
profile for8 June 1999(continuous blueline). Forcomparisonpurposes,
the June climatological profile and the SAWB radiosonde temperature
measurement for the same day over Durban are superimposed. The
discontinuous lines that frame the L1DAR profiles indicate the total
measurement error. (c) the corresponding Mie ratio R(z) profile. with
R(z)= ~tl~· z ) =1 +~··r(A., z) ~t
l3m (A.. z) I3m (A., z) I
(5)
(4)
This statistical erro r is reduced when the temporal and/or
spatial resolution are degraded. Thus, all temperature profiles
shown hereafter have been smoothed and sam pled with a verti-
cal resolu tion of .6.z = 1 km .
The effect of the BSN increases rap idly with altitude, owing to
the exponential decrease of atmospheric density and instrumen-
tal limitations with the dynamic range of the signal (over 4 or-
ders of magnitude) . The BSN parameter is estimated over
altitude in the range 100 ~ z ~ 150 km) . The useful signal
[SUDAR(Z)=SRAW(Z)-SNOISE(Z)]is the total number ofbackscattered
photons from different atmospheric layers. This is estimated by
taking into account the entire range of noise affecting the LIDAR
measurement [SNOISE(Z)], Plot (a) of Fig. 2 gives an example of
The uncertainty in the density n(z) and therefore on the
temperature T(z) can thus be written as
Sn (JS (Z ) 1
--;; = S(z) =~S(z) .
procedure de scribed above, whose contribution decr eases
rapidly wi th decreasing altitude (downward and iterative inte-
gration) , and becomes negligible compared to the background
sky no ise."Nevertheless, before interpreting the LIDARsignal, it
is subjected to many numerical treatments with th e objective of
compensating for the exact number of photons backscattered by
the atmosphere. This is because LIDAR measurements suffer
from various types of noise and error s due to th e method used or
to the instrumentation, which affect the laser sign al. One distin-
guishes two categories of noise:"
• n oise that affects the lower part of the LIDAR profile:
- that du e to detector saturation caused by the high density of
th e lower layers,
- op tical alignment errors due to pa rallax and image
defocusing of the backscattering volume,
- err ors in the correction of the transmission sign al for ozone
absorption and for aerosol extinction,
• noise that affects the upper part of the LIDAR profile:
- background sky noise [BSN],
- errors due to the initialization procedure at the top of the
atm osphere with an externally determined value.
To minimize the errors that can arise with the LIDARoutput at
low altitude, we used an electronic shutter. This protected the
photomultiplier from being saturated by strong backscatter
from the lower layers of the atmosphere. This explains why the
LIDAR raw data presented here are limited to altitudes above a
lower limit Zo (::::15 km). However, with the present configuration
of the Durban LIDAR, other errors such as those due to
focalization and to parallax are difficult to quantify. The only
way to do this is to compare the LIDARresults with other mea-
surements such as those of the radiosonde programme.
We note that the installation of a second acquisition channel
specifically aligned for the observation of the lower layers would
provide a means of optimizing the optical alignment of the exist-
ing channel and of minimizing the optical effects of focalization
and parallax.
As to the errors occurring with the upper part of the LIDAR
profile, the dominant factors are statistical errors due to photon
counting and background sky noise. The latter is easy toevalu-
ate. The backscattered photons arrive at the PM photo-cathode
in a random manner governed by Poisson's statistical law. The
standard de via tion is then given by the square root of the
incident signal.















sured by the Durban SAWB radiosondes and the LIDAR on 11,
31 and 25 May, and on 11 June [see (a), (b), (c) and (d),
respectively] . The measurement comparisons are limited to the
lower stratosphere (balloon sondes rarely fly above 25-30 km) .
In the overlap zone the two measurements are in quite good
agreement, although LIDAR measurements, unlike the sondes,
are nocturnal.
The LIDAR and radiosonde average profiles, computed using
the entire set of LIDAR and SAWB measurements during the
study period (28 measurements), indicate that temperature
values obtained with LlDAR and sounding balloons of the
SAWB were relatively similar (figure not shown). They did not
exceed 5 K [!:J.T = ITUDAR - TSAWBI ::; 5 K ], which can be considered
as reasonable, taking into account the possible influence of
stratospheric aerosols, the fact that LIDAR and balloon measure-
ments are not simultaneous, and the great variability of the
temperature in the winter stratosphere.







Fig. 3. Plots (a), (b) , (e) and (d) represent, respectively, the L1DAR temperature profiles obtained for
May 11, 25 and 31 and forJune 11 (continuous blue lines)superimposed on the SAWS radiosonde





le comparison between the LlDAR measurements and the
IB radiosonde was carried out with data collected during the
iation campaign. Figure 3 shows temperature profiles mea-
:irst results and validation
This validation study is based on
,lDAR measurements undertaken dur-
19 the first measurement campaign
'om 21April to 30June 1999, represent-
Ig 28 LlDAR experiments or over 100
ours of observation. The validation
as carried out by comparing the
DAR data with the daily SAWB mea-
iremen ts and the climatological infor-
ation of the CIRA-86 model.
3AWB measurements are collected
.ily by balloon radiosonde at the
irban site. The balloon can reach the
atosphere and overlap over a rela-
ely large altitude range (15 ::; z s 27 km) with the LlDAR. The
~-86 climatology is a collection of experimental measure-
rits and results from theoretical models. It is based mainly on
Hr infrared soundings, with the SCRd experiment on board
nbus 6 from 1973 to 1974 and with the PMReexperiment on
nbus 6 from 1975 to 1978. These two experiments yield tem-
ature profiles between 20 and 80 km . Together with tropo-
.ere measurements carried out between 1958 and 1973, they
~ clim atological monthly averages between 0 and 80 km for a
ral coverage from 800S to 58°N.4
LIDAR acquisition and of the noise con-
I
tribution.
As mentioned above, temperature
profiles are obtained from density pro-
files. Computation of the density profile
requires pressure initialization at the
top of the profile. To initialize the pres-
sure profile, it is assumed that the val-
ues of this parameter at the top of
profile are, on average, equal to those of
a standard atmospheric model (CIRA-
86).Taking into account the exponential
decrease in atmospheric pressure with
altitude, the uncertainty due to this
initialization (which is estimated to be
15% at the initialization level) shows
that this error rapidly becomes negligi-
ble with decreasing altitude.
The temperature obtained, even with
this pressure initialization, can be con-
sidered as absolute and the estimated
error is due mainly to the photon noise
(BSN). The temperature profile showed
jy (b) of Fig. 2 is a result of the retrieval
methcd described above. In this case
:h e total error flT in temperature
ncreases with height as follows:
, flT::; 3 Kelvin for z ::; 35 km,
, flT::; 10 Kelvin for z::; 45 km,
flT::; 20 Kelvin for z::; 50 km,
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Fig. 4. Averaged monthly temperatureprofiles for(a) May and (b)June 1999, obtainedwith the L1DAR (continuous blueline). Thestandard deviation
curves are also shown (dashed lines). The (red) dotted lines represent the CIRA modelfor the month.
sphere, called the tropopause, was localized at about 16 km (see
Fig. 3).
waves propagating through the middle atmosphere.
The observed wavy structures in daily temperature profiles
obtained by LIDAR (see Figs 3 and 5) are characteristic of atmo-
Comparison of the Durban L1DAR and CIRA-86 spheric wave propagation. Note that the study period corre-
This comparison was carried out over an altitude range from sponded to the change of season from autumn to winter. In
15 to 55 km. The average monthly values for the LIDARtempera- winter stratospheric temperatures are disrupted by the activity
ture were obtained for May (11 profiles) and June (13 profiles). of atmospheric waves and notably gravity waves (for periods of
They are superposed in Fig.4 on the monthly climatological pro- some hours) and planetary waves (for periods from days to
files calculated for the Durban site. For the lower stratosphere weeks). Those waves are generated mainly in the troposphere
(up to 28-30 km), the LIDAR analysis agrees with the CIRA-86 and prop~gatevia westerly winds in winter in the middle atmo-
climatology. LIDAR temperatures were systematically colder sphere." "
than the corresponding climatological values but not by more Owing to its good temporal resolution, the LIDAR gives tem-
than 4-5 K This could be due to the stratospheric aerosol effect perature profiles integrated over 2 to 5 hours and takes into
on the return signal, which underestimates LIDAR tempera- account short-term perturbations of the atmosphere due to
tures. Between 30-32 km and the lower mesosphere (55 km), , internal gravitywaves."Besides, these LIDARobservationsseem
LIDAR temperatures differed slightly (within 5 K) from those of to be consistent with theorybecause we observed that the ampli-
ClRA-86 climatology, and indicated a warmer stratopause tudes of oscillations due to gravity wave propagation increased
(+8 K) at an altitude of about 46 km. Moreover, LIDARtempera- quickly with height, because of the exponential decrease of
ture profiles showed much variability from day to day, as shown atmospheric density with altitude (see Fig. 3). Moreover, as
on Fig. 5. This could have been due to the atmospheric planetary shown in Fig. 6, one notices, from the ECMWF'data, that during
99/05/11 99/05/12 99/05/17 99/05/20 99/05/24 99/05/25 99/05/28 99/05/31 99/06/02 99/06/03
60 '
200 300 200 300 200 300 200 300 200 300 200 300 200 300 200 300 200 300 200 300
temperature (Kelvin)
Fig..5. ~n example ofthe evolution ofthe temperature profiles obtainedwith the L1DAR (continuous bluelines)for the 15-60 kmaltituderange. Each













Fig. 6. Time-height zonal wind cross-section as derived from the
ECMWF analyses including the study period (from 24 April to 30 June,
which corresponds to the period from the 114th day to the 181st day of
1999).
the validation period stratospheric zonal wind direction
changed. This is consistent with the observed day-to-day LIDAR .
variability and explains the temperature differences observed
between LIDAR measurements and the CIRA-86 climatological
values. A full study of wave activity observations by LIDAR over
Durban, taking into account the entire dataset recorded during
1999,is being conducted. i
Conclusion
In this study we present preliminary temperature measure-
ments with the Durban LIDARtaken during the first validation
campaign. Clearly, these initial results must await confirmation
from a larger database.
The Durban LIDAR installation is the fruit of Franco-South
African cooperation, which involved over two years of technical,
logistical and scientific investment, and produced the first
results in April 1999.
The measurements presented here show that the Durban
LIDAR temperature measurements broadly agree with the
CIRA-86 climatological model and with the SAWB daily radio-
sonde measurements. This correspondence, however, varies in
accuracy according to altitude. For instance, as shown in Fig. 3,
for altitudes between 15 and 27 km, the LIDAR temperatures
were in good agreement with the SAWB daily profiles. However,
the average LIDARtemperatures were systematically lower and
the discrepancy ( ITLlDt\R - T St\WB I) decreased with altitude. This
was also the case with the monthly averaged LIDAR tempera-
tures as compared with the CIRA-86 climatological model, for
the same altitude range (Fig.4).This is easily explained in terms
of a lower stratospheric layer of background aerosols known as
tEurope8n Centre for Medium Range Wea ther Forecastinq.
- - - - - - - - - _._--_.
the Junge layer. These aerosols and the resultant Mie scattering
lead to an increase in the backscattered signal and a correspond-
ing underestimate of the temperature.
The temperature discrepancy of 5 K between the quasi-
simultaneous LIDAR-SAWB measurements indicates that the
local stratosphere is not heavily loaded with aerosols.
For the upper altitudes (upper stratosphere and lower meso-
sphere), LIDARtemperatures were within 5 K of the CIRA-1986
climatology, and the measured LIDAR temperatures show great
variability (Fig.5),as expected for the middle atmosphere in win-
ter. As explained above, part of the observed variations may be
attributed to relatively fast transient phenomena like gravity
waves and/or planetary waves.
The CIRAclimatological model is constructed from a database
of IRsoundings carried out on the SCR and PMR experiments on
Nimbus 6 and 7 between 1973 and 1978. The model does not
account for either short-term atmospheric variation due to wave
activity, nor for the evolution of the earth's atmosphere. More-
over, we recorded only a limited number of LIDAR measure-
ments for the monthly profiles. This may explain the
LIDAR-CIRA temperature discrepancies above 30 km.
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Bat conservation
The Gauteng Bat Interest Group and the Department of Zoology and Entomology at the Univer'sity of Pretoria will host
talks about aspects ofbat bioaccoustics and conservation given by Tony Hudson (eo-chairman ofthe International Union
for the Conservation of Nature and recently retired senior conservation officer of the British Bat Conservation Trust)
and David King (bat accoustics expert and manufacturer ofbat detectors) on 28 November at 19:30. Venue: University of
Pretoria (SanlamAuditorium, cnr Duxbury Road and Tindall Street). Cost: R50 (R25 for students, scholars and pension-
ers). To book, call Nigel or Rose Fernsby (012-659-0087) or e-mail: fernsbY@netactive.co.za
The Gauteng Bat Interest Group, which promotes an awareness and appreciation of bats in South Africa, is affiliated to the Transvaal
Museum, the Johannesburg Zoo and the Durban Bat Interest Group. Anyone can join and a variety of activities are organized for
members. Enquiries: Nigel Fernsby (012-659-0087) or Wendy Berry (012-667-2239); e-mail: gbig@mweb.co.za
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ABSTRACT
A brief description and use of two LIDAR (Acronym for LIght Detection And Ranging)
systems in the measurements of atmospheric aerosols and vertical temperature profiles
above Durban are presented. Early local aerosol profiles for low medium and high
altitudes from the old LIDAR are shown. With the recent installation of the new LIDA,R
vertical temperature measurements in thetroposphere and stratosphere are made possible.
A first validation of the new LIDAR has been carried out showing atmospheric wave
activity above the Southern African continent for the first time.
It is envisaged in the future to correlate the results obtained with the new LIDA,R
especially for the low altitude, with those of the old LIDAR. Plans are also going ahead to
implement an additional channel on the new LIDAR which will measure ozone








Although there is a great number of weather stations and atmospheric LIDARs in the
Northern hemisphere, the Southern hemisphere is far less well endowed, especially on the
African continent. But weather is a global phenomenon and no real understanding of the
associated problems - global warming and stratospheric ozone depletion - can be complete
without world coverage.
It is for this reason that the CNRS Centre d' Aeronomie, Jussieu, Paris has encouraged the
creation of a sophisticated Laboratoire de Physique de l' Atmosphere on the Island of
Reunion (21oS) which in turn has helped Durban (30oS) initiate an up to date atmospheric
LIDAR program . With the two LIDARs working in parallel, it is possible to compare data
from either side of the Southern sub-tropical barrier.
Prior to the installation of the French LIDAR system (the "new LIDAR") a rather simple
system (the "old LIDAR") had been installed in 1991 on the roof of the University of
Natal's Physics Department' to measure aerosols. Local aerosol profiles at low altitude
depict stable layers in the troposphere", These stable layers are believed to influence the
local climate. In this article we will discuss old but never published LIDAR results going
back almost a decade. Because of atmospheric evolution and the recent growth of
industrialisation in Natal, these results though very fragmentary could be of historic
interest.
With the installation of the new LIDAR in April 1999, vertical temperature and density
measurements as well as aerosol concentration observation became possible both in the
troposphere and in the stratosphere.
This installation was made possible thanks to a Franco-South African Co-operation
agreement. It is hoped that it will be extended to enable ozone to be included in our
results. Apart from world climatology this may be important for a more local reason: with
reducing weather bureau budgets, the number of radiosonde launches has been
dramatically cut. It should be possible, once the LIDAR is well established to obtain the
same data as that gathered by the sondes at much reduced cost. The LIDAR is in fact
capable of giving much more data (greater range of altitude) but obviously only when
there is no complete cloud cover.
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1. The old Durban LIDAR
The old Durban atmospheric LIDAR can be regarded as having served three purposes :
together with the SAOZ experiments' it created for the first time a "climate of
climatology" at the University of Natal (South Africa) where we now have well
established environmental programs'" and climatic activities. Secondly, its very existence
allowed the little Durban group to join up with the French CNRS and the Laboratoire de
Physique de I'Atmosphere (LPA), Reunion . And finally it gave the first crude LIDAR data
for aerosol behaviour above Durban; this data has never been published except in three
U · . h 16-7ruversity t eses' .
Fig(l) shows the old LIDAR receiver and transmitter configuration. The transmitter
consists of a flashlamp-pumped dye laser manufactured by PHASE R. The dye used for
the laser is Rhodamine 6G in' a concentration of 0.5 x 10-4 molesllitre of methanol. This
produces a series of pulses (pulse length 0.6 us at FWHM) of wavelength 589 run with a
total energy of0.8 J.
The receiver consists of a :1.56 ill backsilvered parabolic searchlight mirror with, a focal
length of 654 mm. Collimating optics are positioned at the focus of the mirror. These
consist of a microscope objective with a field of view of 79° followed by a variable
aperture(l-lO mm). Two stacked 589 nrn. interference filters each with a bandwidth of 10
run and 50 % transmission are placed in front of the collimating optics. These filters
eliminate a large proportion of the background light.
-
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Figure 1: Receiver and transmitter configuration ofthe old LIDAR.
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1 a. Old LIDAR results (1992 - 1994 Cunningham and Kuppen).
The old LIDAR was installed in 1991 but only gave useful results in late 1992. Fig 2
shows early cloud LIDAR traces of high altitude cirrus (12 km) and some lower cumulus
(6 km). Fig 3 shows a medium height aerosol return at ~ 18 km. Fig 4 is a successful
attempt at obtaining a high altitude return: apart from anot unexpected aerosol return at ~
22 km, there is a strong signal at ~ 60 km. This was seen again on the nights of 13th and
14th June, becomes weak on the 15th and has disappeared by the 19th (fig(5)) and
remained absent for the next four nights (not shown).
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Figure 3: LIDAR profile obtained under clear sky showing aerosol return.
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1 b. Old LIDAR results (1997 Moorgawa and Prause),
Between 1995 and 1996, the LIDAR was hardly ever used due to lack of funds and man
power.
It should be noted that due to unfavourable weather conditions in Durban (lack of clear
skies) and technical problems with the old LIDAR, it was not possible to run it on a day-
to-day basis. Results obtained in the months of July, August, September and October 1997
are reported.
The results show important features in the Iow altitude (0-10 km) and mid altitude (10-35
km). These results are raw data as they are recorded by the data capturing system. The
LIDAR was operated on clear nights only. It is important that the moon and clouds should
not be present during data acquisition. The moonlight will saturate the photomultiplier
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Figure 6 : Low altitude LIDAR profiles taken on July 3rd, August 21st, September 26th
and October 20th 1997.
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There seem to be three aerosol layers in the July 3rd profile around 1, 2 and 4 km
respectively. One of the layers seems to disappear in the Aug 21st profile. The Sept 26th
profile shows one layer around 3 km and probably two layers which have merged around 4
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Figure 7: Mid-altitude LIDAR profiles taken on July 3rd, August 21st, September 26th
and October 20th 1997.
Fig(7) shows the profiles obtained for the mid-altitude (10-35 km) . There are two
interesting points to note in these plots . First, the aerosol layer at ~ 14 km (July 3rd
profile) and the dramatic increase in the LIDAR return at ~ 28 km as seen on the October
20th profile.
2. The new Durban LIDAR (1999 Franco-South African Co-operation).
The new LIDAR, installed in April 1999, is a more sophisticated system. Fig(8) shows the
configuration of the new LIDAR system. The transmitter is a pulsed Nd: YAG laser. The
emitted wavelength is Ac == 532 nm obtained by frequency doubling the YAG fundamental:
A.o == 1064 nm. The laser energy is about 300 mJ per pulse (pulse length e 6-7 ns). The
laser light is transmitted in the atmosphere after passing through a system of mirrors and a
Galilean telescope.
The receiver system consists of two 445 mm parabolic mirrors. As shown in fig(8), the
mirrors are held inside two long tubes which protect them from luminous interference.
After collection by the telescope the photons are transmitted by optical fibres placed at the
focal point of each mirror, to the detection box which contains a collimator, an
interference filter and a PM tube.
An electronic acquisition system, controlled by a computer, counts and integrates the
number of photons received.
Fig 8: Receiver and transmitter configuration ofthe new LIDAR system.
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Fig 9 shows a plot of the temperature profile obtained with the new LIDAR on June 8
1999. The South African Weather Bureau (SAWB) measurements and the climatological
model CIRA-1986 are also shown. The SAWB measurements are collected daily by
balloon radiosonde at Durban International Airport. The CIRA-1986 climatology is a
collection of experimental measurements and results from theoretical models.
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The 60 km return shown in fig(4) is intriguing. Several groups working with flashlarnp-
pumped dye lasers'" detected sodium layers between 70 and 100 km, through resonant
scattering. 60 km seems a little Jow.
Three possible explanations which could account for the behaviour of the aerosols in the
low altitude (as seen in the 1997 results) are:
(1) Over most of Southern Africa, layers of absolutely stable air occur preferentially at
around 700 hPa (::::: 3 km), 500 hPa (::::: 5 km) and 300 hPa ( ::::: 9 km) as shown in Eg(lof
A fourth layer also occurs over the coast at around 850 hPa (::::: 1.5 km). All four layers
have the effect of inhibiting vertical transfer of aerosols and trace gases and of trapping
them in the intervening layers .
The profiles offig(6) show that only two such layers have been detected - the 700 hPa and
the 850 hPa layers .
- JO:J "P~ layer
"1 PR == 8L uP S? C" ?': oa
Figure 10: Mean annual spatial variation of absolutely stable layers at 850, 700, 500 and
300 hPa over South Afiica. PI denotes Pietersburg, PR Pretoria, BE Bethlehem, BL
Bloemfontein, UP Upington, SP Springbok, CT Cape Town, PE Port Elizabeth and DB
Durban.
(2) Biomass burning occurs frequently in South Africa, either in the form of prescribed
bums or wild fires". The extent of these burns on the east coast of South Africa reaches
its maximum in the winter season!'. Thus the loading of the atmosphere with aerosols will
be higher in winter.
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(3) Sugar cane burning occurs in Natal betwee» the beginning of June and the end of
October. This will influence the loading of the atmosphereand the aerosol layers .
The mid-altitude LIDAR profiles show an increase in aerosol concentration around ]4 km
on July 3rd 1997(Fig(7)). There is reason 10 believe that this could originate from sugar
cane burning. The upward tropospheric circulation has transported this layer to higher
altitude. The 14 km aerosol layer seems to persist for the whole of July and increases in
concentration towards the end of July. This isevidently due to the continuous loading of
the atmosphere 'With sugar cane burning which started in the beginning of June and
finishes around the end of October. At the same time mixing is also taking place but
probably at a slower rate .
The second interesting feature that can 'be seen from fig(7) is perhaps the dramatic
increase in the LIDAR return at 28 km (the October 20th profile). Kuppen" previously
detected an aerosol layer at 25 km. This might be the same layer. The "28 km layer" was
detected only in the month of October. The weather might have been ideal in October
(low water vapour concentrations) which have resulted in strong LIDAR return from
higher altitudes.
'.
This layer is rather intriguing as aerosols have rarely been detected at such high altitude. In
the past, Hirono et a112 observed aerosol layers above 25 km and which are reported to be
rather variable. Iwasaka and Isono'" reported a dust layer above 24 km with a peak
intensity at 27 Jan.
The temperature profile (fig(9)) obtained with the new LIDAR shows two interesting
points . First, the upper limit of the troposphere, known as the tropopause, is localised
around 12 km. Secondly, the oscillatory feature in the plot from 40 km to 55 km . This is
due to the vertical propagation of gravity waves from the mid atmosphere to the
stratosphere. The same phenomenon has been observed with LIDAR in the Northern
hemisphere".
Conclusion
The LIDAR program is beginning to yield interesting results on the local atmosphere over
the Southern African Eastern seaboard. We are presently studying the possibility of
upgra.dingthe system to measure ozone concentration in the troposphere.
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Abstract
The study of the variability of stratospheric aerosols and the transfer between
the different atmospheric regions improves our understanding of dynamical
processes involved in isentropic exchanges that take place episodically in the
lower stratosphere through the subtropical barrier. One useful approach
consists in combining in situ ground-based and global measurements with
numerical analyses. The present paper reports on a case study of a horizontal
transfer evidenced first by Rayleigh-Mie LIDAR observations over Durban
(29.9°S, 31.0oE, South Africa). Additional data from MeteoSat and SAGE-2
,
experiments, and from ECMWF meteorological analysis have been used in this
study. Contour advection maps of potential vorticity from the MIMOSA model
derived from ECMWF fields, were also used.
By the end of April, 1999, LIDAR observations showed that aerosol extinction ,
in the lower stratosphere, has increased significantly and abnormally in
comparison with other LIDAR and SAGE-2 observations recorded for the period
from April 20 to June 14, 1999. The dynamical context of this case study
seems to exclude the possibility of a local influence of the subtropical jet
stream or tropical convection, which could inject air masses enriched with
tropospheric aerosols into the stratosphere. On the contrary, a high-resolution
model based on PV advection calculations and ECMWF meteorological
analyses shows that air masses are isentropically advected from the equatorial
zone close to Brazil. They cross the southern barrier of the tropical reservoir
due to laminae stretching and reach the southern subcontinent of Africa 5-6
days later.
Keywords




Aerosols have been shown to have a significant influence on radiative forcing
and hence temperature [Robock and Mao, 1992 ; Labitzke and McCormick,
1992 ; Kinninson et aI., 1994]. Furthermore, a survey of aerosols from Mount
Pinatubo indicated that aerosol loading has important chemical effects by
enhancing heterogeneous reactions [Brasseur and Granier, 1992] and can
modify ozone concentrations [Solomon et aI., 1996 ; Roumeau et aI., 2000].
Knowledge of mass exchange between different parts of the atmosphere is
essential in understanding the transport and vertical and spatial distribution of
aerosols. Eddy transport barriers separate the tropical stratospheric reservoir
from the mid-latitude stratosphere [Holton et aI., 1995; Haynes and
Shuckburgh, 2000]. Steep aerosol and trace gas gradients clearly characterize
the edges of that reservoir [Grant et aI., 1996]. Sporadic disruptions of those
barriers occur due to planetary wave breaking and the generation of eddies that
enhance transport out of the tropics [Chen et aI., 1994 ; Horinouchi et aI.,
2000]. Since tropospheric air enters the stratosphere mostly through the
tropical tropopause, exchanges between the tropics and mid-latitudes have a
large influence on the distribution of many long-lived stratospheric
constituents .
The transport of aerosols from the tropics to mid-latitudes is well documented
in a number of publications. Randel et al. [1993] using global maps obtained
from satellite-borne instruments showed that aerosols can be transported
through eddy mixing. Waugh et al. [1994] using meteorological data sets
showed that aerosols can also be transported through isentropic advection.
However, most dynamical studies and co-ordinated campaigns focus on the
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northern hemisphere or on the southern polar region. In the southern
hemisphere, dynamical processes are not similar to those studied or observed in
the northern hemisphere. Besides, the height-latitude structure of dynamical
fields and of disruption mechanisms controlling the release of material between
the tropics and mid-latitudes, is still under study. One of the useful approaches
consists in combining in situ ground-based and global measurements with
numerical analysis.
We report here a case study of an observed tropical/extra-tropical aerosol
loading event detected by LIDAR in the lower southern stratosphere. Analyses
take advantage of the high vertical resolution of LIDAR profiles. Developments
of large-scale "tongues" through the surf zone are simultaneously surveyed by
the MIMOSA high resolution contour advection model based on ECMWF data
sets and by water vapour infrared MeteoSat images .
11- L1DAR instrumentation, aerosol observations and comparisons with SAGE 2
11.1- South African L1DAR system
The present study has been undertaken using LIDAR observations obtained at
Durban (30.rS, 31.0°E), South Africa. The system was implemented on the
campus of the University of Natal within the framework of a bi-Iateral Franco-
South African cooperation [Service d'Aeronornie of CNRS, Laboratoire de Physique
de l'Atmosphere of Reunion Island University and University ofNatal] .
The LIDAR system operating at Durban is of the Rayleigh-Mie type. It uses a
Nd:YAG pulsed laser with a repetition rate of 10 Hz and transmits in the green
at 532 nm. The receiver consists of two separate telescopic systems and two
photomultiplier detectors. LIDAR observations are thus made through two
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separate - but instrumentally identical - channels. One channel is allocated to
probe the troposphere . It uses the return signal collected by the smallest
telescope whose total receiving surface is about 0.03 m2• The other channel has
a total receiving surface of about 0.31 m2, and its observation field is directed
to receive photons back-scattered from stratospheric layers.
Assuming that the observed atmospheric layers behave as a perfect gas in
hydrostatic equilibrium, aerosol and temperature profiles can be derived from
the return signal backscattered by successive atmospheric layers in the local
troposphere and stratosphere [ Hauchecorne and Chanin , 1980 ; Chazette et al.,
1995]. More information about the instrumental details and temperature profile
retrieval method and validation are given by Bencherif et al. [2000]. The
aerosol profiles are derived from the LIDAR equation using the Klett procedure
[Klett, 1981, 1985] that gives a convergent solution to the total volumetric
backscatter coefficient a (z )=aaerosol (z )+amolecular (z). The back-scatter ratio
R(z) (total to molecular volume backscatter coefficient ratio) is then calculated
from:
R(z) = ~ aerosol (z) + ~molecular (z) = 1+ ~aerosol (z) ~ 1
~molecular (Z) ~molecular (Z)
Values of R(z) depend on the choice of Rayleigh parameters (molecular
contribution) which should be as realistic as possible . For the present study,
molecular parameters are computed on the basis of ECMWF daily fields. It
allows a better determination of the molecular density profile than that of a
climatological model [Keckhut et al., 1993].
Moreover, the determination of the total volumetric backscatter coefficient
from the LIDAR equation requires quantitative knowledge of a relationsh ip
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between the aerosol extinction coefficient (Xaerosol (z) and the aerosol backscatter
coefficient ~aerosol(z), usually the ratio Uaerosol(z) [Klett, 1981]. That ratio
~aerosol (z)
depends strongly on the size, shape and refractive index of the aerosols.
Accounting for micro-physical properties of stratospheric aerosols , Wang et al.
[1989] estimated the value of this ratio for particles to be 30 sr around 15 km,
increasing with altitude up to 50 sr at 28 km. Here, the ratio of extinction to
back-scattering coefficient of aerosols is considered to be 50 sr throughout the
whole stratospheric altitude range. The Klett procedure also requires a
boundary condition, i.e., the knowledge of ~aerosol at a reference altitude Zrej' ,
chosen above the aerosol layer : at and above this reference altitude, the
particle content is negligible and scattering is only due to the molecular
atmosphere, assuming that R(z) =1.0. Typically, we choose Zrej "'" 40 km.
Uncertainties in the determination of the total volumetric backscatter
coefficient ~ and in the aerosol extinction coefficient Uaerosol and in the back-
scatter ratio R are due to three main causes : (1) statistical fluctuations of the
measured signal associated with random detection processes, (2) the presence
of particles at and above the chosen reference altitude and (3) the subsequent
uncertainty on the value of R(Zref), and the value of the ratio of extinction to
back-scattering coefficient of aerosols and its altitude dependence. The
resulting total uncertainty is less than 7%, with the signal being significant up
to 40 km [Chazette et aI., 1995].
The algorithm used here is similar to the one used to retrieve aerosol LIDAR
optical Properties from the NDSC primary stations of the Observatoire de
Haute-Provence in Southern France [Chazette et al., 1995] and Dumont
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d'Urville in Antarctica [David et aI., 1998]. It has thus been tested within the
framework of the NDSC comparison of the processing algorithms for
stratospheric aerosols [Steinbrecht et aI., 1996].
11.2 Data
The LIDAR data set used in this study consists of daily records of back-
scattered photons obtained over Durban during the period from April 21 to
June 14, 1999 (22 profiles). Daily LIDAR measurements are time-integrated
over about 3.5 hours on average.
In order to validate aerosol extinction profiles derived from LIDAR
observations, we use the 5.99 version SAGE-2 (Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas
Experiment) measurements. Indeed, the long life (since 1984) and the
calibration-independent nature of the SAGE-2 instrument [McCormick, 1987 ;
Thomason et aI., 1997] make it well suited for observations of the long term
variability of aerosols and for comparison with other instruments such as
LIDARs. For the present work, SAGE-2 data are derived from the 525-nm
wavelength channel and are selected depending on :
the geographical position, i.e., a SAGE-2 profile is selected if its latitude and
longitude correspond to the LlDAR position ±6° of latitude and ±10° of
longitude,
the time acquisition, i.e., a SAGE-2 profile is selected if it was recorded on the
same day as one of the 22 LIDAR profiles ±12 hours.
Taking into account the duration of the study, the LlDAR dependency on
meteorological conditions and the SAGE-2 operating mode [Chu et aI., 1989]
which is very different in comparison with the LIDAR'S, we expect a very small
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number of coincidences on the basis of the selection criteria mentioned above.
Only one coincident SAGE-2 extinction profile has thus been selected. It was
recorded on June 8, 1999, sunrise, at 24.8°S and 38.4°E. The corresponding
LIDAR profile was recorded on the same day, at Durban, and was time
integrated from 16:30 to 19:55 UTC.
In the local stratosphere , SAGE-2 and LIDAR aerosol extinction profiles,
superposed on figure-I, show closely similar vertical distribution . Despite the
fact that both profiles' error bars overlap in the whole studied altitude range,
the observed discrepancy in the 17-20 km layer is mainly due to the operating
modes: SAGE-2 measurements are obtained by looking through a horizontal
path of a few hundred kilometres (solar occultation) and thus correspond to a
horizontally averaged atmosphere, while LIDAR measurements are obtained
vertically and are time-integrated over a few hours. It is also important to note
that other parameters can contribute to the mentioned discrepancy, particularly
: the difference in wavelength between SAGE-2 and LIDAR observations , and the
validity of hypotheses used for the inversion of the LIDAR equation in particular
height independence of the aerosols' extinction to the back-scatter ratio.
Knowing that all LIDAR profiles used in the present work have been retrieved
using the same inversion method, this comparison, even though it is made with
one coincidence, shows that the quality of aerosol profiles obtained by LIDAR
over Durban is consistent. These observations can be used consequently for
climatological studies as well as for the purpose of a case study, within the
framework of co-ordinated campaigns or for validation and inter-comparisons.
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111- Results
From the LIDAR data set described above, an averaged aerosol extinction
profile has been derived (see the solid line with cross symbols showed on
figure-2) . As expected, note that extinction values of the stratospheric
background aerosols decrease rapidly with increasing altitude up to the 28-30
km altitude range. Beyond that layer, which can be called the local
stratospheric aerosol top layer, the observed atmosphere can be considered as
typically molecular, i.e., free of aerosols.
Moreover taking into account the extinction mean values the daily LIDAR
profiles distribution , illustrated by superposition of all LIDAR profiles on
figure-2, highlights a high day-to-day variability of the observed stratospheric
aerosols. This high variability can be associated with the zonal wind
transitory regime in the stratosphere, as shown by Bencherif et al. [2000].
However , if one considers the 29th of April profile for stratospheric heights
under 27 km, the observed extinction values are significantly higher than those
of the mean profile and higher too than all other values from all LIDAR profiles.
The aerosol increase observed on April 29 is therefore unusual and suggests
that, by the end of April, 1999, aerosol extinction has increased significantly
and abnormally in the lower stratosphere, as a result of an aerosol loading
through a transport process .
For a discussion of the origin of the stratospheric aerosol loading observed over
Durban two possible origins are investigated ; the first is related to vertical
transport from the troposphere to the stratosphere, the second to horizontal
transfer between the tropics and extra-tropics.
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IV- Discussion on the origin of the aerosol loading over South Africa
IV.1- Dynamical characteristics of the stratospheric air mass over South Africa on
April 29
Potential Vorticity (PV) contours for the 400 K potent ial temperature level , in
the lower stratosphere, have been computed from ECMWF data for the whole
studied period. ECMWF data used in this study are re-analysed data, with a
horizontal resolution of 1 degree by 1 degree, 15 vertical levels between 1000
and 10 hPa, and with 4 fields per day. These data have already been used for
tropospheric-stratospheric dynamical studies in the tropical southern
hemisphere [Baray et aI., 2000].
Figure-Sa shows the latitude vs longitude PV field for the 400 K isentropic
surface, averaged for the period April 18 to May 10, 1999, that corresponds to
the aerosol loading event date ±10 days. The mean value of PV over the LIDAR
site of Durban lies between 7 and 8 PVU. The PV field of April 29 is presented
in figure-3b and shows a zone of low-PV ( 2::::; PV::::; 5 PVU ) lying between
25°S and 35°S and 200E and 45°E. With the exception of the equatorial zone,
the lowest PV values (PV::::; 3 PVU) appear around the 2rs and 39°E position.
This low-PV air mass either has a local upper-tropospheric origin or has
originated from long range isentropic quasi-horizontal transport.
IV.2- Alocal tropospheric origin?
The dynamic mechanisms which can induce a transfer from the upper
troposphere to the lower stratosphere are tropical convection and the jet-
streams (polar and subtropical). An examination of the Meteosat image for 29
April (figure 4) shows that there was virtually no cloud cover over Durban on
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29 April, thus precluding the possibility of locally strong convective activity
capable of injecting an air mass enriched in tropospheric aerosols into the
lower stratosphere.
Tropospheric jets/frontal systems are a very perturbed zone and can induce
areas of convergence and subsidence, in association with horizontal and
vertical ageostrophic circulations . They can result either in strong subsiding
motions in tropopause folds, or in strong ascending motion, generally on the
anticyclonic side near the entrance zone of the jet stream [Shapiro and
Kennedy, 1981 ; Holton et aI., 1995]. In our case study, the upper level front
associated with the subtropical jet stream is clearly visible on the Meteosat
image (figure 4) and is localised in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean, far from
the south-western coast of Africa. Within the upper troposphere, winds over
Durban are weak, and no PV signature is visible (ECMWF data, not shown).
Hence we can conclude that the lower stratosphere over Durban has not been
influenced by a local tropospheric source, either by convective activity or by
the jet stream.
IV.3- A long-range equatorial origin?
Having excluded the possibility of a short-range troposphere-stratosphere
transport, we now consider the hypothesis of long-range horizontal transport.
In order to check for the origin of the aerosol increase, associated with a low-
PV decrease , the high resolution advection MIMOSA model [Hauchecorne et
aI., 2001] has been used to produce a continuous evolution of PV fields for
the period from 21 to 30 April. The non-conservative terms of the large scale
field are taken into account using a relaxation toward the ECMWF
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meteorological fields [Hauchecorne et aI., 2001]. MIMOSA has been used for
real time 5 day forecasts of the PV fields and has been found useful for the
detection of sub-tropical and polar filaments and alert release in the frame of
the METRO project (MEridional TRansport of Ozone in the lower
stratosphere, a research project included in the European campaign THESEO
[Heese et aI., 2001]).
Four advected-PV maps, derived for the 400 K level from the MIMOSA model
are presented in figure 5. A low-PV air mass of tropical origin (over the South
American continent) stretches latitudinally in the form of a "tongue" towards
the southern mid-latitudes . The tropical air mass was localised close to Brazil
on 23 April (see figure 5a), and moved south-eastwards in the days thereafter.
On 25 April, the forward edge of the event is positioned in the middle of the
Atlantic Ocean around 300S and has a south-easterly movement (see figure
5b). On 28 April, the forward edge is situated near the west coast of southern
Africa, extending towards the north (figure 5c). The tropical low-PV filament
has elongated and covers nearly all of South Africa by 29 and 30 April (figure
5d).
Moreover, kinematic back-trajectories calculated from ECMWF (not shown)
are in a close agreement with the advection contour model, and show the same
origin for the stratospheric air mass over Durban.
V. Discussion-conclusion
The central line of this work is the use of both LIDAR measurements and
modelling in order to analyse an isentropic transport event through the southern
subtropical barrier. We first focused on the use of aerosol profiles obtained by
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LIDAR over Durban, South Africa. Because of their life expectancy,
stratospheric aerosols provide a good tracer. Aerosols can thus be used to study
stratospheric dynamics and notably to study transport from the tropical
stratospheric reservoir to mid-latitudes. As reported by several authors [Trepte
and Hitchman, 1992 ; McCormick and Viega, 1992], the tropical stratospheric
reservoir has an air mass that is distinctly different from that in the mid-latitude
stratosphere.
That is evidenced on figure 6, which shows a tropical and a subtropical height
vs time cross-section of aerosol extinction as recorded by the 525-nm
wavelength channel of the SAGE-2 experiment, from 1994 to 1999. Whatever
the period of observation is, one can observe that aerosol distributions in the
lower stratosphere are different in the tropical zone and the subtropics. During
the period from April to June 1999 (indicated with two vertical heavy lines), a
2 km-layer with a maximum extinction value of « 1.7 km" was evident in the
tropical lower stratosphere; while in the subtropical stratosphere the maximum
extinction value only reached ::::: 0.6 km". This indicates that the observed
aerosol loading event over Durban can correspond to a transport process of air
mass from tropics.
Examination of MIMOSA output PV-maps at 380 K and 420 K potential
temperature levels (not shown) show almost the same filamentary
development, as for the 400 K level (see figure 5), with the same trajectory and
during the same period. The detected horizontal transport event in the lower
stratosphere concerns several isentropic levels in the lower stratosphere, III
agreement with LIDAR observations over the Durban site (see figure 2).
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All these results, LIDAR observation together with SAGE-2 measurements, the
PV-maps, and the MIMOSA model retrieval of filamentary structures derived
from ECMWF fields, agree with each other supporting the hypotheses of a
horizontal transport in the lower stratosphere of air mass from tropics towards
the subtropics and mid-latitudes.
Moreover, it is well known that the winter stratosphere is disrupted by wave
activity, chiefly gravity and planetary waves. These waves are mainly
generated in the troposphere and propagate with the westerly winds in winter
through the middle atmosphere. It is also known that horizontal air mass
exchanges between the tropical stratospheric reservoir and mid-latitudes are
episodic and take place through the subtropical barrier due to planetary wave
breaking. Indeed, it is the large-scale Rossby waves in the westerlies that pull
air masses and tracers from the tropics into mid-latitudes in the form of large-
scale filaments through the surf zone [Leovy et aI., 1985 ; McIntyre and
Palmer, 1984].
Using the same LIDAR data base recorded over Durban during the same period
as in the present study, Bencherif et al. [2000] have shown that the daily
variability of the local thermal structure was getting large, as the zonal wind
component was becoming westerly and Rossby waves could propagate upward.
Furthermore, in recent years and mostly in the northern hemisphere , there has
been much interest in understanding the effects of mixing barriers on either
side of the tropical stratosphere . With regard to the latitudinal extent of the air
mass transport, coupling of observations and modelling is therefore essential in
studying large-scale events.
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In order to understand and quantify the meridional exchange events through the
southern subtropical barrier, we carry on monitoring the LIDAR over Durban, in
parallel with similar observations over Reunion Island (20.8°S, 55.5°E).
Such ground-based atmospheric in situ experiments at tropical and subtropical
latitudes, when combined with global observations of trace gases and with
dynamical models such as MIMOSA and LOBADY, an analytical tool for
localising the subtropical barrier [Portafaix et al., 2000], offer new possibilities
for investigation of exchange processes through the southern subtropical
barrier. The quantification of the effective diffusivity, air mass and tracer
fluxes will further contribute to that understanding [Haynes and Shuckburgh,
2000; Hauchecorne at aI., 2001].
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Aerosol extinction profiles recorded by LIDAR over Durban from April 20 to
June 14, 1999. The corresponding averaged profile is shown by the solid line
with cross symbols (see legend).
LIDAR and SAGE-2 aerosol extinction profiles recorded quasi-simultaneously,
on June 08, 1999 (see legend). The vertical lines represent the SAGE-2 error
bars. The LIDAR profile is framed by the aerosol extinction profiles at ± o the
total uncertainty.
Potential Vorticity analyses derived from ECMWF fields, for the 400 K
potential temperature level. (a) PV mean fields from April 18 to May io",
1999, and (b) PV field on April 29th, 1999.
Water vapour and cloud distributions In the troposphere derived from
MeteoSat satellite for April 29th, 1999.
Advected-PV contours as obtained with the MIMOSA model for April (a)
23rd, (b) 25th, (c) 28th and (d) 30th, 1999.
Time vs height cross-sections of aerosol extinction derived from SAGE-2
profiles obtained from the 525-nm wavelength channel, for the period from
January 1994 to December 1999. The upper and lower plates present the 0°-
15°S and 200S-400S latitudinal bands, respectively. The heavy red solid lines
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